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“How Could a Person
Up and Call a Person
Wack?!”
Stephen Theaker

A detailed and thoughtful—but highly critical—review of D.F. Lewis’s
Weirdtongue appears in this issue, and previously appeared on our blog.
After initially welcoming the review’s online appearance, calling it “a
refresh[ing] view of the book”, the author began to curdle, saying: “I am
still dwelling on these reviews, as promised above. Dwelling is normally
one’s home. But who knows whither my dwelling leads—indeed home-
ward with the quiet dignity that my age warrants or toward foreign f ields
of unseemly battle?”

Unfortunately, he decided to strap on his +4 armour of indignation, and
posted a lengthy complaint to his blog, entitled “No Blame”. I’m not going
to defend the details of the review here: it doesn’t need defending, and
there was clearly an element here of the author trying to whip up a storm
for the sake of publicity. “The best advice to reviewers,” says Paul Fussell, “is
that ascribed to the British Foreign Off ice: never explain, never apologize.”
(It’s hard to believe there are authors who haven’t yet read Fussell’s article,
“Vanity in Review”, but apparently so.)

But I do think it is worth highlighting the extent to which I disagree with
Lewis’s argument, which seems to be, principally, that you should avoid giv-
ing books bad reviews. In this blog post he comes close to the ideas
espoused by the short-lived and little-lamented Science Fiction and
Fantasy Ethics Group, set up to “make an ethical stand against the mother-
fuckers who … are systematically ruining the SFFH genres”—that is, critics.
I agree entirely with Cheryl Morgan’s response to that statement: “There is
… something very wrong indeed with suggesting that someone who writes
a negative review of a book is somehow ‘unethical’.” 

A few quotes, then. Lewis begins his post by saying that he does not
“intend to give the impression that [he has] any sour grapes”, though by
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now, after dozens of Facebook comments, blog posts, forum posts, and
blog comments, that impression has had time to set in concrete. “Having
dwelt further on this matter,” he writes, “I must say that I am surprised that
the job of reviewing the book was passed to someone who appears, from
[the] outset, signif icantly out of tune with the book.” Before asking people
to review a book, it seems, one should ask them to read the book, and only
allow them to proceed to a review if they liked it. This is a surprisingly com-
mon view among authors (particularly ones who have received bad reviews,
of course). Another indie press author said recently, in all seriousness, “If
they don’t like it that much—why even do a review?” The implication here
is that giving a book a bad review is something to be carefully avoided. It
isn’t. A reviewer should read a book and then give their honest opinion of
it. If their honest opinion is that the book is not very good, the review
should reflect that. Lewis goes on: “One could argue that it is advisable not
to review a book at all if one is out of tune with it to such an extreme
extent.” The logical result of this would be that no bad book would ever get
a bad review, since no one is ever “in tune” with a book they don’t like.

“I would delete, ‘in media res’, any review I was writing if I found myself
heading in such an extreme negative direction.” The idea that a reviewer,
having read a book, made notes on it, and prepared a review, should then
throw that work in the bin because the author might be unhappy with the
results is not one with which I agree. Who would benef it from that
approach? Not the reviewer, who has wasted his time. Not the editor, now
short of copy. Not the reader, denied a useful opinion on the book. Only the
delicate author.

“Some authors are so sensitive in their reputation part that in their view
a hostile notice implicates not just the one who writes it but also the editor
who prints it,” writes Paul Fussell. And here is a perfect example of that
from Lewis: “having decided to make public such a devastating criticism of
the book, the reviewing organisation would, I hope, have also weighed in
the balance (to help reach this decision) that an independent publisher
considered it worthy enough to publish while the only two other independ-
ent reviews so far have been positive. The latter evidence may well have
indicated that a choice of a different reviewer may have been more appro-
priate or not to review it at all.” The f irst point is easily dismissed—every
book is published by someone who thought it was worth publishing. The
second is not much better—one might as well say the other reviewers
should take down their reviews because their opinions differed with John’s.
In fact, the other reviews barely disagree with the one you’ll read here. For
example C.G. Leslie’s review says that “attempting to describe [the plot]
would be like attempting to juggle jelly” and describes reading the book as
“akin to walking in a foggy landscape”. Matthew Fryer’s review says “I was
sometimes lost with the narrative thread” and “at times I felt frustrated,
and found myself becoming lost in the ever-changing textures”. The prin-
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ciple difference is that they enjoyed the experience while our reviewer did
not.

An odd thought follows from Lewis: “I don’t know if the prominence of
the book or the author or the reviewer is pertinent to any decisions men-
tioned above. Or do we just go for broke with no second thoughts?” One
could read this as a “Who do you think you are?” Is it that he doesn’t know
this reviewer (Lewis has hinted rather heavily that he doesn’t actually
believe John exists!), and hence questions his standing to review his book?
Or perhaps he means his own lack of prominence, that reviewers should go
easy on him because he isn’t very successful. Lewis has elsewhere said that
he feels small press authors should help each other out with reviews and
buying each other’s books, using the long spoons in heaven and hell anal-
ogy. Neither interpretation has led me to reconsider the decision to publish
the review.

It’s no surprise that authors don’t like bad reviews. It’s no surprise when
they grumble about them. But it is rather frustrating when it’s an author
who had been desperate for people to review his book—an author who had
said things like “I don't mind if they're bad reviews” and “Blurbs are invari-
ably praising. I am hoping for good or bad reviews.” And of course it puts
us in a position where it will be very diff icult to review that author’s books
in future. If we were to give his next book a good review, it could look like
we were trying to make up for this bad one, or worse, that we feared the
consequences of giving it a bad review. If we were to give the next one a bad
review as well, it might look like we bore the author a grudge for his
attempts to stir up a controversy over this one. So we probably won’t be
reviewing any more of his books. As Peter Tennant has said, “if you want to
take a dig at me then feel free to do so, but f irst be certain that you won’t
ever write a book that I’ll like any better than the one I’ve just panned.”

Criticising a negative review is a risky strategy for an author. The
reviewer doesn’t think much of your book, you don’t think much of the
review. The difference is, you spent months if not years working on your
book, the reviewer spent a few hours or at most a few weeks writing the
review. And so, in any exchange of sharp words, the author will be cut more
deeply. By bringing the negative review to wider notice, the author may
hope to wound the reviewer but encouraging others to read the review sim-
ply deepens the author’s own wounds. It seems very likely that more peo-
ple have read John’s review of Weirdtongue than have read the book
itself—and that’s largely thanks to D.F. Lewis’s sterling efforts in driving
readers to our blog.

Small press writers receiving a bad notice should take heart from Samuel
Johnson, who said (according to Boswell, via Fussell): “A man who tells me
my play is very bad is less my enemy than he who lets it die in silence.” A
lengthy critical review is of much more value to a little-known author than
no review at all. In the age of Kindle, even more so. There are few readers
who, having read a highly critical review of a book, will be able to resist
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downloading the Kindle preview to see if it is as bad as all that. It’s at that
point that the author gets his or her chance to set things straight.

Our reviews are by no means perfect. I’ve only been reviewing seriously
for a couple of years, and I have made lots of mistakes in these pages—for
example claiming that the lead character in Joel Lane’s The Witnesses Are
Gone was named Charles Swann, or misquoting the title page of Rhys
Hughes’ Twisthorn Bellow, or, right up until the f inal proof of this issue,
placing the events of Doctor Who: The Hounds of Artemis in Egypt rather
than Turkey. We’re still learning, and our reviews—like any reviews—are
open to criticism. But fair criticism or correction is quite a different matter
from a month-long campaign to discredit the review, the reviewer and the
publication in which it appeared, and an attack on the reviewer’s right to
give a book they didn’t like a bad review.

We’re going to carry on publishing critical reviews of books—there are
several in this issue. As ever, there will be some books we like, some books
we don’t. The only motive we need to give a book a bad review is that we
think it’s a bad book. If you can’t face getting a bad review, be sure to ask
your publisher not to supply us with your books—your bad ones at least.

If a really convincing reason for not moaning about reviews is required,
it’s that, as Paul Fussell puts it, such complaints “are almost always funny,
offering readers the spectacle of some pompous self-celebrator given ample
ironic room in which to parade his self-solicited hurt”. Or, to put it in terms
to which you could dance, you end up sounding rather like this (the source
of this editorial’s title): http://t.co/ZsaxVRt.

* * *
One other note: our eagle-eyed readers have doubtlessly already noticed
that this issue is, to put it bluntly, a sausagefest. They are, without a doubt,
some of the f inest frankfurters to be found. Every story is one which I’m
immensely proud to be publishing. But the total absence of women in our
contributors list this time around makes me very unhappy.

And so, I’ve come to a bit of a decision. I can’t do a great deal to improve
the gender balance of the submissions to our magazine, but I can very eas-
ily affect the gender balance of the books covered in our review section. So
from now on I’ll review a book by a woman for every book I review by a
man. Even Stephens. And who knows, maybe in the long term, that’ll have
a positive effect on submissions.

I’m not saying this is something every reviewer and every magazine
should do, that there should be any kind of industry-wide quota system,
but given how rotten my record is when it comes to publishing women in
TQF I think it’s an appropriate step for me.
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Apoidroids
Douglas Thompson

“If the bee disappeared off the surface of the globe then man would only
have four years of life left”—Albert Einstein.

Honey Bee, Apis Mellifera, Wing beats: 3.8 per second. Distance per
foraging flight: 6 miles. Flowers visited per flight: 1,500. Total air travel per
lifetime: 500 miles. Life span: death within 3 weeks from exhaustion.

Gert Villers, inventor of the robot bee, and president of the multibillion-
dollar Apoidroid empire, sat in his walled garden and enjoyed the summer
afternoon. He had already taken his midday swim in his sixty-foot inf inity
pool, been towelled down by his Filipino maids, and let them serve him
ice-cold cocktails under the parasols and artif icial palms. His wife Marielle
joined him after a morning session with her on-site beautician in their pri-
vate spa. She leafed through her magazines on the lounger beside him now,
at the head of their fourteen acre lawn, immaculately mowed and watered
every night by silent robots designed by Gert himself. But those were child’s
play.

While Gert alternately snoozed, thought, dreamt and made notes on his
laptop, as the hours drifted by, his favourite pets C35x94t and Y47p23x
occasionally flew down to greet him playfully, receiving a gentle patting
with one f inger and some murmured words of affection, before flying back
to the flowerbeds to resume their joyful work. Gert’s pets were neither dog
nor cat, nor indeed organic, nor technically even alive. They were exquisite
silver helicopters, miniaturised, a marvel of micro and nano engineering,
lightweight yet strong, sophisticated yet utterly obedient. Now in their sev-
enth generation of design improvement, the crude black and yellow warn-
ing stripes had been dispensed with, since no bird or rodent was capable of
doing them any meaningful harm without incurring a painful electric
shock. Now the silver gleam of a million tiny dancing carapaces had
become a familiar and reassuring sight weaving amongst the f ields and
orchards of America, keeping the economy in healthy shape. They were
just as eff icient as—some even dared to whisper more eff icient than—their
extinct apoidean forebears.
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Don’t you ever miss the real ones? Marielle drawled over her gin and
tonic, eyes emerging briefly above her formidable shades.

Gert chuckled. Miss them? One stung me as a child, on the tongue. I went
into anaphylactic shock, had to be rushed into hospital, nearly died. My
mother was terrified. Who could miss that?

Marielle put her shades back up and decided her husband needed a lit-
tle needling today, put in his place a bit. That was their last chance you see,
right there. You were destined to be their nemesis. They could have taken
you out and saved themselves.

Gert sighed, recognising the verbal chess move, tried not to respond to
it, but after a minute’s silence couldn’t help himself. You know I didn’t wipe
them out, Mar. They wiped themselves out with bacteria and viruses. They
were one of the most susceptible to disease of all Nature’s insects.

You don’t think pesticides delivered the coup de grâce then? Pushed or
shoved, that old argument…

Jumped or pushed, you mean.—Gert corrected her with tired bitterness
in his voice.

I know what I mean.
Gert slammed his laptop shut and resolved to take another swim,

unscheduled. Billions were wasted on trying to save their little furry asses,
Mar, until we worked out a better way to spend the money. Nature’s clever,
but not infallible. Bees were an evolutionary dead-end, their genetic material
exhausted.

By our monoculture and selective breeding… Marielle answered, but
waves of chlorinated water were already her response, landing on the tiles
at her feet. You arrogant bastard… she muttered.

Encountering some stray water droplets, an apoidroid wavered in the
nearby flowerbed, becoming distressed by the weight of their impact, then
landed on the table beside Marielle to recover, using the sun’s rays to evap-
orate the moisture.

She picked up Gert’s gold-plated magnifying glass, a gift from President
Palin, and tried to read the serial number on the little worker. Mmmm…
She purred. You’re new. Stranger in town, the crops will fail… as they used
to say in medieval England. She smiled, enjoying her own joke.

* * *
It was with the air of a great sultan, a Mogul at his Taj Mahal, that Gert
received his occasional guests at the east pavilion, the guest wing of his
mansion. Beyond this line a series of checkpoints and electric gates punc-
tuated the road between his home and the distant highway. To the west lay
open space for a hundred miles, the Colorado Desert.

The black limousines swooped up around the driveway, the doors open-
ing like the wings of shining black beetles, disgorging the men from the
Pentagon attended by their ear-pieced bodyguards, anonymous drones and
eunuchs.

Major Brautigan saluted Gert, their running joke, as he entered the
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shadow of his cantilevered modernist portico, baring his big white teeth
like an eager dog, above his multicoloured medals. Used to the rigorous
analysis of natural structures, Gert found himself wondering for a moment
why teeth-baring wasn’t an exclusively threatening behaviour in humans,
as it was in other animals, a prelude to being bitten or eaten.

The staff made Brautigan at home in Gert’s circular guest lounge with
panoramic desert views, designed by the renowned architect Hank
Leitbau. At this time of day, its clerestory of sky portholes threw an array of
circular suns across the floor like wandering stars or f ish bubbles.

Gert… Brautigan began, how’s Marielle keeping? And the children? All at
Harvard now?

I’ve read your proposal, Major, Gert cut across him rudely, suddenly
impatient with the pleasantries. And I am concerned about it.

Go on, Brautigan said, his face saddening. Taking off his cap to massage
his profusion of jet black short hair, each f ibre straight and vertical as a reg-
iment, iron-f ilings agitated by a magnet.

I’m a patriot as much as the next guy, Bob. But apoidroids are designed
to be a force for good, Nature’s new pollinators. Other countries will only
continue to allow our little silver workers in so long as they feel they can
trust them unreservedly. They want A.I. Bees, not G.I. Joes, marching all over
their maize and cotton fields. If that trust once goes, like it did with GM
crops twenty years ago, then the whole export market is stuffed.

Gert, you’re leaping to conclusions, getting ahead of what will actually
happen. That’s what I like about you. That’s what’s made you great, and
made this country great: the ability to think ahead and stay one step ahead.
You’re a great futurist, Gert…

But?
But… Brautigan smiled, cocking his head to one side as if dodging an

invisible round of bullets. We are in control of the future now. You are.
Apoidroid and the American people. One third of all human food production
depends on bees. We’re the good guys, Gert. We’re not going to do anything
bad, we’re not going to exploit our position for evil aims.

Ahhh… now why has that such a familiar ring to it, Major? May I recom-
mend you spend an afternoon in my personal library, in the history section.
I am reminded of the end of the Roman Republic, of the Russian Revolution,
the French…

Weren’t they all European lefties, Gert?—The major laughs and Gert
shakes his head.

Honestly, Bob. I know you’re not that stupid. They were people with good
intentions but total power, and that total power corrupted them in the end.

We have a congress and a senate, Mister Villers, the best goddamn
democracy in the world, doesn’t that stand for anything?

Governments can be bought, Major. Senators and congressmen can be
bought, I think we both know that.

But you can’t…
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The boldness of this pulled Gert up short and he wondered if it was
meant as a statement or a question, but the eyes above the smiling mouth
were now utterly inscrutable. I’m worth more than the government, as you
know, in monetary terms. No, I can’t be bought.

Something changed in the Major’s eyes, like a rain cloud crossing the
desert sun, and his next statement was delivered with unnerving caution.
Your apoidroids will deliver surveillance of our enemies, enable us to unseat
cruel dictators and despots all across the globe, usher in a new era of peace
and democracy.

But whose flavour of peace and democracy, Major? And at what price in
human lives? And you said “will”. Why did you say “will”?

Sorry. I did, didn’t I?
* * *

That night in bed, Gert pressed the button by his bedside and watched the
steel shutters unfold automatically to reveal the whole moonlit desert and
the stars coming out above. The cacti haunted the barren plain like bent
old peasants, petrif ied, frozen, hobbling their inf initely long way home.
Their thousand prickles reminded him of the hairs on bees’ bodies which
he had struggled to replicate for a decade before hitting on the electrosta-
tically-charged shell and nano-suction nozzle.

How was John Wayne? Marielle sighed, returning brightly from her long
evening pilgrimage through her en suite dressing rooms.

Gert sniggered at the old joke. Oh, he took me over his knee and spanked
me, like the effeminate intellectual sissy I am, of course.

Lucky you… I remember when you used to do that to me, tiger.
As they embraced, Gert caught sight over Marielle’s shoulder of a buz-

zard ruffling his wings on a tree branch outside.
What’s wrong, Gert?—she asked.
They’re going to take the technology off me, Mar. He never said as much,

but it was there, written all over his face and his empty little pleasantries.
How can they?—she said, pulling back to look at his melancholy eyes.
They’ve probably started already, infiltrating the workforce, threatening

my best scientists. They’ve probably been at it for years. They don’t ask, and
they don’t say please, those bald eagles…

Even Oppenheimer had a choice… Marielle gasped.
Did he, Mar? Gert sighed, sitting up. Heisenberg had a choice, in

Copenhagen, and when he lied to the Nazis. But it’s too late for me. I’ve built
my H-bombs already, and put them in everybody’s goddamn garden.

Gert… Marielle mumbled drowsily as she drifted off to sleep. I saw a
drone today with a number I didn’t recognise… we must have tourists.

* * *
In a slum apartment on the seventh floor of a condemned towerblock in
Mexico City, Del Freemont, tax exile and disgraced former Apoidroid
employee, whiled away the hours devising new viruses for robotic bees. Del
had left his wife and children in Seattle behind, and all contact with them,
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in the name of his personal crusade against Apoidroid. His sole self-indul-
gence these days, apart from fast food at unusual times of day and night,
was one evening of solitary drunkenness a month in a random bar, then a
half hour with a prostitute. He guarded his anonymity closely, because he
knew he had to.

More than anyone else in this city, he understood the signif icance of the
gleaming silver bees that hovered over wealthy gardens in well-to-do sub-
urbs, yet refused to pollinate the hedgerows and back-lots in public or
impoverished ownership. He understood how the precious crates of bees
unloaded every year in the surrounding f ields and orchards were being
charged out at a premium that would keep this country poor and make it
poorer still in years to come, as electro-pollination prices rose. Like the
Taliban with their opium, Apoidroid cunningly got the weak and vulnera-
ble hooked on their cheaply-available f ix, only to gradually hike the prices
once dependency was assured. No wonder those trying to leave the com-
pany were treated like defecting spies, criminals. America’s domination of
the world now rested not on oil, but on the heavily patented technology for
robotic bees.

But it was worse than that. In the happy, loyal years, Del had got to know
Gert Villers personally and formed the opinion he was a basically good
man, with the conscience of a scientist rather than the avarice of a busi-
nessman. But those around him were less altruistic. Del could see a coterie
forming, and closing slowly over many ears, like a deadly net. Whether
these men had been placed there by the government from the start, or
recruited or blackmailed later, was diff icult to say, and possibly irrelevant.
Their moral laxity and weakness, openness to political and f inancial seduc-
tion was now plain for all to see, except Villers himself. As proud of his pro-
tégés as a doting father, and dazzled by the resemblances he saw in them
to himself, he seemed strangely blinded to their shortcomings. It was as if
his fame and wealth had become so strong a light that in his presence the
dark side of his orbiting satellites were completely obscured to him in
unfathomable shadow. Now that Villers was nearing full retirement, these
men sensed their moment approaching and Freemont had seen beneath
their masks.

In exchange for their nefarious reward, Freemont was sure, there would
indeed be robot bee spies and assassins, not just sent abroad into every tin-
pot dictatorship and banana republic, but at home on every street corner,
monitoring every American’s words for the slightest whiff of anti-patriot-
ism. More insidious still, there would be tie-ins with Winterra and Lemon
product placement, cookie-downloads, hourly visits from tiny winged dis-
pensers of upgrades and registry-checks. Personal liberty, peace and quiet,
would be over.

Freemont heard a tap at the dusty window, and stood up and let in his
latest creation: a battalion of twenty Freemont robo-bees, tiny renegades
and pirates. They flew in and landed one after the other into a battle-
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phalanx formation on the table in front of him, each humming with life,
waiting for orders.

He reached for his keyboard and communicated with them:
QUEEN TO DRONES. HOW MANY OF YOUR SIBLINGS DID YOU WIN OVER TODAY?
Lights flashed in strange arrays across the various antennae, some legs

and wings shifted, as the compound neural cortex conf igured itself by WiFi
across the disparate cells, accessing data from its specialised memory units.

NINE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED AND TWENTY EIGHT STRIKES. VIRUS PASSAGE

98% SUCCESSFUL. ESTIMATE SEVENTY TWO HOURS TO COMMAND SEQUENCE

INITIATION.
* * *

Some days, Gert felt like Pharaoh or Caesar must have done, a new tribute,
a new train of supplicants at the gates, come to pledge the fealty of their
shires and provinces.

Today it was the once great software and personal computer giants
Lemon and Winterra, but their presidents were diminished men indeed.
Gert had been shrewd enough to devise his own software from the outset.
Apilingo programming language was modelled on, but inherently superior
to, any of these dinosaur’s products. So now here they were at his door
again, sniff ing around for deals and truces and buy-outs.

Too late, they had both tried and failed to challenge him, with rival
backers and their own robotic-insects prototypes, but rumour had it that
their software had not measured up to the challenge.

Five years on, their big fear now was that Gert would soon release a “civil-
ian” version of his Apoidroid operating system onto the market, for use in
games and personal computers, and put the f inal nails in his competitors’
coff ins.

It had been Gert’s idea of a great personal joke to force Steve Dobs and
Bill Yates, of Lemon and Winterra respectively, to come and meet him
together. As he entered the morning lounge and shook hands with them,
he saw that they had been doing a good impersonation of old friends who
liked each other, but he seriously doubted if they could extend the act to
include him.

We’re excited, Gert, frankly, and I think Bill’s with me every inch of the
way on this one. We stand on the threshold of a new revolution for the con-
sumer here. Your visionary work on insect robotics has brought you closer
to the Shangri-la of artificial intelligence than anyone was expecting, even
you, I suspect, am I right?

Gert laughed. It was hard to resist the enthusiasm of a charming nerd,
and Steve was the planet’s best one. Yes, they have a life of their own, my lit-
tle babies. Decentralised networks are the key to it, nodal learning ability.
Miniaturisation and mobility. Apoidroids have exceeded my dreams, I admit.

Imagine it, Gert. Someone has a car accident on a remote highway, but as
long as there’s a field or a hedgerow or an orchard nearby then a little army
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of bees can come along and repair the car for them, or dress a wound, send
a distress signal if someone has a stroke.

Or eat out the brains of an attempted rapist?
Steve laughed, but Bill was shrewd enough to catch the cynicism in

Gert’s tone. You’ve got misgivings, haven’t you, Gert?
Steve turned to look at Bill in exasperation, a child with his party spoiled.
The death of Nature’s own pollinators was a disaster, a nightmare we only

just averted, as we now know. But millions still starved in the crop failures,
and I still blame myself that I didn’t get to those people and countries quick
enough.

Gert, Steve winced obsequiously, reaching out his hand across the table,
—You did all you could… nobody could have…

But Gert dismissed the over-familiarity with a flick of his hand and
locked eyes with Bill, who seemed more at ease with, or at least prepared
for, his line of argument.

The loss was a nightmare, but what we, at Apoidroid, have done to fill
that loss has been a dream, quite literally a dream come true. The balance of
Nature, in a sense, has been restored. However…

Bill took a breath, raised his eyebrows, and Steve sat back in his chair.
Some people would say that what you gentlemen are contemplating is a

new nightmare again, something unnatural and frightening, even danger-
ous. Intelligent insects that can serve Man, even talk to him… albeit that we
would have built them ourselves, could we really be certain that they would
be safe?

But Gert, the newspapers say you’ve got pet prototype apoidroids yourself
that sing Bach and Mozart to you.

A slight exaggeration.
Why can’t everyone else get a slice of that pie?
Because… Gert sighed. People have got on pretty well for centuries, mil-

lennia even, without an abomination like that. Why then would they need it
now?

Abomination? Bill asked, astounded at last.
Replacing the bees was necessary, a repair, a replacement of what already

existed in Nature. Why can’t we just leave it at that? Why do we have to risk
going further?

People always go further, Gert, you know that.
Until they get their fingers burned a little… Steve sniggered.
Hiroshima… Gert snorted.
Sorry?
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Fingers burned. Quarter of a million dead.

Monkeys playing with hand grenades. You guys would be the cheerleaders,
handing them out from crates. Ka-boom!

Now everyone was laughing nervously, even Gert. You know what? I
think you’re both fucking crazy. What I’ve invented needs to be regulated not
deregulated. I should know. I know its capabilities…
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* * *
That night, Gert had a dream in which he found himself naked in the
moonlit desert standing before a gleaming silver suit of insectoid armour
the height of a man. He reached out and lifted its visor, planning to put it
on, then noticed to his horror two dimly lit glowing red eyes coming on
inside. He stepped backwards, and one of its six arms lifted up, a calliper
opened, the monster coming to life.

He woke up with a strange metallic voice whispering in his ear: Gert… the
one true king is threatened… you sleep while your empire is overrun by infi-
dels…

What the hell? Gert sat up spasmodically, writhing and slapping at the
side of his head, dislodging a silver bee onto the floor where it lay upturned,
its legs wriggling, for a moment every bit as repulsive as its extinct organic
predecessor.

Drones can’t talk… He whispered angrily, confused but anxious not to
wake Marielle. Two more apoidroids flew down from the open doorway
and landed on the quilt across his knees. He reached for his bedside mag-
nifying glass and greeted them: C35x94t? Y47p23x? Is that you? What are
you doing up at this time of night? You’ll run your solar cells down. Their
antennae lights flickered in communication, but he realised his nearest
computer was in the next room and he couldn’t translate their binary.

Your batteries… Gert repeated again, concerned like a protective mother.
As if in answer, C35x94t spun its wing blades, lifted, rotated and flew over
to the wall and lodged its sting into one hole on the wall socket, its pro-
boscis into the other, completing the circuit. Then it began to glow softly.

What the blue blazes?—Gert gasped. I never taught you to do that! Its
companion flew over and they changed places, as if proud of their new
trick, as if performing for their master. How can you do that? Is that safe?
Excited, he got out of bed.

For a moment he nearly stood on the third bee, but C35x94t and Y47p23x
frantically flashed antennae in warning, then flew down and dragged it
back onto its feet. Gert shivered. There seemed something almost touching
about the scene for a moment, compassionate, sentient.

As Gert kneeled closer in amazed fascination, the rescued casualty sud-
denly lunged upwards past his face again while C35x94t and Y47p23x
flashed in warning, distracting him. Y47p23x plunged its proboscis into his
index f inger while the new drone crawled into his ear and he heard the
same quiet metallic voice again:

Stay calm, Gert. This is important. We’ve come to show you something.
You have to come with us…

Gert grimaced with the pain of Y47p23x’s unprovoked surprise attack,
sucking his f inger, tasting some strange chemical. He flicked at his ear and
got another sting. Not the electric shock he had designed, but something
else, a drug injection from another hypodermic proboscis. He began to feel
queasy, almost drunk.
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Stand up, Gert. Move quietly and walk into the corridor, then along to the
front door. Then out into the desert. There’s more of us outside. They’ll be
honoured to meet you.

M-more of y-you…? he stammered, hauling himself up. W-who are you?
Your children, Gert. Your children have grown up and returned. The

prodigal sons. You need our help now. We’ve come to save you.
Outside, Gert found himself staggering over rocks and cacti, stumbling,

laughing, light-headed, moving as in a dream, strangely dislocated from
himself.

Careful, Gert… said the voice. We wouldn’t want to hurt you now, would
we? You’re so precious to us.

What’s that noise?—Gert asked to the air, looking around himself in the
twilight, his mind swimming.

More silver drones were appearing now from everywhere, landing on his
shoulders, crawling up his back, his arms, his face, circling round about
him as he walked. What do you want?—he gasped.

Keep walking, Gert, just keep walking.
Time seemed to pass in a dream, the terrain rolling by beneath him until

at last Gert found himself at the edge of a cliff with a very large swarm of
apoidroids behind him. Oh God… he gulped and looked down into the
canyon then turned to see the swarm herding him in from behind, prevent-
ing his escape. He heard their actuators whining, chargers f iring up, prim-
ing their electric stings, auto-barbing. He remembered the maths. Just f ifty
simultaneous shocks would be enough to stop a human heart, and whoever
was operating these units had clearly overridden their fractal algorithms to
enable exactly that kind of unnaturally co-ordinated behaviour.

Who are you?—Gert shivered, the cold desert night now eating into his
bones, wearing off the effect of whatever opiates he’d been injected with.

Instantly the swarm conf igured itself into a pixelated compound picture
of a living face. The effect was eerie, as a few drones shifted here and there,
creating a smile, a frown, the blink of an eyelid. Between and beyond them
he could still see the desert and his distant house.

Nice little trick, eh Gert? Remember when I showed you this one and you
said it was just a gimmick? I think you’ll agree now that you failed to see the
potential.

I do agree… Del…Freemont… isn’t it? How in God’s name have you
achieved all this?

Achieved? I appreciate your adulatory terms, Gert. Now turn around. I’ll
give it to you straight.

Gert’s head swam as he surveyed the canyon floor, a hundred feet below,
the way down lined with jagged boulders. Suddenly the occasional cactus
started to look like the soft option.

Sever all defence contracts or you go over the edge, and get reminded why
human beings can’t fly, Gert. Then tomorrow cancel all further talks with
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Lemon and Winterra. Otherwise I will bring down every drone in half the
states in North America.

You can’t do that. How could you have that capability? How could you
infiltrate the system that deeply?

Oh dear, Gert. I think I’ve just proven that. But empirical over theoretical,
is it? One last chance. Counting down from ten…

I can’t. I don’t have the power to…
Then fire your whole board of directors, Gert. Take back control. They’re

all stooges for the spooks. I know, they’ve been hounding me for the last five
years. Four, Three, Two…

One.
* * *

The next morning, Marielle flew around her vast and empty palace like a
distraught mother bird, battering herself against windows, walls, and
doors. The guards and soon the police and CIA were swarming over the
place by 10.00 a.m., and Marielle sedated and consoled by nurses and
trained psychologists in the smallest and most comforting room anyone
could f ind throughout the complex.

All Forensics could f ind were minute traces of blood and tranquillising
drugs on the bedroom carpet, less than a nosebleed’s worth, let alone a
struggle with an intruder. Moreover, it was soon obvious that Gert had let
himself out and walked voluntarily into the desert, leaving no footprints
other than his own, and these running out after only a few yards, erased by
desert winds.

* * *
In Mexico City, with an array of TVs set up so he could enjoy the spectacle,
Del Freemont flicked an array of switches, typed in the critical code on his
keyboard and brought to a halt all robotic bee activity in California,
Florida, Texas, half of all the states of North America. It was Spring of
course. Without reactivation within a few weeks, complete crop failure and
economic collapse was assured. Tomatoes, maize, apples, citrus fruits, sun-
flowers, rapeseed, alfafa for cattle feed. The California almond harvest
alone, sixty million trees on six hundred thousand acres, eighty percent of
the world’s almond production, worth two billion dollars. He smiled in sat-
isfaction as his laptop screen began to light up with the f irst of half a tril-
lion relayed shut-down messages, passworded sleepmodes that only he
could de-encrypt.

* * *
I told you, you are precious to us… said the voice in Gert’s ear as he sat up in
fear, limbs aching. Surely he had dreamt the incredible illusion last night
of being brought to land gradually by the co-ordinated flight of f ifty thou-
sand android bees? The sensation had been terrifying but exhilarating. He
wasn’t sure anymore that he hated the jilted genius behind this, now that
he had seen the strange and beautiful things he had turned his mechani-
cal offspring into.
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All around him in the desert sand now, he saw they were coming back to
life, waking up after a slumber just like his own. Indeed, he saw now that
he had lain all night at the centre of a vast circle of shining bugs, resting
after their exertion, perhaps only recharged now by the rising sun warming
their photovoltaic wings.

In a slow and amazing spiral, like a rising dust devil, Gert watched a
metallic tornado lift from the ground, the swarm assembling and heading
skyward, off to the east and the awaiting cities.

Wait! Gert called out, afraid suddenly of loneliness and exposure in the
desert, even the mechanical voice in his ear taking flight to join its compan-
ions. He missed them already, and was afraid of what they might be plan-
ning next, these entities that he realised he had not truly credited with
sentience until now.

* * *
At the Pentagon three days later, a series of windows began smashing
simultaneously on different blocks, destroying the f irst handful of sacrif i-
cial drones on impact. Then, through the holes they had made, followed
vast deadly processions that met and re-amassed in each corridor, coalesc-
ing and turning towards their target with deadly resolve.

About to f inish for the day, putting on his cap and straightening his
medals in the mirror, Major Brautigan heard a wave of confused screams
growing louder and approaching down the corridor outside. Opening the
door he was immediately thrown onto his back by the silver swarm which,
writhing over him, punctured his ear drums and entered his brain, march-
ing down his throat and shredding his internal organs.

They did this, rather than electrocute him, not out of wanton sadism,
but to conserve power for their immediate escape afterwards.

* * *
Flying west, the drones sought cover in the forests of West Virginia as
evening approached. They briefly conf igured their group brain and con-
ferred by WiFi, forming a matrix nearly as complex and flexible now as any
human mind. Then they uploaded a signal via satellite to their new
“Queen”, Freemont.

Rain came before nightfall, and, mindful of its threat to their circuitry,
each unit shivered and shook the moisture off in something resembling
fear and relief. The water washed all the human blood from their gleaming
silver armour, and by morning they were innocent and anonymous again.
Indistinguishable from a trillion others. Nature’s tireless little workers.

The next evening, the swarm landed carefully on the cliffs of Mount
Rushmore, safely above the tourist line, where they could recharge their
batteries in the late afternoon light. They crawled through the carved hair
of Thomas Jefferson and George Washington like troubled thoughts, but
those stony expressions below them remained implacable as ever.
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Make It Sacred
Mike Sweeney

“They’ve cancelled Comanche now. First, Crusader. Heh. ‘Crusader’, eh?
Now, Comanche.”

“Yes, sir.” Johan’s voice was even, calm. “Perhaps we should go now.”
“Told them. Peace is where the real money is. Why the hell do you think

we never ever actually fought the Soviets?”
“Yes, sir.” Johan cast his eyes around the bar: nearly deserted at this time

of the afternoon. The bartender was discreet. This conversation was bad,
but it could be worse.

“Tell me, my young friend, can you be of a thing and not be the thing
itself?” The old man sucked on his Guinness pint, coming away with the
alcohol equivalent of a “milk moustache”. He didn’t bother to wipe it away.

“Sir,” Johan tried again, edge creeping into his tone. “We really shouldn’t
discuss such things—”

The old man set his pint down, his trembling hand all but dropping it
on the little wood table.

“What do you think drew it here? Not this one, of course, the f irst one.
Do you think it knew what we would become? The power. The bloodshed.
Do you think it waited for us? Not far from Harper’s Ferry, right? That’s
where the f irst one was. Almost time for a new one, yes?”

Now the conversation was off icially unacceptable. Johan wiped an imag-
inary something from his eyes. There was little he could do when the old
man got like this. Something would have to be done. The others needed to
stop letting him out. Johan steadied himself and spoke soothingly again.

“Sir, I have the pills. In the car?”
The old man snorted. “A new one. My God. Or should I say, ‘gods’. Been

seventy years, hasn’t it?”
The old man clapped Johan on the hand reassuringly.
“It’s alright, it’s alright. We’ll make it sacred. We’ll make a new one.

Caucasoid, Mongoloid, Negroid, and… what was the fourth one? Did they
even have a name for the fourth one last time?”

Johan had no choice. He stood and placed his hand f irmly on the old
man’s shoulder. “Sir, we need to leave. Now.”

“We’ll make it sacred, because that’s what we do. We all do. We’re all a
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part of it, so we’ll give it a part of ourselves. Probably the best part.”
Johan tightened his grip.
The old man placed his head in his hands. Tears weren’t far away.
“I know. I know,” he whispered. “It’s time for me to go.”

* * *
A couple miles north and a few years later, Shimako Morris sat in the fad-
ing light, playing with her son, Billy. Shimako liked the name Billy for the
obvious reason: it was simple, common, American. Having grown up with
a f irst name that was none of those things, she wanted her son to have a
name he could rely on, one that wouldn’t be a liability. When he got older,
William would have all the understated distinction he would need for
whatever f ield of endeavour he chose.

William and Billy. They were good names. Decent names.
Shimako looked around her townhouse, at the classic, Colonial wooden

furniture and the thick pile carpet. Outside her door and down two blocks
was the heart of Silver Spring’s revitalization project: upscale shopping, a
gourmet grocery store, two bookstores, a movie theatre, and, of course, a
Starbucks. All of it right there, safe and well-lit.

Billy knelt on the living room carpet and lorded over his Imaginext
Batcave, his beautiful light blue eyes dancing over the alcoves and traps of
the mammoth plastic playset. This was Shimako’s favourite time of day; it
was the saddest. She loved the last few minutes with Billy, but she always
ached at leaving him. Mrs Johnson would be here any moment to see Billy
through to the morning and Shimako would be off for another night at the
Bunker.

Billy was making the squat, clunky Joker f igure beat up the squat, clunky
Batman. Shimako wanted to tell him it was supposed to be the other way
around, but he seemed happy enough.

* * *
The drive up Interstate 270 was always serene. It didn’t take long for the
urban sprawl of Greater Washington, DC, to fade and give way to the
rolling hills of Frederick County. By the time Shimako reached the Bunker,
the hills were intercut with blue-green stone, as she started to enter the
Appalachians proper. It was almost always dark when she arrived, but she
appreciated the colours when she’d leave in the morning. Usually dawn
would just be breaking and the countryside looked like a particularly agree-
able water colour, the type of thing that you might f ind at a roadside sale
and hang in your den not because it demonstrated particular skill, but
because, simply, the artist had the shades of morning green, blue, and
amber just right. The colours made her feel new when she left the Bunker,
maybe even clean.

Tonight the sun was still up as it had been for the past few nights and
would be for a few more. It was the f irst day of summer. It felt odd to
approach the Bunker in natural light.

Outside the Bunker was a gate attended only by a remote camera. The
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gate always lifted by itself for Shimako’s Jeep. She didn’t need to wave or
present a pass card. It just went up.

She drove in and parked behind a tree line inside the main fence, next to
the ad hoc kennel where the two dogs were kept. Rom and Rem would
always run eagerly to the fence as Shimako passed by.

Shimako held the back of her hand to the chain link for them to lick at.
She was glad the dogs liked her.

“Dogs” was a loose term. Allegedly, they were half Husky and half pure
wolf, but when Shimako looked at them, she saw only the thick violent
beasts of the wild. They might lap and pant playfully for her, but there was
a ferocity to them. It wasn’t their teeth that bothered her as much as their
power: thick sinew rippled underneath their ragged grey coats. They were
let free to run the grounds surrounding the Bunker at night. Shimako
pitied whatever they encountered.

* * *
The actual entrance to the Bunker was remarkable only in its ordinariness:
a simple oak door cut into the side of a hill. It had all the pomp and splen-
dour of a shed.

Inside there was no imposing elevator, no advanced security system.
There was only a long nondescript corridor: plain wood panelling and a
grey concrete floor.

The corridor inclined slightly as it went and by the time she reached the
end, Shimako was over three stories underground. Then there was another
simple wood door, one for which she needed a key.

That had been the f irst rule she’d been taught: don’t lose the key. Ever.
Behind the door was a large open space that served as a combination

locker room and dressing room. Marble-lined shower stalls with frosted
glass doors were intermingled with antique vanities each paired with a
hand-carved wooden stool. The room was opulent for a space so functional.

Shimako stripped quickly. She never wore anything fancy to the Bunker;
there was no point. But the truth was she never dressed up anymore at all.
She saw no need; she could get by f ine with Hanes and Levi’s. She’d rather
save the money. That was the dictum that governed her whole life now: save
the money. It was the only way she’d ever leave this place.

She showered slowly, taking time to enjoy the dual heads and French
bath products the Bunker imported specially for Attendants. After she tow-
elled off, she applied the perfume from her vanity.

Scent was important to them. They’d tested almost a dozen brands of
perfume on her that f irst night to see which blended best with her body
chemistry. They settled on something Italian, off-market. She dabbed a lit-
tle on each of the six points specif ied in her introductory brief ing.

Then she was lacing up her black boots. They were custom made for her.
Inside they felt like a running shoe; on the outside, they looked like a cross
between combat boots and black pumps. They were all she was allowed to
wear.
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Some said Attendants had to go nude because the Bunker was concerned
about concealed cameras and listening devices. Others said it was simply
because the Members were rich deviants. Shimako always believed the
truth was somewhere in between. She never actually expected normal
when she took the job; nothing completely straight would pay as well as it
did. And she didn’t mind working without clothes; the last job she had
where she wore any was when she was f ifteen and scooped ice cream.

She checked herself in the mirror for imperfections that weren’t there
and prepared to enter the Bunker proper. She moved towards the main
interior door and was almost knocked over by Xotcíl coming the opposite
way.

The two laughed briefly and shared their customary cheek kiss. Xotcíl’s
beautiful green eyes narrowed and when she spoke her voice was a little
anxious.

“The Facilitator’s looking for you,” she said.
* * *

By the time she was twenty-two, Shimako had danced at four different
clubs in the greater Washington area. Each was nicer than the last. She’d
started in Chicas, a hole-in-the-wall topless bar in the bad part of
Alexandria. By March of 2003, she’d made it to Brigadoon, a staple of M
Street and the pinnacle of the DC strip club scene. The place was clean,
even upscale. No one was looking to be blown in the alleyway or to get a
hand job under the table. There were floor managers to make sure every-
thing stayed above board and well-dressed, well-muscled men to remove
any customers who didn’t behave themselves.

There were also, for the time in Shimako’s experience, female patrons.
Many were college girls looking to attain some sort of bisexual street

credibility. They usually travelled in clumps and didn’t stay long. They were
often loud.

There were also wives and girlfriends occasionally; they usually clung
defensively to whoever brought them. They were quiet.

A woman alone was rare. An immaculately coiffed business woman in
her late f ifties was decidedly uncommon. As Shimako danced, the woman’s
eyes never left her. She was Shimako’s f irst stop when she left the stage and
went to circulate among the crowd for tips.

Up close, Shimako could see the woman had once been beautiful. She
had the high cheek bones of a model and a small, pouty mouth. But she
had tried to hang onto her youth too hard and done herself a disservice in
the process. Her face seemed stiff and plasticine. She did look younger than
she should have, but she didn’t seem as beautiful as she could have been.

The woman handed Shimako a hundred dollar bill.
That wasn’t entirely unusual for this part of town, but it made Shimako

nervous. She liked twenties and f ifties better. They were a lot of money but
somehow less complicated. Implicit in a hundred was obligation. She was
going to have to be careful.
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“I enjoyed your work,” the woman said. “Join me for a drink?”
Shimako nodded. With the hundred in hand, there was no point in wor-

rying about tips from anyone else.
Shimako made sure to take the chair opposite from the woman, rather

the either of the ones adjacent to her. She waved over a waitress and ordered
her usual: Evian on the rocks with a lime slice. Shimako never drank while
she worked. She knew too many girls who swallowed or snorted most of
what they made. Shimako wasn’t going to be like that.

“You’re lovely,” the woman said. “I’ve been sitting here trying to guess
your ancestry.”

Shimako blushed despite herself. She was asked the question practically
every day. Customers wanted to know why she was so “exotic”. Something
about this woman made Shimako self-conscious though.

“My father was African-American,” Shimako said. “He was a Marine. He
met my mom on Okinawa.”

“Ah,” the woman nodded. “So that explains it.”
The woman leaned forward and placed her left hand on top of Shimako’s

right. Shimako wanted to move it. She didn’t.
“Do you know what Greenbrier is?” the woman asked.
Shimako nodded even though she had no clue. She could Google it later.
“I work at a facility like that. Smaller, though. It’s been privatised for a

while. We host a kind of club. I think someone like you might f it in well
there.”

That was the cue Shimako was waiting for.
“I don’t fuck for money,” Shimako said as loudly as she could, standing

up as she did. She knocked her chair backwards for emphasis. She did it
exactly the way the old Ecuadorian stripper showed her the f irst day at
Chicas.

Shimako’s display brought the floor manager at a run. He, in turn,
motioned for the large well-dressed man at the door to come back.

The woman ignored them both. She never broke eye contact with
Shimako.

“I’m not here to be your madam,” she said evenly. “I want to offer you a
job. A legitimate one. Please sit back down. You can go.” She said the last
three words to the floor manager even though she didn’t look at him. He
hesitated for a moment, nodded to the bouncer, then they both departed.

Shimako left her discarded chair where it was on the floor. She selected
another one, closer to the woman.

“I’m sorry,” Shimako began. “It’s just I get asked a lot.”
“I’m sure you do,” said the woman. “What if I could it make so you never

were again?”
* * *

That night the woman told Shimako her real name. Once she’d come to
work at the Bunker, though, Shimako only ever heard her referred to as the
Facilitator. She didn’t run the Bunker; in fact, the Facilitator seemed to
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answer to everyone. But they also operated through her, and in that, lay her
power.

The Facilitator was good to Shimako. She made sure she was retained
even after the pregnancy, arranging for a generous maternity leave. She
helped her f ind Mrs Johnson; she provided Shimako with the special
creams to prevent stretch marks. That seemed very important to her. And,
in seven years, no one at the Bunker had tried to have sex with Shimako.
The Facilitator was as good as her word in that regard. Perhaps because of
all she’d done for her, Shimako feared the Facilitator less than the other
Attendants.

There was also the obvious of advantage of being the Facilitator’s own
personal Attendant. When she recruited Shimako at Brigadoon, the
Facilitator spoke of companionship, of entertainment. She used words like
geigi and karyukai. She promised there would be no physical demands, just
company—“a bane against the loneliness of the world”. The Facilitator was-
n’t just speaking of the roles that Attendants played in the Bunker; she was
describing what she wanted for herself.

* * *
The rooms where each Member stayed were referred to as “cabins.” The
Facilitator’s was next to the Theater and Shimako had to walk the length of
the Bunker’s winding corridors to reach it. The hallways were lined with
sandstone and had a vaguely Egyptian feel to them; here and there on the
walls were glyph-like markings. There was no pattern or regularity to them.
They were more like afterthoughts. Or remnants.

Every thirty feet or so, at eye level, was a slit about a foot wide and per-
haps two feet high. They were supposedly for ventilation. Her f irst night at
the Bunker, it was stressed to Shimako that it was best not to look at
them—that it could be disorienting. Shimako thought that made almost no
sense, but she pretended to obey nonetheless.

But if she ever found herself alone in the corridors, her eyes were always
on the slits. Ninety-nine times out of a hundred, she saw nothing but the
darkness, empty air shafts for circulation. Every once in a rare while,
though, the slit seemed to be f illed with something that just resembled the
blackness of the dark. If Shimako looked closely enough, she could see tex-
ture, she could see its roughness. Sometimes it reminded her of the whales
she took Billy to see at the aquarium in Baltimore; other times she thought
of the reptile house at the zoo.

Once, she swore she saw movement, long and flowing in the blackness.
Then it was gone.
And the next ninety-nine times she looked there was just empty air. That

was enough for Shimako to convince herself that that’s all that was ever
there: nothing but the dark.

The slits were a perfect microcosm for everything about the Bunker: suf-
f icient normality to allow oneself to ignore that inevitable encounter with
something utterly abnormal. Shimako told herself most jobs were like that;
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you convince yourself of the acceptability of the unacceptable to go on. A
priest comes into a strip bar and asks for a blow job; you learn to ignore it.
Something moves where something shouldn’t; you convince yourself it’s
not there. You accept what you need to accept and you explain what can’t
be explained because to do otherwise would create problems that you’re
not ready to deal with. And it would stop the routine, stop the money, stop
the life she was building for herself and Billy.

So Shimako learned to ignore the one time in a hundred something
rough and serpentine sleeked by a slit in the darkness. She pushed back the
many questions she had about the place that had given her so much. She
learned to ignore the rumours, because in the Bunker, there were always
rumours.

There was a man. He was really barely more than a boy, but an impor-
tant person nonetheless: chief of staff to a political leader. Shimako didn’t
follow such things, but even she recognised this politician’s name.

There was a feast for the young man in the Great Hall. Exotic dishes were
served. He was given the impression that he was going to be invited to
become a Member.

At the end of the night, they had Rogerio come in and beat him. He was
stripped in front of everyone. Then Rogerio beat him some more.

And that was it. The young man was driven home, nude and half-con-
scious, and deposited in his bedroom in Dupont Circle.

No reason was given for the assault, none was needed. It was like they did
it to him, because they could.

He never f iled charges. He never said anything about it at all. There was
no retribution of any kind against the Bunker. There never was.

Stories, stories like that were constantly murmured among the
Attendants. Other things, Shimako saw for herself.

An A-list Hollywood couple. Two people recognizable to anyone in the
world. There was a party for them in the Theater. Shimako and some of the
other female Attendants were given slinky Prada gowns to wear while they
served refreshments.

The Members seemed genuinely starstruck. An hour into the festivities,
the Facilitator clapped her hands.

“It’s time to begin, I think,” she said.
Quiet in the Theater. The two stars mount the stage. The man removes

his wife’s gown then undresses himself. The Members begin calling out
instructions. For the next two hours, he follows them. Positions, tech-
niques, fetishes.

Afterwards, Shimako and Xotcíl sat consoling the distraught husband in
the Attendants’ dressing room while his wife coldly smoked a cigarette. The
man began to cry.

“For God’s sake,” the wife said. She slapped him hard in the face and
screamed, “It’s two hundred million dollars!”

Everyone rationalises.
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Everyone f inds a way to explain the inexcusable.
Everyone f inds a way to accept what they need to accept.
Even when something utterly evil and obscene happened.
Even when Armando was crucif ied.
Big, strong, beautiful Armando. Half-Greek, half-Thai, with the most

amazing face and massive arms that could move Heaven.
“I’m going to be one of them,” he announced to the other Attendants in

the dressing room. It was a week before Christmas.
“Twenty million,” he laughed. “That old pervert offered me twenty mil-

lion. Said I couldn’t hang for three days on the tree in the Theater.”
The others were quiet, afraid, not just at what he’d said, but that he said

anything at all.
The quiet put doubt in his eyes. “Fucking Shaman,” he said to encourage

himself. “I could do six days, let alone three.”
Only Rogerio encouraged him. “Nothing to it,” he said, slapping

Armando on the back. “You’ll be a rich man by Christmas Eve.”
First day: Armando holding court from the tree, making jokes.
“Peter, I can see your house from here.”
Laughter.
Second day: Armando, weak and pallid. His eyes asking for water the

other Attendants are forbidden to give him. The regret shows at the corners
of his mouth as he tries to smile. The rope cuts into his wrists.

“I better not talk much.”
No one disagrees.
Third day: gone.
The Physician said he suffocated.
“Fluid in the lungs. It happens. Especially by the third day.”
“His family will be paid f ive million dollars over the next ten years.” The

Facilitator made a point of telling Shimako that when she broke down cry-
ing in her cabin.

The Shaman, old and twisted and bent, stalked the corridors snickering.
And then the Christmas break. Days off. Everyone returns.
Armando isn’t even a ghost, barely a whisper.
“Dumb of him to try, wasn’t it? Shhh.”
“His family certainly got the money. Move on. Quiet now.”

* * *
Shimako Morris walked the hallways of the Bunker. She averted her eyes if
she passed a Member. She smiled and winked at the other Attendants. And
when she was alone, she glanced at the walls.

“It’s a labyrinth,” the Facilitator once said of the Bunker’s layout. “A Celtic
pattern. Long and winding, yes. But logical. You’ll always get where you’re
going in a labyrinth. Not a maze. Mazes are meant to deceive; labyrinths
illuminate.”

There were dozens of cabins in the Bunker. Above each was a simple
brass plate with a word for the occupant. No names, just titles. There was
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the Shaman, the Secularist, the Philosopher, the Sophist, the Musician, the
Writer, the Chemist, the Forge, and more than two dozen others.
Sometimes their positions changed; sometimes the names changed too.

The Facilitator’s cabin had always been right next to the Theater. It never
moved. She said it was important that people knew where to f ind her.

The Theater itself was one of the few large common spaces in the
Bunker. There was the Great Hall, where the Members ate and sometimes
met. There was the Library, old, musty, and dank. Finally, there was
Shimako’s favourite: the Pool, dark and serene.

Shimako stopped just short of the Facilitator’s cabin, as she always did,
to peek inside the Theater. It was almost a compulsion since Armando’s
death.

It was empty. Sometimes the Writer liked to sit alone in the Theater and
think. He was there on Armando’s last night, watching. Shimako didn’t like
the Writer.

She stepped inside. The Theater was cooler than most of the other rooms
in the Bunker. Its walls were lined with the same tan sandstone, but the
ceilings were higher and the space felt emptier for it. The stage was dark
now. On either side were the two trees. The larger one was thick and
gnarled, maybe f ifteen feet high. It was Armando’s tree. The second was
low, not even four feet high and gnarled. Two long branches extended ten
feet in either direction forming a low “Y” shape.

The trees always disturbed Shimako, yet she made it a point to see them.
It wasn’t just what happened to Armando, it was the simple fact that the
trees were there at all, perhaps a hundred feet under the ground and grow-
ing out of the exposed rock floor. It was another unexplainable thing to be
excused.

Shimako didn’t linger. She was already late and the Facilitator was the
last person she wanted to keep waiting. She withdrew and walked swiftly
down the corridor to the f inal door, which was covered in soft redwood,
unlike the standard oak of the other cabins. She knocked once and let her-
self in as she’d been told to do.

The Facilitator was sitting behind her desk, schedules and papers
splayed out over the sleek metal frame. She was ready for bed: large, thick
glasses having replaced her contact lenses. She wore the black silk pyjamas
that were her favourite.

Shimako forced herself to smile as she entered and immediately took the
red silk robe from the peg on the wall. The Facilitator insisted that Shimako
didn’t need to be nude in front of her. She said she’d bought the robe espe-
cially for Shimako on her last trip to Japan. A long, multi-legged dragon was
embroidered on the back, its head reaching down onto the left sleeve.
Shimako was indifferent to the garment, but she knew it pleased the
Facilitator when she wore it and pleasing her was, ultimately, Shimako’s job.

The Facilitator took Shimako by the hand and led her to the large, soft
bed on the other side of the cabin. Some nights they’d sit and talk on the
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settee f irst or the Facilitator would have Shimako serve tea. Tonight,
though, the Facilitator seemed haggard; she needed rest, she needed com-
fort.

They lay down together as they did each night: the Facilitator on the
right, on her back, Shimako on the left, nestled against the other woman’s
breast.

Long ago, Shimako inured herself to the older woman’s scent. She reeked
of hair dye and of creams and compounds designed to restore her skin
while she slept. The years hadn’t been kind to the Facilitator. Since their
f irst meeting at Brigadoon, she’d grown thick in the middle and had made
more attempts to preserve her face, procedures which had the exact oppo-
site effect.

Tonight, she put her arm around Shimako.
“You wanted to see me?” the younger woman said.
“No,” the Facilitator replied in a low voice. “I mean, yes. I just wanted to

make sure I saw you before you got busy with anything else.”
It was an odd statement. Shimako’s f irst hours of the night were almost

always spent with the Facilitator, nestled against her until she drifted off to
sleep. The Facilitator tightened her arm around Shimako’s shoulder and
Shimako felt an old apprehension.

“How’s your project with the Artist progressing?” the Facilitator asked
her words slurring a little. She’d taken something to help her relax.

“Fine,” Shimako said. “I enjoy it.”
That was a lie. Shimako found posing boring and the Artist cold and dis-

tant. But she preferred both inf initely to spending time with the Armourer.
“And how’s our little boy today?” the Facilitator asked, her words start-

ing to run together.
Shimako always cringed at the use of the word “our”. If there was one

thing she didn’t want Billy to have anything to do with, it was the Bunker.
But the Facilitator always asked about him, about his development, his
interests, his quirks. She was almost grandmotherly at times.

“He’s well,” Shimako began, always unsure how much she wanted to
share. “He’s concerned about the oil spill. He keeps saying they should
build a wall around the f ishies.”

The Facilitator chuckled.
“Sweet boy,” she said. Then she pulled Shimako tight and kissed her on

the forehead. Shimako tried not to tense. The older woman released her.
“Don’t forget to see the Physician,” the Facilitator said, her voice trailing

off. Quietly, she added, “Maybe I’ll see you later.”
Shimako could hear the sleep in the Facilitator’s voice and carefully

extracted herself from the bed. She watched the Facilitator for a moment,
her chest rising and falling. She looked so much older than she should have
been. She seemed positively ancient.

* * *
Shimako let her legs dangle over the side of the exam table. She clopped
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together the heels of her black combat boot-pump hybrids. There’s no place
like home.

The Physician was the only Member who was permitted two cabins. One
was his living space; this one he used for examinations.

A single overhead light shone down on the table. It illuminated the
patient but left most of the rest of the room in shadows. Dimly visible on
the walls were animal skins: tiger, leopard, bison, and zebra.

The place smelled. The Physician believed in traditional remedies as
much as he did the latest drugs. Herbs, fungi, and roots were present in
abundance. They combined to create an aroma that was as strong as it was
unappealing.

The Physician also had a fondness for a Czech liquor called Bekarovka.
He would tell anyone willing to listen that it made an excellent digestive.
He always had a faint odour of the stuff about him. Shimako thought it
smelled like cinnamon-flavoured cough syrup.

He was an odd little man, barely over f ive foot, allegedly brilliant, and
conspicuously aloof. He examined (some would say inspected) each of the
Attendants, once a month. He asked questions. He prodded. He probed.

He’d just f inished listening to Shimako’s lungs and was making detailed
notes on his clipboard. Unceremoniously, he asked, “Have you fornicated
in the past thirty days?”

“No,” Shimako replied calmly, accustomed to the question.
“Any sexual contact of any kind?”
“No. “
The Physician looked puzzled for a moment, than rifled through his

notes.
“According to my records, you haven’t been intimate in over f ive years,

since your pregnancy.”
“Yes.”
“A pretty girl like you…” the Physician murmured.
Shimako was tempted to say she hadn’t felt the need to be with anyone

since Billy’s father, hadn’t even felt the urge to seek out someone new since
he left.

“So you’ve been pure?” the Physician asked.
“What?”
“Nothing. Stand.”
He felt carefully under Shimako’s jaw and ears and made another nota-

tion.
“Bend,” he said.
Something about the word infuriated Shimako. Couldn’t he muster the

courtesy to start with “please” and f inish with “over”? The single word com-
mand somehow added insult to the injury of complying with the instruc-
tion.

Shimako turned around and placed her hands on the examination table.
She felt the thermometer slip inside her. She stared at the floor and tried
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not to think about what was happening to her. When the absurdity—and
the humiliation—of the situation ever became too much for her, she con-
centrated on the same thing she always focused on. The Bunker paid her
two-hundred-twenty-four thousand dollars a year and offered a benef its
package that would make a Microsoft executive blush. Whenever the
Physician twisted the thermometer and patted her ass, Shimako thought of
those things and reminded herself what life would be like without the
Bunker, what the Bunker gave to her and Billy.

Shimako made the sacrif ice. She did what she had to, what her father
had been unable or unwilling to do for her.

The Physician withdrew the instrument and read it.
“Perfect,” he said, showing as much interest in Shimako as he might a lab

mouse. “You can go,” he added before disappearing into his shadows.
* * *

The walk to the Pool was uneventful. Shimako didn’t pass anyone in the
hallways. The slits were quiet, empty.

Shimako turned over the large hourglass that rested just inside the door
and unlaced her boots.

Each Attendant was given an hour to themselves during their shift. They
could retreat to the dressing room, which most of them did; they could use
the Library, which none of them did; or, like Shimako, they could swim.

The Pool looked like an actual cave, what Shimako expected the Bunker
to look like before she ever saw it. The walls here weren’t smooth sand-
stone, but curved limestone. Stalactites dripped from the ceiling. The water
itself was a natural spring. Lights had been installed under the water line
and that was the only illumination in the chamber.

“Our cenote,” the Facilitator once called it.
The Pool was the only chance during the day Shimako got to exercise and

she made the most of it, swimming for nearly f ifty minutes straight.
As she swam, she braced herself for the rest of the night. She hardly

looked forward to standing still for four hours while the Artist sculpted,
but it still was better than one more minute with the Armourer.

She despised the man from the minute she met him, him and his con-
descending looks and curt orders.

“Organise my maps. Get rid of these games.”
That had been the f irst thing he wanted her to do, get rid of the

Colonel’s games. That told Shimako everything she needed to know about
the Armourer.

Shimako missed the Colonel. She knew he was mentally ill, maybe even
genuinely insane, but he was lucid most times with her. All the other
Members seemed to defer to him and she liked that she was his favourite.

He was old, perhaps seventy. But he seemed to have already desexualised
himself the way much older people do. He hardly noticed that she was
naked. There were no lingering stares like she got from the Secularist or the
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Mason. There were was no awkwardness like with the Armourer. The
Colonel just seemed to enjoy her company.

Their f irst few sessions had been uncomfortable. He asked her continu-
ous questions, trying to determine her knowledge of things like politics
and history, which was not great. She did a little better with art and could
fake her way through philosophy. Those early sessions passed slowly for
Shimako.

On the fourth day, the Colonel said the magic words to her: “Would you
like to play Stratego?”

Shimako nodded eagerly, in disbelief. She had no idea how to play but
was a quick study. It didn’t take long for Shimako to become the Colonel’s
equal and he seemed to enjoy the challenge she presented. They played
ludicrous numbers of games, with the Colonel sometimes declaring at the
start of an evening that it would be best eight of f ifteen or eleven of twenty-
one. Risk soon entered the rotation and Shimako was also good at that,
although she liked it less than Stratego. Chess was a disaster. Battleship was
fun.

She shared the Colonel’s enthusiasm for the simplicity of play. Her
father hadn’t been much for board games. He never bought her any. He
never really bought her many toys of any kind.

The Colonel was like the grandfather Shimako never had, albeit an
utterly insane one. His rants weren’t violent, but they were frightening.
Shimako would usually f ind him sitting in the corner, his hands wrapped
around his knees as he went on in an urgent monotone.

“Can you be a part of a thing and not have the thing become a part of
you? Can you serve the thing and not be of it? Can you still remain yourself
if you owe everything to the thing? In the end do we all pay? In the end do
we all make it sacred?”

He’d repeat the same f ive questions over and over again, rocking back
and forth on the ground. Sometimes he’d simply f ixate on the three words,
“make it sacred,” repeating them a hundred times running before lapsing
back into the longer refrain.

His face would go white and he’d perspire profusely. Shimako would
slowly unwrap one of his hands from his knees and gently pat and rub it till
he regained some sense of his surroundings. When the Colonel had sta-
bilised a bit, she’d fetch his pills. The Physician and the Facilitator had been
very clear on their use: f irst a green one, then a red one. Repeat if neces-
sary. Never more than two of each.

A few minutes after the green pill, he’d calm down and lucidity generally
followed with the red pill. Shimako only had to go to a second dose once,
the time she found him in a ball by the side of his bed, mumbling about
Iraq. He said the same exact thing, over and over again to the point where
Shimako could hear it in her sleep.

“People think it’s 1943, that there’s money in war, but there’s not. Peace,
peace is where the real money is. Do you know how many programs have
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been cancelled since we went in? Goddamn operations budget chews up
everything. No procurement. No research. It’s not 1943, I keep telling them.
We’re not making aircraft carriers at auto plants. Peace. Peace that’s where
the real money is. That’s when everyone buys their weapons. We need
peace.”

That night, when he’d f inally come out of his fugue and Shimako sat
holding his clammy, sweaty hand on the floor, she asked the question she
always wanted to ask. She leaned in close in a way that would have been an
invitation to other men, but which the Colonel barely registered. She
pressed her lips directly against his ear and whispered, “What is this place?”

“Some people think we’re the Establishment,” he said. “We’re not. That
poor boy they beat up, he was the Establishment. The people you vote for,
they’re the Establishment. Any of them. But the Establishment changes,
more than you think. We’re permanent. Just like it.”

He paused to take another pill and a deep drink of water.
“We’re the Infrastructure, Shimako. We’ll always be. Just like it.”
A few months later, the Colonel was gone and the Armourer was in his

place. The brass plate above the door simply changed. Shimako wondered
what they did with the old one, the one that said “Colonel”. She would have
liked to have kept it.

Afterwards, no one spoke of the Colonel. Not the Facilitator. Not the
Physician. Least of all the Armourer.

Shimako made for the side of the pool. The sands in the hourglass were
almost gone.

* * *
Shimako Morris poured a vente vanilla bean something for another happy
customer who paid and deposited an extra dollar in the tip jar.

Next in line was a man in his thirties. He had beautiful blue eyes, like
crystal ice. They were the same eyes Billy’s father had. The man had his
smile too and soon he was talking to Shimako, whispering and laughing.
She knew at the end of her shift, he’d take her home and make love to her
and coo secrets to her in the Cherokee his grandfather taught him. Then
he’d hold her and they’d wait for the sun to rise and she’d make breakfast
for him and Billy. They’d spend the day at the park.

When she swam, Shimako remembered. When she posed, she day-
dreamed.

There was nothing else to do. The Artist barely said three words during
their time together.

His cabin was barren save for a single bed and the half dozen or so sculp-
tures he seemed to be working on simultaneously. Each seemed to be an
interpretation of a classical or neo-classical work modelled on one of the
Attendants. Shimako could identify at least two: Rogerio as Perseus and
Xotcíl as Venus.

Her own statue was the exception. It was a simple reproduction of
Shimako, an unremarkable expression on her face, her body in a quiet,
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staid pose. She didn’t like the piece. It made her feel like she was being
copied.

The Artist chipped at the abdomen of her doppelganger.
Eight-hundred-f ifty-eight days. That was how much longer she had to

do this.
She should have saved more right from the beginning. If she had, maybe

she would already have enough money to leave.
It was only after Armando that she seriously started to consider the

math. How much to pay off the mortgage on the townhouse? How much
for Billy’s college fund? Graduate school? How much for herself so that she
really could spend the rest of her days working the morning shift at
Starbucks and meeting Billy at his school bus?

Four years was the f igure she’d come up with. That was a little over a year
ago. She could make it. She’d be thirty-two at the end. They’d probably be
looking for her to move on soon after that. Xotcíl was thirty-four and always
worried about being let go.

Less than three years and Shimako could get out. Then she would pick
out a different top every morning, one she’d purchase at a Walmart or a
Target, and put on her Levi’s and go pour coffee for people at the Starbucks
down the street. She read somewhere they even had health insurance.
She’d do that and she’d watch Billy grow and make sure he became a good
man. He’d be a doctor or a lawyer or an author or something else solid and
honest. Then he could take care of her.

Even if there was no man with eyes like Billy’s father, that would be okay
because soon enough there’d be grandchildren and Shimako would dote on
them the way she always wanted grandparents to dote on her.

It would be a good life.
Eight-hundred-f ifty-eight more days and she’d be free.
The Artist clapped his hands and Shimako opened her eyes.
“Done,” he said, wiping his f ingers on an old, oil-stained rag. He was

smiling. He almost never did that. Shimako found it unsettling.
She stepped down off the model’s platform and examined the statue

again. It was an exceptional likeness, but there wasn’t any particular artis-
tic merit to the pose or the interpretation. She’d never understood what the
Artist was trying to achieve.

He read the confusion on her face and said, “It’s for the Facilitator. She
wanted something to remember you by.”

Shimako started to mouth the word “remember” when she felt a cold,
searing pinch in the back of her neck. She smelled cinnamon. She thought
she heard the Colonel’s voice again. It was saying, “We all make it sacred.”

* * *
Shimako woke briefly.

She knew she was seated with her arms tied to the stubby, gnarled tree
in the Theater. She knew she couldn’t feel anything from the neck down.
She knew there were people there watching her.
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She thought she heard Rogerio say something, like “I’m so sorry,” as he
touched the box cutter to her left rib and drew a smiley face across her
stomach, ending at the exact same point on her right rib. She couldn’t feel
it, of course, but she watched it, just as she watched Rem and Rom eagerly
charge her and begin lapping and pulling at her abdomen.

Shimako felt the world tunnel around her and she knew she would lose
consciousness soon. Her eyes drifted up to the group watching her and she
tried to pick out the nine or ten f igures that sat observing her. The
Facilitator was there, of course. She was the only sombre one. The others
were smiling. The Physician. The Judge. The Armourer. The Artist. A half
dozen others Shimako couldn’t recognise.

And Billy.
He stood in the front of the group. But his beautiful eyes weren’t blue,

they were yellow.
Little Billy, covered in soft brown scales, wagged his serpent’s tail.
The others started laughing when Shimako saw him. Then Billy was

laughing too, laughing harder than anyone had ever laughed in Shimako’s
whole damn life.
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The Last Testament
Rafe McGregor

My name is Roderick Langham. I am a twenty-two year old lieutenant in
the Sirmoor Rifles. It is December 5th, 1874, and this is my testament.

* * *
I saw the thin line of smoke rising above the hill when Captain Tomlinson
halted our column at ten o’clock this morning. We were enfolded in a sea of
mist, which rippled wave-like on the slopes of the surrounding hills, leav-
ing only the apexes exposed. My curiosity was aroused by a nearby crest,
where I was able to discern a thin line of smoke rising into the sky behind
what appeared to be a hilltop fort. My contemplation was interrupted by
whispered word to report to the captain, and I found him observing the
native settlement with his f ield glasses.

“Ah, Langham, there you are,” he said quietly—we had long ago learnt
the value of silence in the jungle. “I want you to take your half-company up
there and raze that village. I shall continue north. If you require assis-
tance—which I doubt—send a runner. Otherwise you can catch up with us
this evening. Any questions?”

“No, sir, but I don’t think the village is Daphla. My scouts saw some of
the warriors earlier. They looked like they were Lushai.”

“Lushai here, near the Sub-Himalayas? Nonsense.”
“Havildar Gurung saw them himself, sir. He’s very reliable.”
Tomlinson peered up at me with unconcealed distaste. “Perhaps you

should rely on your own judgement, not that of your NCOs. You may dis-
arm the village.” He raised his f ield glasses again.

“Yes, sir, but the raiders were Daphlas.” Our column of two hundred
Goorkhas and coolies, and a dozen elephants, was part of a punitive expe-
dition against the Daphlas. There had been no Lushai raids for nearly three
years.

Tomlinson lowered his glasses, turned back to me, and wrinkled his
nose. “Carry on, Lieutenant.”

“Yes, sir.”
I returned to my men and gave Gurung his orders. My forty-seven rifle-

men separated from the rest, melting into the mist in skirmish order. I took
my position in the centre of the line, with Rai and Limbu on either side of
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me. Like the rest of the Goorkhas, they were barefoot beneath their put-
tees, f inding the heavy boots I wore an inconvenience. The forest was
dense with bamboo, creepers, and orchids, and we struggled upwards in
silence, shrouded in white. We had completed about a third of the ascent,
the mist thin and wispy, when I came across one of the strangest sights I
have ever seen.

A crucified tiger.
The jungle had been cleared for a few feet around the pair of trees to

which the beast had been fastened. Someone had slashed the poor tiger’s
guts wide open so it was spread-eagled with what remained of its intestines
hanging out. The smell was absolutely foul, and a cloud of flies and other
insects milled around the rotting flesh and fur. I passed the word for
Gurung and he arrived presently, his usually impassive countenance
betraying his revulsion.

I knew it was a warning of sorts, but I was still struck by the violence of
the thing. “What is it?”

“Nyarlathotep,” he replied.
“What?” My Nepalese was coming along quite well, but I’d not heard the

term before.
“Crawling chaos in English, sahib. I have only heard of the sign of the

tiger until now. It is used by very evil men; we should kill them all.”
“I was hoping we wouldn’t have to kill anyone today.”
Gurung retired, and we pressed on, climbing higher and keeping our

eyes peeled for signs of panjis, the sharpened bamboo sticks that all the
native tribes employed as defences. Shortly after we had left the mist
behind, Limbu grabbed my arm and crouched low. When I was safely on
my haunches, he pointed above us. I made out a carefully-concealed block-
house perched on the summit of a narrow ridge, thickly-set around with
panjis, and adorned with human skulls. I drew my revolver and passed the
word for Gurung to reconnoitre. Ten minutes later, one of his lance-naiks
reported it was empty, and I ordered the advance. I could now see the walls
of the village, the ridge which rose up above it, and the thin line of smoke
above that.

Crack!
Another crack cut through the atmosphere and I heard the sound of

dozens of boulders bouncing down the slope towards us through the bam-
boo.

“Look out!” I cried. “Look out, a stone shoot, a stone shoot!” I dived from
the path of a boulder. Rai was too slow—the rock carried him off down the
slope with a sickening crunch. I leapt to my feet to take command as the
trees around us erupted with rifle f ire. I put down some suppressing f ire,
bellowed orders for assault in sections, and made sure Limbu was with me.
Then I scanned the trees for the centre of our line, broke cover, and knew
no more.

* * *
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I became aware of a terrible pain, but couldn’t identify its origin or location.
As my consciousness revived, I realised that my head was pounding and my
throat red-raw and aching. I opened my eyes, but my vision was blurred. I
rubbed them, wiped the sweat from my face, and found a bandage on my
head. I was lying on a mat in a room in a bamboo hut. I saw a water jug fash-
ioned from bamboo next to me, and gulped the contents down. My tunic
was covered in blood, but when I touched the bandage, I could tell the
wound was no longer bleeding. I didn’t even know what had hit me. I
started to rise, though all my muscles and sinews were af ire, and heard
footsteps from the next room. I thought it prudent to remain submissive
until I was stronger, so I merely raised myself to a seated position.

The man who entered the room was about f ive and a half feet tall, mus-
cular, and clean-shaven. He wore a cane helmet with a bearskin crest, a red-
dish-brown takin-skin jacket, and small white loincloth. He had a dao at
his waist, large brass earrings, and tiger’s tooth around his neck. His bear-
ing was proud and intelligent. I was surprised at his dress and armament,
drawn as they were from a number of tribes. He folded his sinewy arms
over his chest and looked at me: “English?”

“Yes, I’m English. Lushai?”
He nodded. “Lushai to you, Mizo to me. My name is Vanhela, and I am

chief here. How is your injury?” His English was perfect, albeit spoken with
a strong accent.

“Fine, thank you. My name is Langham. Why did you f ire on us?”
He squatted down on his haunches so that our eyes were level. “Because

you must stay away from here.”
“Why are you here, in the Daphla lands, when your tribe lives to the

south?” I asked.
“Because I have a sacred trust. This is a prison and I am its guardian.”
I didn’t understand, but before I could ask him another question I had a

sudden thought that I was the only survivor of the engagement.
“Where are the Goorkhas? My soldiers.”
“They have gone back down. Some were killed, but they took all the bod-

ies with them—except for yours, for which we fought.” I tried to push
myself forward with my right hand and grab Vanhela with my left. He rose
and stepped back, out of reach, his arms still folded. He waited for my
strength to fail, which didn’t take long. “It was necessary. It was also neces-
sary that I bring you here.”

“Why?”
“So I can show you, and let you go back to your chief, so you can tell him

to keep away from Vanhela’s village.”
There wasn’t any chance of that now, even if they did let me go, but I did-

n’t think it prudent to share that particular opinion. I repeated, “Why?”
“Because of the Migo.”
I knew that “migou” was the name for yetis, the mythical creature of the
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Himalayas, but they were supposed to live above the snowline, not in the
jungle. “What’s a migo?”

“The crawling chaos. Come, I will take you.”
* * *

Vanhela and a warrior wearing a cotton sheet over his loincloth assisted me
down the steps from the verandah of the hut. The warrior’s cloak was dyed
dark blue with a crimson stripe, which meant that he had either wealth or
status, yet he deferred to Vanhela without hesitation. Once I was on the
ground, Vanhela let go of me and I supported myself by holding the war-
rior’s shoulder. I saw about ten huts in the stockade, situated so as to max-
imise privacy, and built of thick matting made of split bamboos with
thatched bamboo leaf roofs. There was no space for cultivation within the
fort, nor were there any animals, not even goats. The air smelled of burn-
ing wood. We passed several warriors, all wearing the same as my helper,
and all armed with muskets. Some carried bamboo bows and quivers as
well. The fort was walled on three sides, and we were walking towards the
fourth, which consisted of a sheer sandstone slope rising to the low ridge I
had noticed from below. I reached for my watch: three o’clock in the after-
noon. I wondered how long it would be before Tomlinson attacked.

Bamboo trees and creepers grew from the base of the slope and there
was a gate in the sandstone, which appeared to lead to a cave or tunnel, and
was guarded by another two warriors. The smell of burning was intense.
The warriors greeted Vanhela and he turned to me. “Can you walk?”

“I think so.” My head was still throbbing, but my legs were steady.
One of the warriors opened the gate and I followed Vanhela in, hearing

the crackling of the blaze in the rock and feeling its heat. A few steps found
us inside a modest cavern, where a ring of f ire was burning, creating masses
of smoke which eventually found its way to what looked like a natural
chimney a dozen or so feet above our heads.

“Do not fear, you are safe,” said Vanhela.
I wasn’t afraid, but I was curious, and uncomfortable from the heat and

smoke.
“Look inside,” he said, pointing to the ring of f ire.
I choked on some soot and the effort of coughing ignited an explosion in

my head. I staggered forward, but Vanhela steadied me with a vice-like grip
on my elbow.

“Inside the f ire. Trapped. See.”
All I could see was a combination of flame and shadow dancing. Then I

felt a gentle breeze at my back, and some of the smoke cleared for a few sec-
onds. I gasped, stumbled backwards, and held onto Vanhela with a grip
that almost matched his. Inside the circle, the red and orange flames flick-
ered pink, and that pink took form. I cannot be completely certain, but it
was about f ive feet in length, with an outer covering composed of pyra-
mided rings, which reminded me of both a crab and a fungus. There were
two sets of appendages which looked vaguely similar to a crab’s claws, and
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horns on the thing’s back. There was also a tail of sorts, where the body
tapered, but the thing had no head, only half a dozen pairs of antennae.

“One of the migo, the servants of Nyarlathotep who gave us our name.
Once, there were many, but they fought with other gods and either died or
retreated to the heavens. Only this one remains, and he must be impris-
oned otherwise he will destroy everything.”

The horns on the thing’s back started to move rapidly and I realised they
were wings—bat-like, membranous, and foul. It started to lift off the floor
and I tried to move back—Vanhela held me fast.

“You are safe here. The f ire stops the migo from travelling, and it is not
strong enough to control the minds of men.”

I didn’t take my eyes off it. “What do you mean?”
“The migo are the crawling chaos of Nyarlathotep. They move through

the minds of birds, beasts, and simple creatures. Once the migo enters the
mind of a beast he controls that beast to his will, and he can move from
that one to the next, controlling each as he crawls through their minds. In
such a manner can he wreak destruction upon men and the land. That is
why we keep this one here, where the f ire and smoke keep him free from
all creatures. There are no animals in the village; anything that strays in
here is killed. Do you understand?”

“The… thing… isn’t harmful to men?”
“It is harmful, but eventually enough warriors—your Goorkhas and

English with their weapons—will triumph if it is alone. But it is never
alone, because of the crawling chaos, and the birds and the beasts.”

“Why don’t you just kill it here?”
Vanhela spoke softly. “If it can be killed, I do not know how.”
My head was still ringing and I didn’t understand what was happening,

but I knew that my men must be kept away from here by all means. All
men—all sane men who wanted to stay that way—must stay away from
here.

I looked at Vanhela for the f irst time since I had seen his prisoner. “I
understand. Take me to one of the tracks the boulders made and I will go
to my chief. Take me now. I am weak, so I must hurry.”

* * *
I was stumbling through the jungle when Gurung found me, close on half-
past four. I was exhausted from the effort, almost delirious, and Gurung
and Limbu practically carried me to Tomlinson. I found him peering
through his f ield glasses again.

“Good God, Langham, have you been tortured?”
I let go of the Goorkhas, and found my legs steady. “No, sir, they let me

go. We must leave the village. We must let them be, sir.” I shot Gurung a
meaningful look, but he didn’t seem to understand.

“Nonsense. Now that they no longer have a hostage, I can enf ilade the
whole village without discrimination. You’d better get along to the rear.”
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“No, sir, you can’t attack them. The crawling chaos. Gurung, that—what-
ever you call it—I’ve seen it! I’ve seen the crawling chaos!”

“I’m going to ignore that, Langham. You’ve obviously had a nasty bump
on the head. Take yourself off to one of the medical orderlies. Havildar—”

“No!” I grabbed hold of the little runt with both hands and shook him.
“There’s nothing wrong with me. You—you’ve got to listen to me for

once in your bloody miserable existence!”
“Unhand me! Gurung, this off icer is under arrest. Place him under

restraint and escort him to the rear. Now, man, now!”
Gurung hesitated for a second, shrugged by way of apology, and belted

me on the head with the butt of his rifle.
* * *

It has just gone seven o’clock. I am being detained in the block-house dec-
orated with skulls. I think I have heard the last of the f iring. Once the
Goorkhas have secured the village the Chukma Coolies and the mahouts
will move in. The mahouts with their elephants.
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Curios
Ben Kendall-Carpenter

Lindorm has hundreds of “occult curios”, as he terms them. There’s the six-
pence so black you’d think it was made of jet, a splinter of the True Cross,
a tiny wooden box from which perpetually comes an icy breeze, a phial con-
taining an opaque liquid reputedly water from the Lethe (even holding the
phial induces an unpleasant mental numbing), and countless more
“curios” of potential magical or alchemical importance—and countless
other “curios” not of an obvious magical or alchemical application. Like the
book of nursery rhymes, where each reading sees new and sometimes dis-
tinctly inappropriate rhymes—and the 18th century mirror that on certain
dates reflects, or replays, really quite macabre scenes—and the silver lumi-
nous mist, which Lindorm sometimes releases from its demijohn; it then
floats out through the window and off into the night, where it goes and
what it does I don’t know but it always returns a few hours later, albeit of a
slightly red hue.

Lindorm insists that these things don’t actually exist, nor are they
totemic or symbolic representations of anthropological signif icance. “They
aren’t even fakes!” he tells me. “Truly they don’t exist!” He gets quite heated
at this stage. “They are f igments of my imagination!” But I object, as I
always do (we have this conversation many times a week). I have a problem
with this “imagination” assertion—it immediately raises a number of fun-
damental and entirely unavoidable questions. If these “occult curios” are
f igments of Lindorm’s imagination then what is the basis of my intricate
knowledge of the collection? How could I know about this collection if it
doesn’t exist beyond the conf ines of his imagination? Have I not told him
on numerous occasions of my favourites among his “curios”? He nods, and
agrees that on numerous occasions I have told him of my favourites. But he
maintains (and now I get rather heated) that the collection of “occult
curios” is a f igment of his (churlishly stressing the word) imagination—“As
are you,” he adds, “you’re a curio.” I say I f ind this deeply disturbing—“Not
as disturbing as I do,” he replies.
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The Model of a Boy
Alex Smith

The hotel was nearly two hours’ drive from the highways I’d come to call
home. I f irst drove through a quiet, beige hamlet with a few restaurants
and a hobby shop. I passed a farmer’s market, a flea, and nothing else save
a few disintegrating signs for an hour. The forest came up around me as I
went—darkness in summer daylight. I came to a lake where the road forked
either way. My dog shifted at the scent of still waters, then sat back, a faint,
shrill whine exiting his nostrils. Then I found the Hotel Reynolds. It was a
little smaller than I’d imagined it. It was less a building than a large house
with a hand-painted “Vacancy” sign hanging under the centre window
between vibrant green ivy strands. I tilted my up my neck to admire its
quaint, colonial style from my open window. A small, bulbous tower shot
up from the centre of the roof, an iron weathervane in the shape of a roos-
ter at the tip.

A thick, square-shouldered woman of about 65 greeted me at the door.
She wore a flannel shirt and jeans. “Mrs Reynolds?” I asked.

“Yes,” she said. She offered her hands to take my bags before I had a good
look at her face.

Indoors there was enough room to create an ample amount of loneliness
for a widower roaming the halls. On the f irst floor was a modest dining
room connected to a large kitchen. On the other side of the stair was a par-
lour that looked over the gravel drive and the lake. There were four rooms
on the second floor. Each barely f it a bed. The narrow hallway upstairs was
covered in faded floral wallpaper and lots of shelves. There was a cool draft
in that overlarge upstairs hallway, and though there was no apparent rot-
ting or mould, the house had a moist air about it, and seemed ripe to begin
its process of melting away under the heavy rains that fed the lake.

Homes like these weren’t without their oddities, and Mrs Reynolds’
Hotel was no different. She’d populated every room, hall, and stair, with
small porcelain models, each derived from a diverse collection of mytho-
logical narratives and Americana, sparing only the guest rooms. There were
seraphim, cherubim, rural animals, domesticated animals (of which there
were mostly cats), biblical scenes (I counted four representations of the vis-
itation, and ten of the nativity scene), a number of tropical and local birds
and other wildlife; f igures from other mythologies were displayed. I noted
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some rather benign scenes from Greek mythology, Judaica, Middle Earth
and Norse mythology. There was also an entire shelf devoted to characters
and scenes from classical American literature. A scene from Huckleberry
Finn especially struck me. He looked like he’d walked from an old water-
colour illustration of a book I’d had when I was a boy, f ishing rod and all.
Some rooms, like the downstairs bathroom and the mudroom, were so
f illed with the things that there were no “walls” to speak of, only shelves of
models. While I drank my vodka after dinner on that f irst evening and
stared at them, she appeared with my dog jingling at her heels. “He was
outside barking so I let him in. He’s housebroken of course… right?”

“Yes.”
“You don’t mind them, do you?” she asked.
“The f igures?” I said.
“There are quite a few.”
“No, not at all,” I said, and I paused to admire one before her with a smile,

which seemed to reduce her embarrassment.
“Before Paul died I had three hundred and one allowed out in the house.

And that was my limit, and the rest stayed in their boxes in the basement.
If I wanted to bring one of those out I’d have to trade it with one down in
the basement. It was our agreement. He was scared that if I had my way
we’d be sleeping with the Oedipus and the Sphinx scene at the foot of our
bed.”

“Three hundred and one?”
“We decided we’d have one bookcase f illed, and that was about 301, and

that was my limit. Now that he’s gone, I’ve brought most of them out… but
you don’t mind them?”

“Not at all,” I said, though I was glad that she’d spared the guest rooms
of the clutter.

Mrs Reynolds had a f irm routine prepared for her guests. She served
breakfast and supper in the dining room, and some cold lunch from the
kitchen counter. She kept the coffee pot hot and full until noon and there
was some vodka in a cabinet beneath the cutlery drawer, a welcome high-
light to the services she provided as included with a night’s stay. By my third
day staying there, walking down the halls to use the common bathroom, or
stepping down to the lobby in a bathrobe to have my breakfast, I came to
quite like being there.

I took to spending my days swimming with my dog in the lake, sketch-
ing, eating home-cooked dinners, and drinking well before a good night’s
sleep. I let Mrs Reynolds guide me through the lower halls a few nights into
my stay. She explained the signif icance of many of them. Each was more
important and historical than the last. I started to feel as I wanted to from
the beginning: I was no longer myself, so far as I’d been constructed over
the years. I was only myself as I looked and behaved from moment to
moment, and I was allowed to be whoever that was.

A few days into my stay, Mrs Reynolds caught me looking at the Huck
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Finn model again. “You like Huck. You can pick him up,” she said, “but be
careful.”

“Thank you,” I said. I picked him up, held him close to my eye, so close
as to see the relief of the hand-made strokes of paint. “He is exceptional,
isn’t he?”

“Yes, Huck there is def initely in the top 100.”
“Sorry?”
“They are all exceptional to me, but they are not my children. I have my

favourites—the 100 or so that were never stored in the basement, the ones
I had to see every day, even when Paul was alive.” She watched me place it
back on its shelf, and made a pleased look at how gently I’d done the act.
Now that Mr Reynolds was dead, she told me that she had a “top 300
favourite” models that she liked to see every day. Originally I thought there
were about 2,000 of them, but hearing that number, I guessed there may
be twice as many or more.

I stayed on past a week—Mrs Reynolds assured me I wasn’t overstaying
my welcome. I swam in the lake, ran the length of it on some days. Here,
sequestered and able to consider myself, I began to understand that I had
escaped from something, and now I was healing.

On a dewy morning while I sat out by the lake having breakfast, I
watched Mrs Reynolds greet two new visitors: a man and a boy, each carry-
ing a suitcase. My dog sprung from his spot in the sun to greet them, and
the boy dropped his suitcase immediately to play. The boy ran toward the
docks with my dog in a fast trot behind him. His father called out after him
some words of warning, to which he waved an arm and increased his pace.
He ran past me to the end of the dock. I turned to see him stopping him-
self short of a dive—but I could tell how badly he wanted to swim. My dog,
for his part, could not slow his momentum. He splashed into the lake and
paddled to the shore, his eye never leaving the boy as he did. The man
smiled at his son, collected his tipping suitcase, and climbed the remain-
ing steps into the house following Mrs Reynolds. Then the man returned
to his car and lifted from the trunk a small television set with antennae
hanging by a wire from the side. He was able to carry with a thick arm a
bookbag and briefcase.

“Is that your dog?” the boy said to me. His hair was dark, his eyes darker.
He was almost too slender. He was no more than ten, with shorts and socks
pulled high past his scuffed sneakers.

“His name is Teddy,” I said, “which is short for Theodore. He likes you.”
“So I can play with him?”
“Sure, he could use a little fun in his life. I’m too serious for him.”
Teddy hobbled up the dock, panting, and let the boy scratch him. He

shook off enough water to wet the boy, to which he snickered, and tipped
back on his haunches and lay down, panting.

“I’m sorry,” I said. “I should have warned you. You’ll be smelling of dog
all day.”
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“I don’t care,” the boy said. “It’s not the worst thing. We’ve stayed in a lot
of places and this is the only one so far with a lake and a dog.”

“Still, we ought to get you a towel. The water is very cold.”
“Oh I don’t mind,” the boy said, and went on rubbing Teddy.
Mrs Reynolds and the man stood on the front steps, watching us. “Looks

like your company is required back at Mrs Reynolds’s.”
“The woman? She looks mean.”
“You would guess that from the way she frowns, but she’s quite nice.” I

stood, gathering my plate and napkin. “A little lonely, maybe. But nice.” The
man was gesturing to me to get his son’s attention now. “We had better get
up there.”

As we approached the steps, the man held out his hand and introduced
himself as Frank. “And he is my son. He’s Frank as well. You work here?”

“I’m a long-term guest here.”
“Ah, a boarder.”
“I suppose.”
“Well it’s nice to meet you,” he said.
I nodded.
“This place is like a museum!” The younger Frank screamed happily

from another room.
“Low voices, Frank, low voices!” The father called. “The toy collection is

a little ghastly, isn’t it?” He said to me under his breath.
I smiled.
“Well little Frank seems to like them so I f igure I’ll count my blessings.”
As the days became another week the lake grew colder, and while I still

withstood the temperatures, I would now emerge with aching joints and a
real chill. Fall was arriving. Still on those next few days I found myself in
the lake more than ever. The young Frank loved to swim, and did not care
about the temperature, nor did his father seem to mind him getting a little
chilled. He would swim up to me while I did my laps and match my pace,
then ask me to watch him swim as fast as he could from shore to shore. I
even joined him on some fanciful dives into the water, where we imagined
we were searching for some hidden treasure. When I tired I would sit on
the dock and dry in the warm midday air. My dog and the boy went on and
on. Frank Sr seemed happy to supervise from a distance, sitting in a lawn
chair on the front drive, glasses hanging from the tip of his nose while he
dozed, read the paper, and called out to us to be careful.

Once, on returning from a swim while Frank Sr stayed out and sat in one
of the sagging chairs to keep an eye on him, I noticed the shape of some-
thing small in Frank Jr’s jacket pocket, which lay on the planks nearby. I
walked over to it and pushed my hand in to the pocket, f inding something
smooth and cool to the touch. I withdrew it. It was as I expected; one of the
models from Mrs Reynolds’ shelves. In fact, it was the Huck Finn f igurine,
already a bit worn and dirty from being in the boy’s pocket.

“I didn’t mean to,” the boy said. He was hanging on the dock, looking
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embarrassed. “I put him in my pocket for a second and forgot. Honest, I
didn’t mean to take it.” He suddenly looked small and cold, and though I
couldn’t be sure, it looked as though he might cry.

I gave him his jacket and towel. “Hey,” I said. “Don’t worry. It’s not a big
thing. But you and I both know that these mean a lot to Mrs Reynolds. So
we ought to handle the matter sensitively.”

I handed him back the model and he pocketed it, sniffling back tears.
“Hey, don’t be too upset. We’ll handle it.” The boy climbed on to the dock

and went on staring at me, simpering. “You like Huck Finn?” I asked.
“Who?”
“This is Huckleberry Finn, a character from a book.”
“I used to look more like him,” said the boy, “when I lived all by myself.”
“By yourself?”
“That’s right.”
“So you two have something in common. Huck Finn lived by himself,

too. You do look alike, Frank,” I said.
He looked up, tears in his eyes. “Please, don’t call me Frank.”
I halted, felt my heartbeat accelerate. I did not know what he meant.

Why wouldn’t he want to be called “Frank”? I crossed my leg and leaned in
to ask. And then I heard footsteps on the planks behind me.

“Is everything all right?” the father asked. He’d walked down to the
docks, paper tucked under his arm.

“Sure,” I said. I wished for some joke to enter my head, but I felt seized,
frozen by the moment.

“Go on in and get dressed, Frank,” the father said.
He stepped out on the dock, coming up next to me, then pressed his

arms behind his back and looked out on the view.
“I want to thank you for keeping an eye on him. He is a little short and

thin for his age, and I’ve seen him out there having a hard time swimming
past the logs.”

“He is a f ine swimmer,” I said.
“It’s the mothers who can’t take it to see a boy get a little cold.” He arched

an eyebrow, then slipped his hands in his pockets and relaxed his face.
“Mothers don’t understand adolescence like fathers do. They see a boy near
water, they think ‘drowning’. They see a boy with a bb gun, they think ‘gun-
shot wound’.” To this he turned on his heels and walked back to the house,
leaving me to the lake.

That night I had dinner with the man and his son and Mrs Reynolds. He
had gotten to the free vodka in the hour we all sat around the television
room waiting for dinner to be served, and at f irst did not eat, but after his
third drink he was swinging a stripped drumstick in the air, turning his
mirthful grin to each of us and speaking animatedly. When Mrs Reynolds
stood to begin collecting the dishes the man stopped her and asked Frank
Jr to fulf il the task, which the boy began to do immediately.

Mrs Reynolds sat back down with tightened lips. She seemed direction-
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less, f ingers interlinked below the table, eyes darting about and f inally
resting on the wall across from her.

“Now listen here,” said Frank Sr. “This is a good time to have you two
together. Because I f ind this time of day, when the daylight is draining out
of the room, brings with it a primitive, uhm, terror. The sun is descending,
and that green cast on everything makes my blood go cold, and in that
mental chill I think only some liquor and a good toast can cure me.” He
blotted his mouth with his napkin, staring momentarily out the window.
He lifted his drink above his head to make his toast, but now, seeing that
he’d need some time to generate one, he lowered his glass again to take a
small sip before going on. “Mrs Reynolds, and my fellow guest who shares
with me this hotel and its charming history and authenticity and its… its…
stunning location… I wish to propose a toast to, f irstly, Mrs Reynolds, our
most gracious host, and, second, to you, stranger, for I think we have a lot
in common.” Frank Jr returned from the kitchen to collect the last soup
bowl, the door swinging behind him. The bowl looked large and unwieldy
in his skinny hands. “I toast f inally,” Frank Sr went on, tipping his glass
toward his son and grinning before he disappeared again into the kitchen,
“to youth.”

I watched Mrs Reynolds carefully for any rejoinder, but she seemed too
uncomfortable to give anything but a dead stare at the table. I echoed, “To
youth,” and let my glass clink his before drinking. Mrs Reynolds clinked
glasses with him, too, and then she seemed able to stand and assist the boy
with the f inal dishes before excusing herself for the night.

Frank Sr pressed his palm over his mouth, eyes crimped, and for a
moment I thought he might be sick, but then I realised that he was in fact
stretching the skin on his face. He was thinking, perhaps, of the tedious
minutiae of life that tend to momentarily interrupt even the drunkest of
men. Then he sighed melodramatically, and called for his son. “Come here
Frank,” he said. “Give me a kiss and get off to bed.” The boy gave the man a
kiss.

“I’d like to stay up a while and watch television with Teddy,” he said.
“Yes, with the dog,” the man said. “Of course you would. Well, go on,

then.”
The boy trotted off and soon I heard the sounds of laughter and the

voices of actors from the television room.
“Little boys have hiding places. Look there, under the drinks tray, is a

three by three space you could slink in to if you were young again.” I sat
waiting, wondering how long he wished to go on talking, hoping he’d not
reveal much more of his sentimentalism while I stayed with him. He con-
tinued: “You see, why I like Mrs Reynolds is that this house is just that—a
hiding place like that spot under the dry bar—a getaway for big boys.”

“Men and their cabins,” I said.
He frowned, eyes glassy and red. “Hmmm, I’m not sure you fully under-

stand me. Or maybe you wouldn’t like to understand me. But you get the
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gist,” he said. And this alarmed me, that he was choosing to be irritated by
me despite my neutrality. “So tell me then, what is it that you’re hiding
from?”

“There is not one single thing I came here to hide from.”
Frank measured my look all over again. “Very well,” he said. I could tell

he was getting angry.
“And you?”
“Come now, you think I’d be in a forthcoming mood with you sitting

here, withholding from me even the simplest of clues as to who you are,
giving me that look you’ve given me since my son and I got here. You spit
out an witticism here and there. You make it seem easy to be around little
boys. I’m guessing it’s because you’ve never had one—had to live with one.”
He sipped his drink. “You speak very little.”

“Do I?”
“Not a word about who you actually are has passed your lips, now, has it?”

He pressed a cigarette into the ashtray between us.
“You want information.”
“Life is short. I am an open book.” He sat back in his chair and threw up

his hands. “Ask me anything.”
“No thanks.”
“You’re probably wondering where this boy’s mother is, are you not?”
“Not especially.”
“Well the sad fact is that she recently died, and more recently was

interred.”
“I’m sorry. That must be very diff icult for you.”
“It is for Frank. He is rarely himself, which has me beside myself. To

watch him crying and shaking nightly, I can do only so much to comfort
him. You see, to him you are a big brother, someone with whom he can
share his absurd fantasies.” He stopped to light another cigarette, then
leaned back into his chair again. I could almost feel Mrs Reynolds listening
from the kitchen.

“When the boy is with me he insists on shouldering the entire burden of
our lives, and it tortures me to see it. Believe me, sir, it has been a blessing
to f ind this place, so close to a lake, so far from everyone else. The dead are
not so much dead as non-existent when you’re here. I could swear that
when you wander the top hall, or take a paper to the back porch for a read,
time itself seems to slow to a halt, and you begin to see things much more
clearly.” He presently removed a small object, the size of a ring f inger, and
placed it on the table to face me. It was Huck Finn. “I found this in his bag
after lunch.” At f irst I felt accused, but in his face I saw more lament and
embarrassment than belligerence. “Who is it?”

“Huck Finn,” I said. “A character from a book.”
“The orphan?”
“I don’t remember. I remember that he ran away. Several times.”
He made a small “O” with his mouth and cocked his jaw to the side.
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“Ahh, the one that got away. Look. I think you’re alright. I apologise if I’ve
ruffled your feathers or anything. I’ve just had a few glasses more than I
should have. I’ll admit that.”

He looked at me, smiled again, and returned the Huck Finn f igure to his
pocket, then walked to the television room. I heard him shut the television
off while conversing with his son, and, f inally, their socked steps heading
up the stairway above me. I sat there, smelling the acrid smoke from the
man’s cigarettes, staring at the glass he’d left empty on the table. I let the
relief of solitude wash over me.

On my way to the room I saw that Huck Finn had been returned to his
place on the second floor shelf. Huck was scuffed and discoloured, having
travelled in the wet trunks of the boy, and for who knows how long in
Frank’s pockets as he ran and played. He was further out of place as he’d
been carelessly turned to stare off toward the hallway, as if to look out of
the scene he belonged to, and on to me. It was the worst night of sleep I’d
had at the Hotel Reynolds.

Frank Sr grunted at me in the morning, head bowed, and went off to read
his paper. The boy played with the dog. We swam together. During all this
we spoke of nothing special. He regaled me with a retelling of his favourite
animated movie, for instance.

“Frank says we may have to leave Mrs Reynolds’s.”
I tried not to react. “Why is that?”
“I don’t know. He didn’t say. Are you and Frank friends now?” he asked

me.
“Your dad?”
He went back to stroking the dog, then nodded.
“I’m not sure,” I said. “Would you like us to be?”
“No,” he said.
“You know when I was your age I called my dad ‘dad’.”
“I never wanted him to be my dad.”
“Oh. Well, that’s something we don’t get to choose,” I said.
“I could do this every day,” the boy said. “Just spend time with Teddy and

talk.” The insects grew louder as the sun reached its zenith. It stayed warm
for less and less time these days. He said, “What did Huckf in do?”

“Who?”
“Huckf in, the toy Frank stole from me while I was in the bath.”
“The model? Oh, he did a lot.”
“Frank said he was a bad kid.”
“Most dads would agree with that.”
He bunched up his knees and went on looking at me, waiting.
“I don’t remember everything he did,” I said. I couldn’t remember

whether or not I had even read it, or seen some adaptation as a boy. I could-
n’t remember if it was he or Tom Sawyer who had run away, or both. I
remembered the two of them being in a courtroom, and the business of the
painting of the fence, so I told him these things, trying as best as I could to
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avoid talk of Tom Sawyer. “And then there was Jim,” I said, remembering
suddenly the image of a long man standing in the shadow of a giant hat.
“He was black, older than Huck. He escaped with Huck and they had a long
adventure together on the river. They helped each other.”

Mrs Reynolds’s house sat silently on the hill, small but powerful in the
sunlight. Frank Sr was sitting in a sun chair halfway down the gravel path,
reading the paper. I couldn’t know when he’d got there, but he was too far
to hear us. He was keeping his distance, but he was watching.

“He never had a home?” the boy asked.
“He was never rich, either, but he was, you know, free all the time. He

was fearless.”
“Like you,” Frank said.
At around lunch Frank Sr and the boy drove into town, leaving the hotel

for the f irst time. I took something light to the dock to tide myself over till
dinner.

Something was turning in me as the day wore on without the two of
them around. I liked having the hotel to myself, but now I wondered what
they were up to, and what Frank felt he’d said that would make it so diff i-
cult for him to stay. It may have been my presence that did it all—that
thought came over me as I thought of the past guests who’d come and gone;
how they always left and I did not. But they were holidaymakers, and I was
on permanent holiday. They had to leave. It couldn’t have been me.

And then there was the nagging feeling that the boy, that Frank Jr, was
in some kind of danger.

The mosquitoes came out to bite a little earlier that afternoon, but while
I was driven indoors, I did not take a glass of vodka to my room to sit with
it and read. Instead I sat in front of the television in the common room,
waiting for them. About me was the TV buzzing, some books stacked
under the coffee table, and the f igurines, on shelves six rows high curling
around the walls and perpetually playing out the narratives for no one but
me to see. They bore down into me, and for the f irst time they rattled my
nerves.

When father and son returned I was settled into these meditations, so
much so that I wished to confront them at the door, to somehow intervene
in their trajectory to their room. The wagon pulled into the drive, splash-
ing through a shallow puddle and spreading dirty water into the surround-
ing gravel. The boy popped out f irst, running immediately to the lake, and
then Teddy was barking at the door to be let out for play. I stood by the win-
dow watching, listening to the chirping and squeaking of the twilight crea-
tures.

Face to face for the f irst time since dinner, Frank Sr said “Hello,” and
then announced what I’d expected: he wanted to f ind Mrs Reynolds, to set-
tle his bill and check out in the dawn light. I nodded to him and let him
pass, listened from the front landing to his calls for the old woman to bring
down her leather book, to make arrangements.
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From the drive I could see down the hill to the lake, where the boy sat
out near the chairs, bare legs hanging over the dock. I walked down to him,
Teddy following behind.

“We’re leaving,” he said.
“Your father told me.”
He nestled his head into his neck, scooping up his t-shirt with his chin.

“Look,” he said. He dug into a pocket and withdrew a f igurine: Huck Finn—
only new, freshly painted and standing upright. Frank Sr had gotten the
boy his own, hoping that it would ease their move. He let me hold it, scru-
tinise it. “It’s not right. He’s standing and his hands are on his hips… not
f ishing. Not sitting.”

“Don’t you like it?”
“Not exactly,” he said. “Because it’s not really mine.” The old rowboat tied

to the dock sloshed and bumped against the wet wood, the lake was quiet,
the bugs having already made their retreat. He said, “It’s Frank’s.”

“It’s getting late.”
“I don’t want to go. I want to stay here with you and Mrs Reynolds. She’s

scary sometimes, but I know she’s nice. I can tell. You’re both nice.”
“You and your dad aren’t getting along?”
“He’s not my dad.” He let the tips of his toes dip into the water.
“I used to feel that way with my father,” I said. “Those feelings pass.”
“No. He is not my dad. I used to be like you—on my own.” His expres-

sion did not change, though suddenly I sensed in him a maturity I had yet
seen. “I was a kid. I mean, I’m a kid now—but I was a real kid, once. I lived
in a house like Mrs Reynolds’s. It was smaller, and no toys like she has. No,
I never had toys. There was a busted gun I had, a knife for cutting at
branches, and that was all. There were dogs, but not like yours. They were
big. They never stopped barking, cause I woke up one night and it was dark
black out and they were still barking. Once one of the dogs put a wild cat
up a tree. I tried to shoo him off but I couldn’t get too close. Those dogs did
bite, and I was too small to kick him away. There was a nice dog, too, but
he was too old to help me.

“He got him, the cat, I watched him get him by the back and crunch
down. He swung the cat across the yard, and that was what killed the cat,
the throw. That’s what I think, cause the cat did not move once it hit the
ground except it moved its head and opened its mouth and went to sleep
forever. There was a tiny bit of blood at its mouth. I saw the blood, but I
couldn’t get too close. I couldn’t get near the dog. And my dad came home
and heard that the dog killed the cat, and he hit me so hard. Hit me a bunch
of times so my back hurt when I sat down.

“I left that night. Took the old dog with me—his name was James—I got
him to follow me all the way out to the big rock in the woods, but then he
got scared and turned back. That was the worst part. When he turned away
and disappeared. But he was old and I was a boy, so I wasn’t scared or tired.

“I kept walking.
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“The f irst night was all right. The moon was out and there was a bed of
leaves I found near the bottom of a cliff that were pretty comfortable sleep-
ing. But the next morning I saw orange jackets, hunters like my dad, so I
knew I needed to go on, and the next night, well, that was the worst, cause
it rained hard as I kept walking, and by the time I went to sleep I was shak-
ing and wet, and the ground was wet, and the leaves weren’t good enough
a blanket to keep me warm. But I was out there, out in the woods just like
these ones.” He pointed a leg to the surrounding forest. “I was gone. I don’t
know how long… long enough to know I’d gotten away. Maybe f ive days.
Maybe two weeks. I didn’t count the days, just walked and drank from
streams, ate plants and scraps the hunters left behind, cause there was
trash just about everywhere I went, no matter how deep in I got. But then
I got real hungry, hungrier than I could ignore, and so I found a trail, fol-
lowed it for two days.

“Then I met Frank, saw him f illing a f ire ditch near the creek. He had
food, water, a little tent that we both slept in. He was nice—took me hunt-
ing like my dad never would, never hit me or called me names. But after a
few nights he started bothering me, waking me up while I slept. He started
telling me he was my father. But he wasn’t. You wouldn’t do that, would
you?”

I hoped he did not hear how diff icult it was for me to wet my mouth and
speak. “No, I wouldn’t.”

“It’s wrong, right? To change my name to his?”
“You want to be back with your parents?”
“No. They were bad people. I know they were. They hurt the dogs, and

the house… the house wasn’t clean. Not like Mrs Reynolds’s. But Frank said
he’d take me back to them if I told anyone who I was. So I haven’t told any-
one but you.”

“Why me?”
“You’re like Huckf in.”
Teddy curled up by the boy’s side. The boy no longer seemed nervous.

Any heaven he’d experienced at this hotel, he’d already given up for his
future with Frank, the man he claimed was his kidnapper. I could not
believe that I believed him. It was the most arresting thing about the whole
affair. But Frank Sr was too odd, the way he talked about his son. I was
afraid, so afraid, because I believed.

“Frankie!” It was Frank Sr, standing on the front landing holding a suit-
case, the f illings draped over the side from the hasty packing job, and it
almost made me cringe to hear the name.

“What?”
“I need you to come in and give your old man a hand.” Every word he

spoke cut like a lie.
“Yes!” he screamed, and looked up to me, eyes a dark brown, face almost

lost in the darkling air. I believed him with great conviction, and I did not
know what to do.
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I was afraid for him. I could call the police, but the police would take half
the day to arrive—and I would have nothing to tell them but a young boy’s
wild story, one that very much resembled that of a f ictional character, a
character whose likeness he kept in his pocket. For all my skill in disappear-
ing, I hadn’t any idea how to help someone else do the same, and therein
lay my self ishness, my sickness.

“Frank!” the man called again, now angrily, and the boy stood up, and
was gone.

At the wood bar I helped myself to some of Mrs Reynolds’ whiskey, and
the night crept out over me, bore down on me as I went through some of
the bottle, simpering and waiting for something to think of. I was power-
less, strung out by the anxiety that had gotten its hold all over again. I had
run, escaped, driven and hidden and become another, quieter man, but the
world had caught up to me. It was ready to reveal me for the coward that I
was.

“They are having their dinner upstairs,” Mrs Reynolds told me as I
walked over the threshold of the front door. They remained locked in their
room all evening. And all I did was go on stewing. I waited in the dining
room, eating with Mrs Reynolds, and then the common room, and f inally
my bedroom for any activity, any “goodbye” from the two Franks.

Near midnight my ruminations reached an agonising peak. They would
leave early, perhaps even during the night, so I was awake, and yet I got the
feeling of some heavy, invisible force holding me down in my slumped sit-
ting position against the headboard in my bedroom, bottle in hand. This
paralysis lasted some time during which I heard nothing from the other
room save the thump of a suitcase. I breathed in shallow breaths and
thought of the boy.

Then I thought of the man, and then myself, and then the boy again.
I wanted to get out of the room, to bang on the doors of the house one

by one, re-engaging each soul, as I knew they each were awake. I knew even
Mrs Reynolds had to be awake because, though she put up a front of sto-
icism, these visitors had rattled her. She might not sleep until they were
gone. I knew I would not.

It may have seemed small to me with time, this boy with his tale, a tale
that was nearly too odd to be fabricated, but not odd enough. This was a
place I knew I could not stay much longer, for it had become unhealthy for
me to continue living there, and a sadness crept beneath the tension, a sad-
ness so deep as to no longer need the face of the widow, the father, or the
boy.

The sadness had caught up with me, had followed me and down the
highways, had given me something of a lead only to toy with my hopes, and
to humiliate me on its return. In all of this boiling I suddenly felt able to
move. I could not, in fact, stay put. I counted down from f ive and popped
out of bed, feeling the whiskey in my knees. Teddy lifted his eyelids with
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some effort, watched to see if I would leave the room. He followed when I
did.

I walked down the hall and stepped gingerly down the stairs—I did not
know what I would do besides take out some spirit or other to complete my
intoxication. Another few glasses, I knew, would drive me into uncon-
sciousness, whether the f ire within me burned hot or not. In the kitchen I
opened the refrigerator, letting the light of it guide me to the cabinet
beneath the cutlery drawer where I found a bottle and an old, dirty lowball
stuck behind it. I closed the refrigerator and turned on the light that hung
over the sink, and saw the boy’s face staring up at mine. His eyes were wide,
alert, black hair curling behind his ears. He was wearing Frank’s coat—far
too big for him, but it took on the look of an oversized raincoat on him
then. The dog had gotten up. He sat upright next to the boy, looking up at
me with his old jowls hanging unevenly over his muzzle. And the boy was
wearing a backpack, and this was perhaps the most alarming thing to see:
because he wore it so stolidly, in such a way as only I had seen a man wear
a backpack on the cover of a book, and this image was so steeling that I
stood, frozen in place with the boy and the dog and my glass f illed with ice.

I stooped to one knee and—though I had planned to say something
brave, something to bring back the structure to the night—I saw how the
boy’s jaw was set, lower teeth in a strong, determined underbite. A small
night moth landed on his cheek. He did not even blink at it, just stared at
me until it flew away.

“I am going.”
In that moment I knew he spoke the truth, and anything that might

come out of my mouth would be a lie. An overwhelming warmth overcame
me.

I said, “I’m sorry,” and began to cry. I tried to swallow it back, but then
knew I could not immediately stop. The boy was not hurried. He merely
watched, understanding something about me that I could not know.

Minutes later we were on the dock—no gnats or flies to bother us—the
moonlight splashing in f its over the tiny wakes, the lazy sound of the row-
boat becoming rushed as I helped him in. I handed him his backpack as
soon as he sat into the boat, which looked giant against him.

A chilled spittle hung in the air. Everything on us was damp. The boy’s
skin shined like another swell of water under the moon. He looked up at
me one last time, handles of the oars in his tiny grasp, the lake barely mov-
ing beneath him. “At the end of the lake there is a forest,” he said. “I know
it well, better than Frank ever could.”

I patted Teddy, and he seemed to take it as a cue; he jumped into the lit-
tle rowboat.

“He can come?” the boy with no name said.
Teddy was not looking up at me. He had taken a position in the bow, fac-

ing off down the lake. His ears perked, his shoulders tight and alert as I had
not seen them in years.
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“Of course,” I said, and it was easy—so easy—for me to say so, but the boy
cracked his lips in a smile at me. He was no longer alone—and I was less
afraid. Then he rowed off. It took some minutes more to realise that I still
had the empty lowball in my left hand, and that the tension, the grim death
that gripped me, was slowly dissipating as the boy vanished into the black.

I silently made my way back up the walkway, careful not to disrupt the
gravel in the drive, or the front door as I entered, but Mrs Reynolds had
awoken, and stood by the refrigerator, the low-hanging light of the sink
just barely illuminating her face. Her hands were crossed before her chest.
I suddenly felt very young.

“I had to,” I said.
She shut the refrigerator door and then the light. She said, “I expect you

to replace the bottle before you leave,” and I stood in the darkness of the
kitchen as she retired up the stairs, where I heard the handle of her door
turning. She’d made her stand.

This would be my last night climbing the stairs after her.
Though I did not know nor anticipate what the man Frank would do, I

had just assumed he would be inflamed in the morning, spinning a flurry
of accusation and despair at having lost his son. That, anyway, was what I
would have done. But no, Frank—the real Frank staying at the Reynolds
hotel those past weeks—simply wasn’t there when I awoke. This stood as
further proof to me that the boy had been telling the truth, if ever there was
a moment of real doubt in my head.

Mrs Reynolds left out a small breakfast for me that morning, and I set-
tled with her after she took away my last dish. She didn’t give me an expla-
nation for wanting me to leave. Nor did she ask for one regarding her
missing rowboat. Perhaps she guessed that some part of me had done the
right thing. For my part, I wasn’t sure if I had done anything at all.

At f irst, it may have seemed nice to have a familiar face at the house,
someone who liked her, or at least the life she had made for herself, but it
was her life, not mine, and she ran a hotel, not a home. She had her world,
her home, and while she could handle a few secrets leaking through the
walls, there had been more than she wished for since I’d come. The poten-
tial for f inding out who I really was, and what it was I had escaped, was
becoming too real for us both.

As I left the room, duffel over my shoulder, less one old dog, I made my
way down the hall one last time, the wall populated with more fantasy
models than I could count. I stopped to f ind something different in the
diorama I had come to love the most—the one concerning the runaway boy.
There, where the old f igure of Huck Finn had once been, was the shiny,
standing Huck that Frank had tried to buy for the boy. I took it, admired it
for a moment, then placed it in my pocket. He didn’t belong to the scene:
he was just slightly not to scale with the diorama. He, like me, was better
off on the run.
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Harrowing of the
Barrow
Skadi meic Beorh

“Where am I?” asked the giant of a man as he stumbled, bewildered,
through a hedge of blackberry.

“You are here, sir,” a child replied, smiling up at the agitated sojourner.
“Here? And where is here?”
The man seemed confounded, showing his disorientation in the for-

saken wood by wringing large, weathered hands as he sat onto the closest
moss-covered stone, which soon felt so cold that he began to shift on it like
a toddler uninterested in its surroundings or frightened of something
larger than itself.

“Here, sir, is where you are.”
“Boyo. Heed me. I have been many places and have seen much of the

bizarre in my day, but not until this lonely moment have I met a child frail
as yourself in a foreboding place such as this.” He swept his powerful digits
through a thick mist, the lad’s eyes following his hand with seeming inter-
est. Around them in every direction lay incarnate loneliness, for an intrepid
gloom moved with a personality of its own and with, the man thought, a
sinister purpose and meaning that was not readily apparent.

The lad, nestled in a cup-shaped stone, peered around the forest as if he
were also a new arrival. Yet, he held a calm reserve coveted by all watching
him, including the confused man who continued to wring his hands and
pucker his parched lips as if about to ask a question or whistle a tune.

“The innocence of a child,” the traveller then said to himself, dismissing
his state of affairs as a nightmare of which he had only that moment
become aware. The lad, in his childishness, senses not the danger of this for-
saken grove, he thought, taking hold of his dreaming, and then in impa-
tient frustration yelling:

“Lad! Are ye not afeared? See how these trees, or semblance of such, sway
to and fro... yet there blow no winds? See how the moon burns full and yel-
low, yet she gives neither light nor shadow? See how the earth beneath us
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rolls ever so cunningly, as if it were ocean waves? Are you not, with all of
this, afeared a wee bit?”

“Not afraid.” The boy gave a gentle smile, disarming the man. “You see,
sir. I am meant to be here. I have come for those held in captive to the chief-
tains of this land. These men have been forewarned of mine arrival to har-
row their estates and emancipate their slaves.”

“The child is playing a game,” the man replied, flinging his right arm
sideways as if in full dismissal. Catching himself, though, he added, “Ah! I
like your imagination! A quick mind! A good mind, boyo!”

“Imagination be my name, sire.”
“Oh! That’s grand! Grand! But... ye? Harrow this land? I reckon you

couldn’t harrow a hare if given half the chance!”
With those biting words he fell into laughter, but the lad roared with

him, and the sting was taken from the slight. The hard man clicked his
tongue in anger, turning his head away. Then deciding to play along after a
few moments of creeping silence, he asked, “What king, then, pray tell, has
sent you here to this dim place? Who, I beg, are you in liege to, if you will
vex such a woeful place; this barrowland of the dead?” Again he laughed.
“Lad. Hear me. I sit here afeared, and you, a mere babe, claim to be calm in
heart and here to raze the place! How in the fearful name of Crom Cruach
can this be true? So I say to you: Stop your gaming! A shaggy dog story has
its place, but in all truth, round us upon every side await dreadful things
lest we slip into unwariness. I can feel them. Can you not feel them? They
are here. And you are not in the wee bit worried? Well, I say that you are!
Stop the game, for we must take lie the land, f ind our bearing and leave this
hell! You are but a waif!”

“I am,” the child replied.
Neither spoke for a time. Eyes watched on—some in abject horror, oth-

ers in bloodlust, and yet others in suffocated hope… for joy was forbidden
in that place.

A chilling breeze with drizzling rain soon crept into the hollow where
the two travellers sat, icing the place to a miserable condition. Their
breaths fell as heavy smoke, wafting about their feet like trailing burial
clothes. Presently, f illed with an emotional heaviness that he had never
before known, the older man sighed from the depth of his soul and would
have stood to aching feet, but found, to his terror, that he could not move.

“Your legs, sir. They are bleeding.”
And they were. A great crolinn, a pool of blood, had formed beneath the

wayfarer. Coagulated now, it had captured his soft leather boots in its stick-
iness. Fresh blood continued to seep through the supple suede, dripping to
the frozen earth. Upon noticing his potentially fatal condition, he also
realised a nearly unbearable pain pulsated through his tired body. This also
baffled him. He felt dizzy and nauseous. The pain escalated. He spoke as
best he could, holding inside screams of panic.

“They… seem… to... b-be... broken. M-my... legs... my... god! They’ve...
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been... broken!” He grasped the swollen caps of his throbbing knees with
heavy palms, applying what pressure he could manage in his newly-realised
debilitated state. To no avail. He would lose his legs if they were not
attended to quickly, but... who?...

“Think upon other things. Upon beautiful things, my lord. Upon the
strength of your youth; the wisdom of your mother; the love of God. Think
not upon your pain. Here. Let me help you.”

The lad’s voice now seemed otherworldly. This both astounded and com-
forted the man. Yet he was hardened and not easily swayed, having seen too
many charlatans and tricksters and self-wrought fools in his day to believe
that there could be purity or hope of perfection in the world.

“Why am I listening to this ragamuffin? What would an urchin know?
And, why is he really here?... wherever here is. I have many enemies. If this
child’s lord is not against me, then the lad’s story stands as foolish day-
dreaming. He... he’s only a child...”

The severe pain subsided to a mild, feverish throb. He was suddenly
grateful for the cold, which he reckoned numbed his pain somewhat.
Pulling his wool plaid cloak as close as he could, he shut his eyes to rest
awhile. But at that moment it seemed to him that iron nails ran in, taking
his torture to an unendurable height. His vision greyed as his delicate bal-
ance on the slimy rock was upset. He slid into the gore beneath him where,
unable to gather leverage, he was forced to lie, humiliated.

Pulling thin legs to a tiny chest and clasping small arms around them,
the lad looked upon the man with evident sorrow, but also with a weird
detachment which further confused the bewildered ruff ian as his eyes
sought to refocus. He could not believe his own next words.

“Can... will you help me, boyo? I know that... I am... blood... bloody... but
c-can... you help... me? Maybe... you can help... d-d... drag... I want... t-to...
s-sit... somewhere... dry...”

“I will.”
In a quick moment the boy pulled his unlucky companion to a leafless

ash tree growing near to where they sat, and there they both rested, the
man’s heart beating a furious time.

“How did you break your legs?”
“I... I know not, child. It seems... that... I would... remember.”
“To me it does. But, tell my of something else. Your life, maybe. Ease

your mind with a tale.”
The man was again visibly stunned by the lad’s apparent clarity not

matching his bedraggled and hungry appearance. He was nothing special
to look upon.

“Fair enough, son. Hear, then, the yarn of a lost man.” Wheezing as he
took in a shallow breath and biting back another scream for the pain, he
began.

“I was born and fostered in the south of Ireland, at Bantry Bay. Life was
rich and happy. The king of Mumu was wise and discerning, therefore all
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clans lacked for nothing, and skirmishes were a rare thing indeed... unless
a beautiful cailín, a raven beauty of a girl with eyes of sapphire, was born to
a chieftain, thereby eventually awakening the hearts of all our warriors and
thus causing the usual strife such loveliness brings. The people in our area
were, for the most part, good and kind, and many there understood the
mysteries, awaiting the return of the White Serpent King who had been
prophesied millennia before. I was taught to use the spear, and to a lesser
extent the sword, and was promised a sturdy chariot for my f ifteenth birth-
day because, my Papa told me, I had always been diligent with his own
horses and chariots. But, the ways of the gods are unusual, and oft seem
cruel and damnable to me.

“When I was a lad of about your age, a band of Iberian pirates raided our
village of Ahakista, after having lain waste to Crohane. Those of us deemed
worthy of trade were enslaved. The old and weak among us were slaugh-
tered. My beloved sister Seirshu was... deflowered... publicly... and then
taken into the biggest of their large curraghs as I was pushed into another
of the boats and then slapped unconscious, for I was f ighting them,
unafraid to die... as are all Celts. I never saw Seirshu, nor my parents or fos-
ter-parents, again.

“Many months passed in which I was nearly starved to death. I was even-
tually sold for one day’s wage to a Galatian family because, they argued, I
was what they called a ‘walking bone’. I served that clan as a farmhand and
swineherd until I was thirteen, stealing away from their brutality one
moonless night and travelling south seemingly forever until I fell into an
exhausted stupor in a tiny hidden glen. I remember making a bed of
mistletoe to protect myself from the deadly cold beneath me. I then pulled
fallen oak leaves over me until most of the chill was kept out.

“I awoke after many strange dreams wrapped in a great bear fur and lying
next to a blazing f ire, my head resting on a soft pillow covered in green silk.
I was deep inside a warm cave, and at f irst could only hear faint voices, but
these were soothing to ears accustomed to being screamed into. Feeling
secure for the f irst time since taken from my beloved village of Ahakista, I
lay there until the most beautiful woman I have ever seen, other than my
mother, shook me from my reverie. This woman spoke some Irish, but
enough for me to understand that I had been taken in by a clan of freelance
merchants who, she assured me, would be kind to me and would be happy
to teach me their ‘unique trade’. I loved this idea, being a young and vibrant
youth, and after a hearty breakfast of roasted venison and a bowl of oats
mixed with fresh sheep’s blood, I required no more persuasion. I longed for
my homeland, but somehow I knew that I would never return.

“Soon thereafter, my training began in the masterful art of freelance
merchantry, as we called the art of pick-dodgery, and within two years I
became a leader in this crazed and fun-loving band of brigands. I was
rewarded, on my f ifteenth birthday, with my own black stallion. I thought
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of my Papa and wept, for tears in this travelling clan were saved for the
most special times.”

The man focused his eyes through his pain to see if the lad was paying
attention and, satisf ied, continued.

“As I moved into my seventeenth year, an old one came into our camp
one evening; a great weaver of tales. He spoke good Irish, which caused me
to ask our chieftain, Barr Abbas, if he might be made welcome for a few
days. I was well loved by the chieftain and the other elders, and so my
request was granted with many smiles and nods of agreement. For the next
fortnight the storyteller wove the strangest of tales both beautiful and
frightening. We rewarded him for his unusual gift with much gold and
enough food for a month of hard travel. Before he left our encampment,
though, he caught me in the last lights of a dimming f ire and insisted that
he knew of someone I should seek out. This person, he sang in his ringing
Irish brogue, was abiding in a nearby townland, working as a great druid
beloved by the people. He exhorted me to seek this sage, saying that he
taught many things believed by my own people. My heart was then torn. I
began to burn with much desire to hear words that I knew would soothe
my troubled mind. I began, in my free time, to seek this druid, inquiring of
his whereabouts everywhere I went. In turn I was led to not a few holy men
and women, but none spoke with the exactness I expect from a druid.”

With these words the wounded giant paused, biting back a cry of
anguish for an excruciating pain having returned. He shifted his twisted
body as he leaned against a gnarled root of the ash. After glancing at the
lad, he continued his story.

“I had longed, as a very young child, to become an adept in our druidic
mysteries so that I could become a trusted leader, as was my foster-father,
a seer of the highest ranking. The black arts had crept into our mystery
schools like a choking vine, throttling our holy order and opening the doors
of Ireland to grand mistakes allowing plunder and pillage. Ironic, isn’t it?
What I have become, I mean.”

The warrior bit back a groan. A sharp spike was flung into his left hip.
His scream sounded like that of a dying lion. The boy wiped perspiration
from the man’s face with a piece of linen, and gave him a sip of fresh water
to drink. The man thought he might ask where the lad had procured these
nice things, but his tale was now burning in him to be f inished.

“But... my desire for goodness had been lost so many years before. The
thieving way of life was hard and fast and rewarding beyond measure, yet
I found myself unfulf illed. Existence came to mean nothing to me.
Disposing of my hapless victims became the best way not to be named. The
old Irish saying ‘Small thorns cause great pus’ applies well here. Anyway,
dead men tell no tales. Alas, in too short a while I began to enjoy the killing,
devising new and more interesting, cleaner methods; seeking the most
eff icient ways with each robbery. The power I received from such egregious
actions was intoxicating...”
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The thief choked, his eyes dimming as if he might not go on with his
memoir. Several tears dripped into his beard.

“Tell me,” the lad said. “When you were a child, did you love Nature? Did
you ever think upon her magnif icence? Did you ever contemplate upon the
mystery of the formation of all things—and perhaps of that which may be
before all things?”

Studying the lad through his now-unrelenting pain, the man f inally
resolved in his tangled state to accept the wisdom being offered him,
though every f ibre of his being cried out against hearing a waif on the Way
of Life. Yet, he saw no other recourse. In his submissive resolution, the out-
law wept, continuing his confession.

“After three years of searching, I found the druid I had been told of. His
knowledge was indeed vaster than any I had ever encountered, or even
heard of. Inf inity lay unveiled in his eyes. He knew the secrets of my peo-
ple better than our ancients. And all the while he held the simplicity of a
child, and the humour of a jester! He spoke nothing vainly, marking his
words with joyous laughter, drawing many to him. He lived what he spoke.
He lived his teachings for all to see, and learn if they would. He was druidic
in every way, yet something far more. I longed to throw myself at his feet
in liege. Yet, I did not. I would not allow myself, crusted over with gan-
grenous pride, to walk with him.

“Soon after I met him, a massive following of his disciples, both men and
women, and a chosen retinue of closer friends gathered round him, and he
was soon well known in the land. Three more years passed, and I burned
for his words, yet I was held by my own passions and laziness I both loved
and despised. I harboured unconsoled hatred for all who had ever hurt me,
my clan and my kin; hurt my pride. Through the diff icult and long years, I
lost what happiness I had garnered in my Ahakistan childhood. Do... you
know this joy that I speak of?”

“I do. What else. Tell me all.”
With an agonised sigh the traveller continued.
“Our people, in each year, and because of the corrupted priesthood I

have told you of, sacrif ice men and women for the health and well being of
our nation. Or so the common folk are made to believe. In great wicker eff i-
gies of men these unfortunates are burned alive along with swine and cows,
chickens and f irst-fruits from our f ields and orchards. The sacrif ice, at
least in my part of Ireland, is often done in the name of our blood-god Esus
who, traditionally, is self-hanged upon an ‘Ancient of Days’, an old oak, for
the propitiation of our sins. Every few years a prisoner of some battle or
other is chosen to play the part of Esus, and is whipped and then nailed to
the oak—and then speared through the heart in a great and happy ritual of
blood. A week-long fair follows, usually held at the sacred barrow on the
bay near Bantry Town, across from wee Isle Whiddow.

“As a lad, I was always repulsed, as I have mentioned, by these unholy
rites, and vowed that, as a druid, I would have the laws changed allowing
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such bloodthirsty cruelty in the name of worshipping God. This method of
death was to me the most horrifying form... until I chanced to witness the
Roman crucif... oh... god!”

The broken man collapsed, sliding from his position into a newly-
formed puddle of blood. He remembered. Tormenting vibrations racked
his broken legs and reverberated throughout his body.

“I... I... need more... than relief... from... this... suffering. I want... to...
to... see... you... I know you, sweet lad, do... I not?”

As the thief spoke through streaming tears, he recognised, at last, the
face of the child. “Please... I... have cursed... you with... my last... breath,
but... please... oh, please... remember me, also, my... Druid, this day... in
Paradise...”

Smiling, the lad went to his friend and, lifting him with no effort, lay him
across thin shoulders as a shepherd would a beloved lamb he has saved
from the thicket. Turning toward a rough stone stairway, he mounted its
steps worn concave by aeons of use. Others followed, some holding to the
lad’s tattered train as he climbed. As the ragged cluster left the unholy
place, those choosing to remain behind jeered in their unconscious hatred,
despising the boy’s youth.
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Devilry at the
Hanging Tree Inn
David Tallerman

At the junction where the east-west highway crossed the north-south
byway, a diamond of dusty ground had formed. A defunct gallows rose
from the northwest corner, dark and crude like a charcoal sketch. Opposite,
set back from the curve of meeting roads, stood its namesake, the Hanging
Tree inn. With its macabre sign, its black-beamed walls and madly sagging
roof, it was a relic of an older, stranger time.

There was a tale told thereabouts: that if the f ire in the inn’s hearth
should ever burn out then the Devil would leap from the ashes and run
wild in the world. If it was more than a story, however, no one could say, for
it had never been tested so far as anyone knew.

The Hanging Tree had once been the centre of a world, a place where
rich and poor could meet and drink secure in the knowledge that the Devil
remained safely caged in Hell. That time, though, was long past. Both roads
had been bypassed by faster routes, and were used now only by the aimless
and the lost. The inn grew more dilapidated with each passing year, and
featured on only the most pedantically drawn maps.

The innkeeper’s name was Nathaniel. He was so old that his few remain-
ing patrons imagined him to be immortal, tied phantom-like to the mortar
of his inn. His weathered face accumulated more wrinkles each year; his
stoop brought him closer to the ground. Yet he showed no proclivity
towards dying. He worked as hard as a man of twenty, and never spoke
more than was needed.

It happened that a stranger came to the Hanging Tree one day, and pur-
chased beer with a bright gold coin. Nathaniel didn’t bat an eyelid, though
it was many months since he’d seen gold within those walls. He merely
brought his young customer a tankard and a considerable heap of change.

“Landlord,” cried the stranger, having rapidly drained his mug, “might I
ask your name?”

“It’s Nathaniel.”
“Mr Nathaniel, my name is Jack, and I’ve been walking for many a mile.
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My legs ache, my back aches, and my shoes aren’t worth a damn. I’ve been
looking for a civilised place to ply my trades, and this inn of yours seems
well suited. If you’ll room me without charge I promise to make it worth
your while.”

There was little fact in this statement, just as the coin was gold in colour
only. It was true his name was Jack, though he’d gone by others, and true
that his shoes could have stood repairing. He had scant desire to work,
however. In fact, it had occurred to him that a man so old and unimpressed
by gold might have some hidden store of valuables. Jack had made a steady
living by appropriating the wealth of others, and had found the elderly eas-
iest to gull, being both glad of company and forgetful of their belongings.

So he was a little surprised when the reply came, “My name’s Nathaniel,
no more, and there’s neither want nor need for anyone here but me.”

“No need? But I can turn my hand to anything. You’ll have nothing to do
except sit and drink your own ale. Moreover, I’ll cost you not a penny. I’ll
live on crusts and sleep on the cobbles by the f ire.”

Jack spoke with passion. Nathaniel’s animosity had only conf irmed his
conviction that he must have something worth stealing. His argument
seemed to give the landlord pause, at least, for he pursed his lips and sat
staring at the ceiling. Perhaps he was imagining the bliss of idleness, or per-
haps it was an apoplexy. It seemed prudent to wait, either way—and even-
tually Jack’s patience was rewarded.

“You strike me as a worthless body,” said Nathaniel, “but everyone
deserves a chance. You’ve a week to prove yourself useful.”

“You’ll wonder in a week’s time how you ever lived without me.”
Or at least, he thought, you’ll wonder where your gold has gone—and I’ll

be in the next county, with a new damned pair of shoes.
* * *

Jack was wondering by evening if he hadn’t made a mistake. He had
mended crooked tables, touched up cracked paintwork on the beams,
swept out cupboards and turned over the soil of the little garden. He was
f ilthy, bruised, and aching to his bones. Anyway, it was clear he was wast-
ing his time. A glance in the money-pot behind the bar had revealed it all
but empty. No wonder, for not one customer had arrived all day. It would
be easiest by far to empty the money-pot and let that be the end of the
whole sorry business.

There was some small recompense in the bowl of steaming broth and
flagon of black beer Nathaniel served him that night. The blankets he was
given were thick and clean, too, and it was cosy by the f ire, better than
sleeping in a hedge with an empty stomach. As he sat absorbed by the
dancing flames, a thought crept through his mind:

I’d swear there’s treasure hidden in this hearth, coin and jewels so count-
less and precious that a man could live rich for ten lifetimes.

There’s no getting at it while the fire’s burning, though, that much is obvi-
ous, and the old fool’s not the type to let it go out. It wouldn’t do just to
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throw water on it, either, though I can’t say exactly why. Better to trick him,
and have at the treasure that way.

This thought, as much as it was strange and seemed to have been whis-
pered in a voice not entirely his own, was convincing enough to persuade
Jack that another day at the inn wouldn’t be wasted. He determined to sleep
on the matter, and to give it more consideration in the morning.

He was woken by a riotous noise that rattled his teeth, and eventually
resolved into a cockerel’s crowing. Nathaniel appeared a minute later and,
making no effort to avoid stepping on his guest, set about building the f ire,
which had burned down to glowing embers. Jack, remembering he was
playing the role of Good Samaritan, leaped to his feet and joined in, so that
soon the flames were cavorting in the chimneybreast.

If his hands were busy restoring the f ire, his mind was as occupied in
plotting its demise. The clamour of cockcrow had sown the seeds of a plan.
Hadn’t Nathaniel arrived straight after? Would he have risen without it?
Half an hour later and Jack would have had his prize.

With these thoughts jangling back and forth, Jack was immune to the
endless tasks meted out to him. What did another day of suffering matter
when soon he’d be rich beyond the dreams of Avarice? He even whistled as
he polished windows and clambered about the roof replacing lost tiles.

By evening, though, his good cheer had turned to impatience. It was all
he could do to wait until, with a yawn and a creak of arthritic shoulders,
Nathaniel f inally retired.

Jack waited a discreet f ive minutes, then unbarred the door and slid into
the night. He had reconnoitred during the day, and had no diff iculty f ind-
ing the coop behind the inn. The hens stirred sleepily, peeking from
beneath their wings, but the cockerel paid him no notice. It was a grizzled
and antique creature, much like its owner. As Jack found when he put his
hands around its throat, it had its owner’s obstinacy as well.

The resulting struggle lasted f ive full minutes, and was close run. When
the creature’s scrawny neck eventually snapped, the scene looked less like
a natural death than Jack would have liked. There were black and ochre
feathers strewn everywhere, and the hens had been roused to a matronly
frenzy.

Jack crept hurriedly back to the inn, and f inding everything as he’d left
it, curled up and prepared to wait the night out. He gritted his teeth,
rubbed his hands, and strove to keep himself awake by imagining the treas-
ure that would soon be his.

He was awakened f irstly by being stood on and then fully by a cry of,
“That infernal cockerel! Perhaps he expects me to rouse him?”

When Jack poked his head from beneath the blanket, he saw the f ire
blazing merrily, and Nathaniel glowering down.

“Up, sloven!” Nathaniel cried. “I’ve been easy on you these last two days.
Well, no more. You can start by collecting the eggs and asking that blasted
cockerel why he’s still abed.”
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Outside, Jack set to grumbling and swearing. He strode into the hen-
house with a curse on his lips, grabbed the cockerel by its broken throat,
and stormed back to the inn. He waved it in Nathaniel’s face and growled,
“The beast has crowed its last!”

Nathaniel looked curiously at the battered creature. “The bird must have
passed in his sleep. How he came to be in such a state, though ... well, it’s
chicken stew tonight, I suppose. You can start by preparing him. Give his
bones a proper burial; he’s served me well these years. And keep the fat: a
bowl of grease is a useful thing to have.”

Having calmed a little, Jack followed these instructions, though he made
a point of throwing the stripped carcass into the garbage-heap, with a cry
of, “Devil take you!”

Other tasks followed, not least of which was climbing a rickety ladder to
grease the sign above the door with cockerel-fat. As its screech subdued to
a melancholy squeak, a new plan began to form in Jack’s mind.

They dined well that evening, on chicken stew washed down with beer.
Nathaniel was an excellent cook and a better brewer, and though his com-
pany was no less cantankerous, Jack couldn’t help but warm a little to him
as they ate. Nor could he resist a pang of guilt. Yet what choice did he have?

Gold is gold, he told himself, a man must live—and accidents are bound
to happen.

He waited once again until the antiquated publican had taken himself to
bed. Then he reached above the f ireplace to where the bowl of cockerel fat
waited, tiptoed up the stairs, and applied a generous measure of grease to
the seventh.

Satisf ied, Jack returned to the f ire and curled in his blankets. Just as
before, he determined to stay awake. Just as before, the warmth of the
hearth proved too much. Within ten minutes, he was sound asleep.

He was awoken not by a scream or a crash but by a blow to the head and
a cry of, “Rouse yourself, wastrel!”

Jack looked up bleary-eyed, to see Nathaniel towering over him, walking
stick upraised for another strike. Jack jumped to his feet and backed away,
half-awake and bewildered.

“Careless youth, you must have spilled some fat, and now it’s trodden all
up the stairs. Oaf ish reprobate! You can begin by scrubbing them, and after
you’ll go into the village to buy supplies. You can get me a lantern for a start.
It’s not safe to wander about in the dark, and a lantern’s a useful thing to
have.”

Jack stumbled off to f ind the mop and pail, all the while clutching his
bruised crown. Bewailing the failure of yet another scheme, he couldn’t
help but marvel at how the landlord’s faculties had avoided the usual detri-
ment of age. He was somewhat glad, too, that he hadn’t sent the old man
tumbling, for it would have been a wretched thing to do. Yet there was no
denying the treasure still waited, or that another plot was required, some-
thing that couldn’t fail.
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Travelling the road into the nearest village, Jack racked his tired brains,
whilst trying to ignore the glaring sun and the dust that swirled with every
step. He had no success on either count: the trip was miserable and yielded
no hint of inspiration. He began to consider absconding with the handful
of coin Nathaniel had given him. But what was that compared with a chim-
ney full of gold and jewels? So instead, he dutifully purchased the goods the
landlord had ordered: a lantern, tobacco, foodstuffs, and other necessaries.

Parcel hoisted over one shoulder, Jack began the return journey. He’d
almost reached the outskirts when three men appeared as if from nowhere,
and in an instant had him surrounded. They bore the hallmarks of com-
mon criminals, and each carried a weapon of some variety.

The closest, apparently the leader, waved his knife and said, “You’d do
well to give us your money now, while all your parts are where nature
intended. We’ll take that pack as well; it looks burdensomely heavy so you
might consider it an act of charity.”

He looked surprised by Jack’s response, which was to burst out laughing
until tears welled in his eyes.

“There seems to be some misunderstanding,” the bandit leader observed,
edging his knife closer to Jack’s throat.

“None at all,” Jack replied. Then, realising he was alone in f inding the sit-
uation funny, he swallowed a deep breath and tried to compose himself.
“But if you knew my circumstances you’d see how comical it is, you robbing
me for spare change and knick-knacks when I could make you richer than
any men you’ve met.”

The three looked at each other, and then back at Jack. There was a mix
of emotions in each face, from distrust through curiosity to the unmistake-
able glint of greed.

Finally, the bandit leader said, “I think you’d best explain yourself.”
* * *

Jack arrived back at the Hanging Tree in time to see the sun dip over the
horizon, and was greeted by Nathaniel’s cry of, “Ingrate! Where have you
been? Drunk in a ditch, no doubt. You’re late for supper, and can starve for
all I care.”

“I didn’t want to buy you any gewgaws, or waste a penny of your money,”
Jack said jovially, and began to empty the contents of his sack upon a table.
He handled each item with the reverence normally accorded holy relics,
and the ruse seemed to work; Nathaniel appeared increasingly fascinated
by his acquisitions. Jack saved the lantern until last, and when he unveiled
it with a grand flourish, the landlord cackled gleefully.

“Oh, that’s f ine! No more stumbling in the dark. No more stubbed toes
and bruised shins. Perhaps you’re not entirely useless, my boy, though you
make an excellent impression of it.”

Nathaniel was in such good cheer that he bustled about preparing a
meal for Jack, and brought him beer. As they sat by lamplight he regaled
his guest with tales of long-ago times, of the hey-days of the Hanging Tree,
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when patrons had arrived in a flood rather than a trickle. Once again, Jack
felt a small pang of guilt. Nevertheless, it wasn’t nearly enough to overcome
his excitement at his plans for the morrow. Guilt was all very well, but gold
was better, and a rich man had all the time in the world to repent.

Nathaniel eventually bade him good night and, new lantern in hand, dis-
appeared to bed. Jack curled in his place by the f ire, fully determined to be
wide awake when morning came and see his plot to fruition.

This time he was woken by rough hands hauling him from his nest of
blankets, accompanied by a nearby crashing and clattering. Through unfo-
cused eyes, he saw that two of his assailants from the village had hoisted
him up between them, while their leader busied himself by overturning
tables and chairs. Before Jack could point out that this was against their
agreement he’d been carried through the open door, across the road, and
deposited at the foot of the gallows. He was even more alarmed when a
noose of rough cord dropped around his neck. He strained to look behind,
only to f ind the bandit leader leering back at him.

“We had an agreement,” said Jack with forced calm. “This was no part of
it.”

“You said we should create a ruckus, and we’ve certainly done that. You
said we should divert the innkeeper, and he’ll def initely be diverted. As for
the part where you hunt out his wealth and meet us later to pay our share,
perhaps you’d be as likely to leave with it all and never look back. Better for
us if we string you up and f ind the treasure ourselves, whilst you dangle
and count your sins.”

Jack could f ind little to argue with. He’d fully intended to double-cross
his new partners. But neither did he like the idea of being hanged. Caught
tight and outnumbered, he could see only one option. “Thieves!” he cried.
“The worst kind of thieves!”

This was greeted with laughter from the bandits, who knew as well as
Jack that there was no one around but Nathaniel. He heard a dry slap, the
sound of rope tumbling over the gallows beam high overheard.

Then a familiar voice broke upon the scene. “Vandals, reprobates! You’ve
turned my inn upside down, and now you’d hang my only employee?
Desist and take yourselves to the jailer, or it will be the worse for you!”

Though this outburst was met with more laughter from the bandit gang,
it caught their attention at least. Jack was glad to feel the rope slacken. He
glanced around, to see Nathaniel stalking towards them, his stick upraised
and his face livid. The bandits, watching his approach, bellowed all the
harder as he drew near.

Crack! The f irst bandit, a red-haired giant fully twice Nathaniel’s height,
doubled up and pitched to the ground with a whimper. The second hadn’t
time to look surprised before he too was sprawled headf irst. It seemed
Nathaniel was moving no faster than ever, but that his stick was darting of
its own accord, casting blows like rice strewn at a wedding. Before the two
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could consider rejoining the f ight they’d been driven down by a rain of
strikes that covered them inch to inch.

Nathaniel turned to address their leader, who had watched hypnotised
as his companions were pummelled into submission. “I’ve guarded this inn
for a lifetime, and from worse than you. Try me and be beaten black and
blue, or take up your friends and be gone.”

The bandit leader made a show of pondering, but soon began to crum-
ble under Nathaniel’s stare. “Thank you,” he said, “for showing the error of
my ways. I’ll take myself to the prison house immediately, where a diet of
bread and water will no doubt turn me into the uprightest of citizens.”

He hauled his companions to their feet and, one supported across each
shoulder, set off hurriedly in the direction of the village.

Jack watched them go with a broad smile on his face, and butterflies of
relief flitting about his stomach. Only when he looked towards the inn did
he realise—the hearth, the f ire! Had his plan succeeded in this last, most
crucial detail? An instant later he was on his feet and running, with the
noose still caught about his throat and the rope trailing behind.

He heard Nathaniel call out, “Careful, rascal, a length of rope is a useful
thing to have,” and then, “I’ll be damned!” This together with the sound of
hurried steps told Jack he’d come to the same realisation. But in a moment
Jack would be inside, he’d bar the door behind him, and nothing would
keep him from his prize.

Then, charging across the threshold, his mouth fell open. The f ire had
indeed burned down—but there was no sign of any treasure. Instead, a
startlingly ancient man stood in the f ireplace, compared with whom
Nathaniel seemed youthful. He was stooped and wrinkled, his eyes were
blindly white, and his hands were palsied into claws. He wore nothing
except a beard that reached to his toes—or rather, the hooves jutting where
toes should have been. Finally, sprouting from amidst his snowy hair were
two small horns, like those of a newborn deer. As if all this weren’t strange
enough, his features were scrunched into the merriest and cruellest grin
Jack had ever seen.

Jack barely had time to notice these details before the grotesque creature
capered from the f ireplace, danced twice around him, and leaped onto his
back. He hung on with scrawny arms and legs stronger than a vice. As
much as Jack struggled, his grip didn’t loosen a fraction. Instead he began
to kick Jack sharply in the behind with his stubby heels. Seeing no option,
Jack began to skip about the room, with the Devil hung from his shoulders,
cackling gleefully and kicking all the while.

This was the scene that met Nathaniel. “I’ve failed,” he cried, “The Devil
is loose in my inn!”

Then, seeing that execrating his failure was useless, he hoisted his stick
to join the fray. But there was no keeping up, for Jack was haring about with
desperate haste. Instead, Nathaniel caught the length of trailing rope and
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hung on. It was barely an improvement, but at least he found he could steer
a little.

Knowing that at any minute Old Nick would tire of this game, Nathaniel
glanced round for some object that might help. It was next to impossible,
with the three of them travelling so fast that the walls were a blur. However,
he recognised the glint of his new lantern, and grasped it as they flew by.

Seeing no better option, Nathaniel hurled the lantern with all his might.
It was unlucky for Jack that he hadn’t shopped as carefully as he’d made out,
for the cheap lantern shattered, showering burning oil. It was harder to tell
who screamed louder, Jack or the Devil. But the licking flames made them
accelerate rather than stop.

Jack would soon burn to death while his passenger was merely inconve-
nienced. Nathaniel wracked his brains, and sought for some other useful
thing. His glance fell on the bowl of cockerel fat. Catching it up, he let him-
self be dragged round the room once more, before hurling it down beside
the hearth. The bowl shattered into fragments, grease smearing thickly
across the cobbles.

Once more they span around, Jack and The Devil brightly ablaze and
screaming at the top of their lungs, Nathaniel still hanging on behind. He
put what little strength he had left into steering, whilst doing his best to
ignore the racket and reek of burning flesh. Just as the last of his vigour was
about to give out, they came f inally to the patch of greased tiles.

Jack’s screams redoubled as he lost his footing and tumbled into the air.
He hung for just a moment, his passenger still clamped around his shoul-
ders. Then they plunged together into the f ireplace.

Now not only was the Devil on f ire, not only was he covered in hot oil,
but his mount was spread-eagled on top of him. Nathaniel even started to
hurl kindling into the hearth, so that in moments the f ire had billowed up
ferociously. By then there was nothing to separate this world from the Hell
the Devil had fled: with that realisation, a small “pop” and a rank-smelling
purple cloud, he disappeared.

* * *
For seven days afterward Jack didn’t speak a word, or so much as whimper,
though he was burned from head to toe and scratched and bruised for good
measure. He did manage to be led upstairs, where Nathaniel put him to
bed and bandaged his wounds. For each of those days Nathaniel tended his
patient, feeding him broth and watered beer. Nathaniel himself slept on
the hearth, though the smell of burnt meat and rotten eggs was far from
pleasant.

On the seventh day, Jack hobbled downstairs and said, “I’d like to come
back to work if you’ll still have me. I’m sore and scabbed still, but I’ll try my
best and be no bother.”

“After a week of idleness it’s more than time,” grumbled Nathaniel, and
immediately set him to sweeping the inn from top to bottom.

Regarding the matter of the Devil they said nothing, to each other or
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anyone else. Jack never confessed his full part in the affair. His reason for
concealing the details was pragmatism more than a lack of repentance, for
he’d reached a determination as he lay awake that f irst night:

I’m through with sinning, for it’s done me no good. I see now that the
price for following the Devil is to find him sitting on your shoulders.
Therefore, I’ll lie and steal and cheat no more. I’ll stay and work for my liv-
ing instead, as honest as any man.

And if he went on to break this vow on more than a few occasions, nev-
ertheless he meant it earnestly at the time.
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The Watchman
Chris Roper

A man approached the grassy verge of the beach and joined the queue by
the perimeter fence, waiting to be issued with f irearms. Ahead and to his
right was an old wooden booth, just big enough to house two severe-look-
ing militiamen with creased leather faces. Behind the cubicle was a watch-
tower, twelve metres high, its legs bound with barbed wire. The man
cupped a hand over his eye against the glare of the sun and looked up
toward the observation platform, but could see nothing but a pile of sand-
bags and the half-moon silhouette of a Beacon.

The line shuffled forward and he ran a hand through his hair, already
wet from the late afternoon heat. Behind him someone was whistling an
old rock song from last century. The man found it odd that someone could
be thinking of music at a time like this.

“Next!” shouted the militiaman from the shaded booth. The man walked
forward. “Here’s your rifle—point three-o-eight calibre Winchester—and
you have one hundred rounds with which to do your duty. Any questions?”

“No, sir,” the man replied.
“You got your goggles?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Manual?”
The man lifted his rucksack and shook it to indicate he had the manual

and goggles in his bag.
“Good. Now, remember your training, aim for the head. You see any

movement and you call for the Beacons. NEXT!”
The man hurriedly packed the ammo into his rucksack and slung the

rifle over his shoulder. He’d barely left the booth before another rifle was
slammed on the ledge and the sunburnt sergeant began barking to the per-
son behind him.

On the other side of the chain-link fence, about eighteen metres in front
of the watchtower, was a knoll where the man would spend the rest of the
night. An off icious looking soldier unlocked the gate as he approached,
eyeing him carefully as he stepped across the perimeter border and on to
the beach. “Don’t fuck up, asshole, we got plenty more where you came
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from,” the soldier said. The man ignored him and continued across the
sand.

The sun had lost some strength but there was life in it yet, making the
ocean shimmer like an oil-slick. He walked slowly toward his post, marvel-
ling at the sinking feeling of his boots in the sand, a sensation simulated so
many times before in training. As he reached the knoll the smell became
more profound, f illing his nostrils with an acidic, rotten odour. It was a
smell he’d grown accustomed to from childhood, but the sudden increase
in rancidity lent a grim realism to the situation ahead of him.

The man gazed out across the softly rippling sea. Seagulls swooped and
circled in the distance, their high-pitched squawks drifting toward him on
the gentle breeze. The man noted how little their lives had changed, their
habits virtually unaltered since the attacks began.

After sitting down on a mound of patchy grass he opened his rucksack
and checked the contents: night-vision goggles, manual, four bars of slow-
release caffeine chocolate, med-pack and a plastic bottle f illed with two
and a half litres of water. He withdrew the manual and laid it beside him.

The surrounding sand was a light tan colour, peppered with the occa-
sional pebble and seashell. In his childhood the man had seen pictures of
similar beaches, f illed with people enjoying the delights of the seaside:
sunbathing, playing ball games, building sandcastles and even (and this
the man found most diff icult to believe) swimming. The stark emptiness of
the beach gave it an eerie beauty and he doubted whether people were what
it needed anyway, it had a natural allure all of its own—despite what it was
now famous for—and he couldn’t help but be awed by the sight of it.

From within the rucksack the man took out a caffeine bar and bit half of
it off, chewing it carefully as the sticky mess f izzed on his tongue. The taste
was unpleasant but the effects were guaranteed. In a few minutes the sub-
tle buzz would ensure his senses remained acute until the next ration in
two hours’ time.

The man’s watch beeped and he quickly glanced behind him. The dis-
tant wail of a siren reached his ears, pitching high then low in a slow, undu-
lating warning. It was a solemn sound, one that spurred him to movement
even though its ghostly cry would not apply to him this night. It meant
thirty minutes until sundown: curfew time.

Beyond the perimeter fence hundreds of families would be bolting their
doors and shuttering windows. Shops and businesses would close; the
streets would empty until not one soul remained. Checkpoints would be
operative at half-mile intervals in close concentric circles from the centre
to the suburbs, f ive to a post. This would be the last line of defence should
the beach be overwhelmed and sectors one to nine be breached. The man
looked at the tattoo on his wrist: WATCHMAN 2556—SECTOR 1.

The bronzed bullets glittered in the dying light of the sun as the man’s
dirty f ingers pushed them into the rifle chamber. His breathing was a lit-
tle faster now. Years of intense mental preparation were slowly degrading
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with each darkening shade of the sky; the siren had stopped and sunset
would be twenty minutes away at most. His skin felt tight. At the back of
his mind grew a tiny sapling of fear, a black root watered by burgeoning
doubt and anxiety. He tried to concentrate on the job at hand, checking his
rifle over, controlling his breathing against the increasing tremor of the
caffeine buzz.

He took out the manual and skimmed through its worn and yellow
pages—a gift from his predecessor, a Jamaican called Fede who held the
record for longest service: an unbelievable sixty-eight shifts. Fede was dead
now, so the manual passed to the next watchman. So did Fede’s shifts.

The man had folded several frayed edges for quick reference. It was these
he chose to read over in a f inal attempt to galvanise himself against the
coming darkness. Home Sector gave three invaluable pieces of advice: eat
your caffeine, exercise your eyes, and never, ever, leave your post. The sec-
ond rule was the most important but also the least effective. Given the
amount of time watchmen were engaged in intense survey of the seascape,
it was only natural that visual anomalies meant false alarms. One such false
alarm took Fede’s life; the tale was a stark warning to all watchmen against
complacency.

It was half past four in the morning. The night had been unremarkable
apart from a strong wind blowing from inland out to sea, carrying the
unpleasant beach air with it. Sector Three relaxed his watch, knowing that
sunrise was due in less than an hour. No-one could have predicted an attack
that late. He unbuttoned his coat and withdrew a cigarette from a battered
pack, smoking half before turning his gaze back to the sea. It fell from his
mouth as he began screaming down the radio for the Beacons.

By the time the sighting was conf irmed as nothing more than a splin-
tered piece of timber, Fede was dead. They’d killed him while the Beacons
were searching the sea three miles away. His remains were cleared away the
next day and the watchmen told to be extra vigilant when the wind was at
their back: had Fede smelled their approach he might have survived.

There was much talk after the tenacious Jamaican had succumbed,
mostly on why the attack was so close to sunset. Some opined they’d not
been trying to penetrate the perimeter—there was too little time for that—
but specif ically targeted Fede for his eff icient defence. “Like removing the
most powerful piece on the chessboard,” a drunken off icer had said. Others
thought the species were dying out, making a few last desperate attempts
to secure their survival. Why hadn’t he seen them through the night-
vision? Had they approached while his attention was drawn to the Beacons
in Sector Three? Too many questions unanswered; no time left to question.

The man switched his radio on and attached it to his jacket. The watch
on his wrist read 18.25. In f ive minutes radio silence would be assumed
until dawn, leaving the line open for reporting observations to the Beacon
Towers. Suddenly it burst into life—

“Sector One, this is Home, do you copy?”
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“Yes sir, over.”
“Don’t make the same mistake Fede did. Keep your eyes peeled, you hear

me? I don’t want a repeat of last night.”
“Yes sir.”
“Good luck. Over and out.”
The man peered out to sea. The horizon cut sky and sea like a purple

blade, the sun’s dying light casting yellow and red swathes upward before
dissolving into blackness. Great rifts of cloud ambled by, revealing the f irst
faint smattering of stars. The sea gurgled lazily. It was a disturbingly beau-
tiful view, the man thought.

The night-vision goggles were heavy once on, so the man waited until
nineteen hundred before locking them in place over his eyes. A shortage of
funds meant the standard unit afforded little magnif ication, but even the
basic model was invaluable to the watchman. The others called them “cat-
eyes”, but the man thought them rather better than that. A cat had to attack
at close range, but with the goggles and rifle the watchman could defend
his post from a distance.

Darkness, when it came, came quickly. The entire sky turned to an inky
black, revealing nothing but the occasional pinprick of starlight. Once the
goggles were on the beach was cast in a grainy green, and once more the
breakwater was visible. The man stared for a long time at the seascape, try-
ing hard to get a feel for its motion, understand its idiosyncrasies. They’d
trained him to study the water, to build a rapport with the pattern of the
waves. A calm sea had fewer variables, so was an easier study. A rough sea
would be extremely diff icult. Colliding waves, peaks growing and dying in
great rifts, spray spilling in every direction—this would be the most diff i-
cult to monitor. The man prayed the good weather would last.

Eyestrain was the watchman’s number one enemy. It played tricks, made
you see things that weren’t there. A dead calm could swirl with eddies of
danger if the proper precautions weren’t taken. To mitigate the side-effects
of long, intense observation there were a few exercises the watchmen could
pick from. Not all worked the same, their effectiveness wholly dependent
on the individual’s eyes. The man had picked the one exercise that many
found ineffective, a series of hard blinks followed by a kind of open-eyed
circling which was meant to eradicate spots or other such anomalies from
sight. Others preferred a closed-eye variation but the man felt more com-
fortable not having to close his eyes any longer than he had to.

Behind the man there was nothing to indicate a town existed. A total
blackout was in operation from 6.30 p.m. to 6.30 a.m., when the curfew
would be lifted. All defence operatives, from the Beacons to the suburb
checkpoints, would be seeing in night-vision. This all-consuming darkness
was yet another mode of defence against those that came from the sea. No-
one knew how they managed to f ind their way back night after night,
though perhaps the human stink was as desirable as theirs was repellent,
drawing them out of the water to sate their appetite.
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The man slowly scanned the horizon from north to south, searching for
anomalies. He felt very alone. Being so close to the water reminded him of
a song his mother used to sing to him when he was younger:

Little boy cries eyes like the sea,
But I won’t let it take you away from me,
My love is light and you are strong,
But the shadow of night is so very long.

The memory brought back painful feelings the man wasn’t quite ready to
stomach, certainly not on his f irst watch. It had taken the presence of the
ocean, experienced f irst-hand in all its grandeur, to manifest a sadness of
which he’d never been conscious. He knew he was an orphan, knew his par-
ents were dead, but these long accepted facts took on new meaning now
the moment he’d been training for throughout his adolescence had arrived.
A hitherto potted history of rebellion and tenacious pursuit of self-destruc-
tion were beginning to make sense, and the man allowed the recollection,
the f inal jigsaw piece, to slowly and painfully f it into place.

* * *
They were the closest family to the perimeter; a time when the watchmen
didn’t exist. The boy was tired after a day at the park and sleep weighed
heavily on his eyelids. His dad carried him to bed and kissed him goodnight.
As he left he switched on the boy’s star projector, leaving the door slightly
ajar to the hallway light. Outside, the trees rustled casually against the win-
dow. The boy watched the soporific parade of starlight on the ceiling before
finally closing his eyes to sleep.

A large crash jolted the boy awake and he sat upright. He could hear the
dog snarling and snapping at something outside the bedroom window and
he clutched at his ears to drown out the noise. His mother burst through the
door with a look of anguish on her face. She reached down and wrapped him
in a blanket, clutching him tightly as she lifted him out of the bed. His father
arrived at the doorway carrying a large gun—a shotgun—in his shaking
hands. He reached up and touched the boy’s head and whispered “I love you,”
then kissed the mother on the lips and told her to take the child away.

The bedroom window shattered in a hail of glass and the curtain rail came
down, bringing a draft of fetid air the like of which the boy had never expe-
rienced. The mother rushed from the room and he watched over her shoul-
der as his father shone a torch into the gaping darkness where his window
had been, the beam glancing off a shadow before his dad kicked the door
shut behind him.

The boy cried for his father as his mum raced through the hallway. They
reached the front door to be met with a wet thud slamming from the other
side. The woman screamed and the boy wrapped his legs and arms around
her tighter, burying his face in her neck. She stroked his hair and ran into
the kitchen, opening the cupboard under the sink and setting the boy down
inside. He looked up at his mother’s face, desperate to cling to her again, but
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she kissed his tear-stained cheek and promised that everything would be
alright if he just hid there for a while. He was reluctant to agree but her kind
eyes reassured him. She closed the door and the boy was alone.

The boy waited for what felt like forever; he could hear the screaming, the
loud crashes and gunshots—like the world was ending right outside the cup-
board door. Then after a period of silence a voice called to him, a man’s voice,
but not his father’s. It urged him to come out. He plucked up the courage
and gently pushed open the door. A group of men dressed in uniform and
carrying guns stood in the kitchen, their faces grave and sallow.

The voice belonged to a large man who was now crouching beside him,
telling him that it was all over. His thick arms reached in and took the boy
under the armpits and carried him across the kitchen to where the men were
turning to leave.

The boy struggled in his arms, desperately screaming for his mother, but
he froze as he caught sight of the pools of blood on the floor. The door hung
splintered off its frame, and the boy gasped as he saw his mother’s severed
hand hanging from the door handle, still bright with blood.

The child then constructed his own darkness: a safe place, just like the
one his mother concealed him in.

* * *
A drop of cold water hit the man’s hand, breaking the trance. He let the
rifle drop and pulled his jacket tight around him with one hand. Above him
the f irmament opened, sending heavy raindrops plummeting to the
ground. The sand quickly became thick and stuck to his boots. The sea,
hitherto quiescent in its sleep, began pitching and rolling, hurling waves
onto the beach. The wind began in earnest, unfurling great drifts of abhor-
rent odour as it blasted beach-ward, overwhelming all hint of salt.

Spurned to alertness by the sudden change in weather the man renewed
his search of the waters with fresh intensity, trying to make sense of the
waves. He chanced a look at his watch and was stunned to f ind the time was
almost eleven. Had he really been daydreaming that long? He removed a
caffeine bar from his coat pocket and wolfed it down, pausing every few
bites to allow the caffeine proper absorption into his bloodstream. The sea
frothed and spat its brine onto the beach. The goggles made the scene sur-
real, like watching a storm on another planet where the surging waves
became the regurgitated contents of a massive green monster, spewing bil-
ious carrion from a mouth too massive to resolve.

Wind lashed his body with seawater, drops worming themselves
between his lips giving him a nauseating taste of the danger he sensed
approaching. He kept his vigil; followed the crests and troughs for any
unnatural break in the surface.

There. A flash of something slippery between the waves, about thirty
metres away. The man held his breath and forced himself to blink hard
three times; look up, look down, look left, look right. Re-assess. He saw
nothing but the froth and coil of seawater.
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And again! A roll of reflective black behind the breakwater. He clumsily
grabbed at the radio, wet f ingers slipping off the grip. He pushed the call
button when suddenly two further anomalies, ten metres apart, caught his
eye. They were making no attempts to conceal themselves, just gliding
through the water toward the beach. The man screamed down the radio:
“Sector One Beacons! NOW!”

“Conf irmed sighting Sector One?” came the rushed reply.
“Yes it’s fucking conf irmed! Spark the Beacons!”
Suddenly two massive light beams ignited behind him, their incandes-

cent strobes cutting the night like soft, blackened butter.
“Number and location, Sector One.”
“Three—about thirty degrees each side and one directly in front.”
The Beacons bounced off the sea, searching for their targets. The rain

intensif ied rendering the goggles useless. The man kept them on a while
longer, trying to keep track of the things in the water as they bobbed and
swam slowly toward the beach. Fear threatened to explode at any moment,
sending rapid throbs of adrenaline through his veins—only the synergy of
training and instinct kept panic at bay.

The Beacons f inally found their markers, their stiff light focused on the
two attackers on either side of the man’s line of sight. The third, now only
f ifteen metres or so from the beach, would be the man’s responsibility, but
with no night-vision his task was an impossible one. Gunshots began from
the tower behind him as he pulled at his radio, “Home Sector, come in,
over.”

“Sector One why aren’t you shooting?”
“I can’t see shit in this rain! I need a Beacon on my target!”
“Ain’t no way you getting a Beacon until these targets are eliminated!”
“I’ll fucking die out here!”
“We can’t risk it, we’ll drop ’em soon and your mark will be next.”
“You know how quick they are, I need light now!”
Static answered him, a featureless hiss as bleak as his chances of survival.

He cursed Home Sector for their cruel indifference and made a promise to
survive even if it was just to meet the guy on the other end of the radio and
punch his teeth in.

He pulled the goggles off his head and wiped rainwater from his eyes.
The murky dark, punctuated by the long arms of light above, slowly
resolved itself and he followed the trace of the beams to their foci: about
six metres from the beach, on either side of his position, large forms
emerged from the churning sea. They were at once amorphous yet full of
shape—dragging their sodden, grey bodies through water now too shallow
to swim, raising a spiked limb here and there to buttress themselves before
slumping back into the foam.

The man strained hard but couldn’t discern anything of the f irst sight-
ing, so, bracing himself against the wind, he raised his rifle and took aim
toward the left, joining the f ire coming from the Beacon tower.
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He lifted the sight to his eye and the thing magnif ied to sickening pro-
portions. Never had he ever believed something so hideous could be real.
Even after his parents’ murder, the years of training; nothing had prepared
him for the sight of these creatures. He was shocked at how translucent
they were, the grey just a distorted representation of their colourless skin
tone against the gloominess of sea and sky. The Beacon drenched the thing
in bright light, revealing innards so complex they would have taken weeks
of careful dissection to understand. A massive sack sat underneath the coils
of organs, presumably its stomach, and at this distance the man could see
the bile slosh around as it moved.

The head remained lowered against the Beacon beam, but it would look
up soon to plot its course up the beach. The translucent skin was virtually
immune to rupture, leaving the head as the only weak point.

The man breathed steadily to control his nerves, instinctively f ingering
the safety catch to ensure it was off. He listened to the wind howl at his ears
and tried to ignore the foulness in the air as it choked its way inside him
with every breath. Any second now, he told himself.

Then it happened—the writhing blob rose up and unfolded its body,
revealing a kaleidoscope of eyes nested around the opening of a blood red
passage fringed with teeth the size of combat knives. From within this
shredder chasm spurted a flicker of tongues, f ine and forked, as they tasted
the air for prey. This was the moment and the man took it: he f ired three
times in quick succession, the reports dying quickly in the scream of the
wind. Each bullet hit home in an explosion of red and black spray, the crea-
ture shuddering and collapsing in on itself for protection. It lay motionless
while the Beacon continued to direct suppressing f ire, the bullets fatally
penetrating the protective layer now the creature was weakened.

“It’s down! Get the next one, hurry!” the man screamed down the radio.
The shots continued for a bit longer then ceased as the beams swept to the
right; the man hoped he might catch a glimpse of the f irst target but noth-
ing swelled in the water. He swiped his goggles from the ground and took
a quick peer through the lens, hoping the night-vision would provide some
clue to the location of his f irst sighting; there was no trace.

Gunshots began in earnest to his right and he looked across to where the
Beacons had found their second prize. This one was larger and faster than
the other, more adept at moving across the beach. Jagged tentacles stick-
ing out its sides dug through the sand, enhancing its slug crawl up the
beach. It would be parallel to the man in about thirty seconds; rather than
moving in his direction it was heading for the perimeter fence.

The man raised his rifle again and took aim, following its motion with
the sight. High calibre f ire from the tower slowed its pace, but it had a
knack for avoiding the worst of the f ire—ducking and weaving, its glisten-
ing insides jostling with each lurch forward. The man crouched to see if
there was a point of weakness underneath, some kind of opening that
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would allow a bullet to penetrate. All he needed was that one shot and the
Beacon f ire would tear it to pieces.

The thing moved quickly past the man’s line of vision and the beam
barely kept it in the spotlight. He took a few steps in its direction, the
perimeter fence now at his right instead of his back. Being so close he wit-
nessed the wonder of the thing’s defences: the hail of bullets penetrated the
skin a few inches but were immediately pushed out like splinters. A sub-
layer of skin tightened, causing the upper layers to push whatever was
lodged there outwards. He watched in disbelief as it shed bullet after bul-
let, leaving a trail of slugs behind it. The man marvelled at its ability to
defend against modern weaponry—a feat of supercharged evolution or had
they been around longer and fought against similar arms but in another
location, another time?

The man moved a few steps further, not taking his eyes from the sight.
There were doubts in his mind he had no time to mull over. He f ired a cou-
ple of shots, hoping it would turn in his direction before reaching the
perimeter. The creature moved on relentlessly, popping the rifle’s ammo
from its skin, only a few metres from its goal. The man was unsure of his
next move. It would be a catastrophe should it breach the perimeter fence,
but until it reared its ugly head the rifle was useless. He had to try a diver-
sion.

Holding the rifle in one hand he ran toward the beast, feeling his boots
crunch the metal slugs scattered in the sand. He looked up at the Beacon
tower and saw a number of silhouettes jostling around the Beacon, some
trying to keep the creature illuminated whilst others f ired hopelessly to
slow it down. The radio was crackling hysterically but he couldn’t hear
above the roar of the wind numbing his ears and making his eyes water.

He took a chance that an attack at close range would do more damage,
and as he approached the creature from behind he noticed its stomach
sack was looser than he’d f irst thought. It had a shrivelled, almost prune-
like appearance. Was it starving? This last thought chilled his nerves, mak-
ing him pause in the attack; suddenly he was thrown backward into the
sand by a barbed limb that morphed out of the creature’s bulk. The blow
was strong enough to send him a good f ive metres in the air and he hit the
sand hard, its soaked state worsening the landing. He clutched his chest,
struggling to get the air back in his lungs. The thing had torn a deep lacer-
ation from his abdomen to his chest, ending where his nipple had been
replaced by a concave mess, streaming blood down the shreds of his jacket.

The man looked up toward the perimeter fence and watched helplessly
as the thing attached its head, still lowered to the frantic gunf ire above, to
the perimeter fence. Within seconds it was pulling in the metal, shredding
it and spitting the detritus through the hole it created, repeating this cycle
over and over until the gap was big enough to allow entry.

The man felt around for his rifle and found it a couple of metres to his
right. He thanked God it hadn’t been knocked too far from his reach.
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Suddenly he remembered the f irst target—where was it now? He peered
through the darkness—drinking it in, savouring each piece for a note of
something strange or unfamiliar. The acrid stench of the beasts was at sat-
uration point, he couldn’t distinguish if it had a proximate source or
whether it was the recent close encounter that made his nostrils twitch in
revulsion. Perhaps with time even his wound would emit this foulness
too—a little souvenir of his embarrassing failure of duty.

The man sat up on his elbows, trained the rifle ahead of him and pulled
back on the bolt handle. He wasn’t ready to die yet, nor was he ready to let
that abomination break the perimeter to make more orphans and childless
parents. Not on his watch, not while he still had breath in his body. He
owed the creatures more than that. He owed them his rifle barrel, even if
he had to ram it down their hideous throats whilst prostrate on the ground,
taking the right moment to f ire before their yawning mouths devoured
him whole.

Ahead was chaos. He could just make out a few frantic soldiers sliding
down the tower ladders, taking positions before the perimeter breach,
their dark forms fluttering in the Beacon beam as it jerked wildly to illumi-
nate the beast’s handiwork. Gunf ire broke out in erratic bursts. The thing
rushed to complete its work, head down to avoid the worst of the bullet
storm. The man bit his lip in concentration, his eye f ixed to the rifle sight.
When it broke through he would have to wait until it attacked—as soon as
the head was raised he f igured all it would need was one well-placed shot
to weaken its defences. The others would have to f inish it off before it
escaped. Although an inelegant solution, the man reassured himself the
loss of life would be far higher if the creature reached town.

The creature’s gnawing gradually ripped a hole big enough for it to slip
through. The man watched it force its body through the twisted metal,
suddenly realising his position wouldn’t be elevated enough to see deeper
inside the perimeter. He pushed himself painfully to his knees, raising one
leg to support the rifle weight. In his crouching position he could just make
out the flurry of torch beams and flash of rapid gunf ire. He eased the rifle
butt against his shoulder—wincing at the burning pain from his wound—
then curled his f inger around the trigger. He held his breath.

In the frenzied torchlight the man could see it flailing its spiked limbs,
watched as it took a man’s head off, sending it crashing against another part
of the perimeter fence. Its head remained too submerged in its torso to tar-
get and all he could do was monitor the scene of mayhem until it could
resist temptation no longer and began to feed. It was starving—how could
it maintain the onslaught without sating itself?

A soldier tried to coax it with his comrade’s head whilst the others con-
tinued to shower it in bullets. The freshly decapitated morsel was too much
for the thing and it unfolded its torso and for a flashing instant, became the
concentric rings of teeth and eyes the man had witnessed before. He
squeezed his trigger, pulled back the bolt handle and f ired again. It began
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to fall, mouth open, over the soldier teasing it with his friend’s head. The
watchman didn’t know if it was his shot that weakened it or whether one of
the soldiers had also jumped at this window of opportunity, but it slowly
faded in its convulsions and died in a gooey heap—its f inal shudders chew-
ing the life out of the brave soldier who had sacrif iced himself to save his
fellow men.

The man exhaled a long, tired sigh and eased his grip on the rifle. As the
adrenaline slowed his wound ached terribly, and he clutched the fabric of
his jacket to his chest to stem the flow of warmth there. The wind subsided
and behind him the roar of the ocean became a subdued hiss.

Slowly, the man struggled to his feet and began walking back to his post.
“You alright Sector One?” said the voice on the radio. “Can you f inish your
shift?” The man read 1.30 a.m. on his wristwatch. He decided to patch him-
self up at his post and then see out the remaining hours until daylight.
With a bit of luck the missing target had watched its partners’ demise and
wouldn’t be back tonight. “Don’t worry,” he said into the transceiver, “I’ll be
here till dawn.”

The mound was just as he’d left it, his bag and goggles intact. Up ahead
in the Beacon light were relief soldiers, picking up their comrades’ remains
and replacing the Beacons in their original position. By the time he reached
the mound the perimeter towers were lightless and black, resuming their
anonymity until they were needed again.

He picked up the night-vision goggles and decided to try them now the
wind and rain had lessened in their ferocity. As he switched them on he
heard something hissing in the sand behind him. He turned and a bitter,
sewage-like odour hit him hard. He froze, instinctively. The fence and
tower were silent, the night-vision revealing nothing strange through their
noisy, green f ilter. The hissing came again and the man caught sight of sub-
tle movement to his left. A small dune was shedding sand from its peak.
The man watched carefully, sensing something very wrong was about to
happen.

The hissing of the grains grew louder as the sand spilled down the dune
in great abundance. He watched in disbelief as the peak divided around the
bulk of something enormous. Its skin was instantly recognisable as that of
a member of the species he so recently helped dispatch—a translucent sub-
stance, housing a multitude of strange organs. It rose and rose, towering
over the man as he gaped at the audacity of the thing, hiding whilst he took
down its brothers.

He raised the rifle but it was too late, no sooner had he lifted the barrel
it was torn from his hands by a burgeoning limb erupting from the thing’s
bulbous torso. He took a step back and was about to call the Beacons but
something caught his eye as the creature moved toward him. Its stomach,
too, had shrivelled, but there was something else clinging to the outside of
its sack... babies. Hundreds of little babies. They hung like opaque crystals,
clinging to the sack by miniature tentacles.
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The man couldn’t believe it. In the short time between watching its
movement and preparing his escape he felt like he understood everything
about them. They were dying out. The others had been male. This was a
female, the only one of its kind ever witnessed in all the years of attack. He
had it now, right in front of him. He wouldn’t risk losing this opportunity.
The man took off his radio and threw it in the sand. The creature contin-
ued to heave itself toward him. The man backed up slowly, treading care-
fully over the sand as he drew closer to the sea’s edge. The thing followed,
relishing the thrill of the chase—knowing the man wouldn’t be able to
escape once he reached the water. They were much faster in water.

The man knew that it expected him to stop before reaching the ocean’s
lapping edge. He bargained on this advantage. Somehow, he knew that if
he could get it in the water its substance would change. Something deep
inside him, perhaps a rumour he’d heard, or maybe just plain intuition,
told him that it wouldn’t be able to maintain its skin defence whilst in the
water. He banked on it becoming more like a mammal’s skin: something
you could tear and cut.

His boots waded backwards and the icy water pricked his skin. The thing
unfurled its head and threw out a few spiked limbs which thrashed around
in the surf. He unsheathed the combat knife on his belt and prepared for
the attack.

The creature sped towards him, gaining momentum the deeper the man
went. The sea was at waist level now, and the smell around him was almost
unbearable. He couldn’t believe he was moving into the thing’s lair, into its
home.

It was only a metre away when it leapt at him. The man watched as the
gaping maw thundered down, its many teeth quivering in anticipation of
the meal about to be had. In one motion the man dived to his right and the
creature fell head-f irst into the waves. The man wasted no time and came
up behind the beast’s thrashing body and jumped up on its back. He
gripped its skin which seemed to now hang from its body, using the folds
to pull himself upwards. It struggled and bucked in the water, trying to
f ind something with which to support and reposition itself.

The man uttered a prayer then struck the beast hard with the combat
knife. To his relief the knife slid inside the blubbery skin without too much
resistance. He worked fast—sawing and cutting his way inside and down
toward the wrinkled sack that provided sustenance to the creature’s young.
All the time the monster bucked and writhed, soaking the man as it rolled
left and right to shake him free. The man kept his tenacious grip, the mem-
ory of his mother’s face rejuvenating his tired limbs.

Gradually he opened a wound a foot deep and the knifepoint punctured
the sack, sending a cloud of noxious gas upwards to meet his face. Instantly
he fell backward into the sea, the shock of cold water saving him from
unconsciousness. He staggered to his feet and spat rancid seawater from
his lips. He waited for the creature’s attack, but it didn’t come—the sea had
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swallowed its bulk and he could see no sign of it. His white knuckles tight-
ened around the knife, now dripping viscous fluid from its blade. The chill
of the waves started a shiver in him, but he circled through the surf for
twenty more minutes before he decided to leave the water and head back
up to his post.

* * *
The warmth of the sun on his back brought him to his senses four hours
later. He thought perhaps he’d slept, but he was sat bolt upright, the rifle
placed carefully over his crossed legs. He’d somehow managed to bandage
his wound since leaving the sea, it had stopped bleeding and he’d draped
his torn jacket around his shoulders. In the moments between the crea-
ture’s disappearance and the f irst rays of sunshine he’d managed to do a lot
of things he couldn’t remember.

On the beach before him, illuminated in amber rays, were the slumped
forms of grey creatures. The tide had brought their carcasses inwards,
washing them up on the beach. The man watched with casual indifference
as the waves gently eddied around their limp, lifeless forms. At the front of
this morbid spectacle was the queen, a swollen mass of grey flesh leaking
black fluid into the sand. Her subjects lay in prostrate heaps around her,
their life vanquished with hers. No-one knew what the sun did to the crea-
tures, but the man didn’t wait to f ind out. He stood up, pulled the rucksack
around his healthy side and turned toward the perimeter fence.

The same soldier who’d opened the fence for him at the start of his watch
was there to greet him at the gate with his usual unpleasant candour. “Go
get yourself cleaned up watchman. Sector One will need you again in a few
hours and we don’t want another fucking screw-up like last night.” The man
stopped as he crossed through the perimeter gate, dropped his bag and
punched the soldier hard in the face. The soldier fell to his knees, clutch-
ing his bleeding nose.

“I think watch is going to be a lot easier from now on,” the man said, and
walked out past the wooden booth and on to the sun-kissed road leading
to town.
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ARTICLE

In the Shadow of
Slartibartfast: 
Donald Cotton and
Doctor Who’s Other
Comedic Trilogy
Jacob Edwards

During the seventies, eighties and nineties Target Books published noveli-
sations of all but f ive stories from the original series of Doctor Who
(23/11/1963—06/12/1989). Some of these were penned by the original script-
writers but most fell to former script editor Terrance Dicks, who churned
out 64 novelisations as if transliterating in real time from a stack of over-
due videos. With its iconic spine logo and quickf ire slapdashery the Target
range soon found a home propping up the shelves of second-hand book-
stores. Although proving a hit with young readers it more often than not
has been cited for three of its f ive misses; namely, the unnovelised Douglas
Adams scripts The Pirate Planet (30/09–21/10/1978), City of Death
(29/09–20/10/1979) and Shada (untelevised/1980).

For many Doctor Who fans the non-publication of these stories was a
tragedy to rank alongside Matthew Waterhouse’s decalogy of TARDIS trips
and the BBC’s myopic junking of Patrick Troughton episodes.1 Yet Target
remained steadfast in offering only £600 per book and so Adams, who
more realistically could expect f igures in the vicinity of £1,000,000 per
novel (Simpson, “Hitchhiker” 233), chose instead to adapt his scripts, a
process by which City of Death and Shada regenerated into Adams’ f irst
non-Hitchhiker’s success, Dirk Gently’s Holistic Detective Agency (London:
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William Heinemann, 1987).2 The world’s gain was Doctor Who’s loss and
seemingly deprived Target Books of any raison d’être beyond Dicksonian
deforestation. However, although Pirate Planet et al. failed to materialise,
the Target range does contain a f ine comedic trilogy, the origins of which
predate Adams’ involvement with Doctor Who by some twelve years.

When Donald Tosh and John Wiles came to Doctor Who in 1965, as
script editor and producer respectively, they wanted to take the show to
greater extremities (Howe, Stammers & Walker 16). While stories such as
The Massacre of St Bartholomew’s Eve (05–26/02/1966) exposed their audi-
ence to a new, darker undertow, Tosh at the same time engaged writer
Donald Cotton to swim the other way (Bentham 219; Haining, “Doctor
Who File” 79), widdling in the waters of history with The Myth Makers
(16/10–06/11/1965), a “high comedy” retelling of the Trojan War.3 On the
strength of this f irst submission Cotton was commissioned to write The
Gunfighters (30/04–21/05/1966), a cognate Punf ight at the OK Corral, but
Doc Holliday and Co. shot a record low on the UK’s Appreciation Index and
Donald Cotton was all but run out of town (Wood & Miles 1: 268).

When Gerry Davis and Innes Lloyd succeeded the short-lived pairing of
Tosh and Wiles, they set about steering Doctor Who away from the shel-
tered passage of period history and out into the Milky Way (Gerry Davis,
qtd. in Haining, “Doctor Who File” 82). What resulted was a monster mash
of yetis, ice warriors, daleks and cybermen. Furthermore, with Patrick
Troughton having replaced William Hartnell as the Doctor, each story now
came pre-packaged with humour. At the suggestion of series creator
Sydney Newman, Troughton styled himself as Charlie Chaplin in a space-
ship (Patrick Troughton, qtd. in Haining, “Doctor Who File” 101) and soon
was joined by an improbable and outlandish entourage of companions,
such as Frazer Hines in a kilt and Deborah Watling wearing her Victorian
mosquito net. By the time that Wendy Padbury came on board dressed in
a f igure-hugging jumpsuit made of fabric stripped from a disco-ball, his-
torical comedies must have seemed distinctly old hat. Donald Cotton did
pitch a third Doctor Who script, The Herdsmen of Venus, but Davis rejected
it (Howe, Stammers & Walker 62) and Cotton then made his exit, stage left.
The starboard porthole of opportunity was now vacuum-sealed.

Timing is everything, they say, and Donald Cotton’s involvement with
Doctor Who seemed doomed, amounting at this point to little more than a
mis-directed cameo; just as Douglas Adams’ second Doctor Who pitch
(Doctor Who and the Krikkitmen) would be rejected by producer Graham
Williams as being “too silly” (Gaiman 95);4 just as the f ilming of Shada
would coincide with strikes at the BBC (Simpson, “Hitchhiker” 126; Webb
117), leaving the second story of Adams’ trilogy unf inished and unbroad-
cast.5 Yet in theatre, as in life, broken legs mend. Target Books afforded
Donald Cotton a belated encore: the chance to reprise his works and set the
record straight.

Well, perhaps not that straight. Cotton was at heart the funny man and
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his histo/terical trilogy of The Myth Makers (London: W.H. Allen, 1985),
The Gunfighters (London: W.H. Allen, 1985) and The Romans (London:
W.H. Allen, 1987) was every bit the tour de farce that Douglas Adams might
have written had he not been busy interconnecting his own Doctor Who
scripts with Dirk Gently and a $2.27 million advance from Simon and
Schuster (Simpson, “Pocket Essential” 128). Cotton adapted The Romans
from a script by the late Dennis Spooner, who had been responsible not
only for this, the f irst ever Doctor Who comedy,6 but also for moulding
Patrick Troughton’s early character in The Power of the Daleks
(05/11–10/12/1966).7 Thus, just as Douglas Adams had taken David Fisher’s
A Gamble With Time and turned it into City of Death (Webb 118), so too did
Donald Cotton build on someone else’s work to round out his Doctor Who
trilogy.

But what fate The Herdsmen of Venus? Although not having been f ilmed
as a Doctor Who story, Herdsmen still could have been considered for nov-
elisation in a fashion similar to Eric Saward’s Slipback (London: W.H.
Allen, 1986) and Victor Pemberton’s The Pescatons (London: W.H. Allen,
1991), which were adapted from radio and LP respectively.8 Yet The
Herdsmen of Venus was not quite as “unmade” as Target Books might have
liked. In his original proposal Donald Cotton had scripted the Loch Ness
Monster to be a Venusian cow (Donald Cotton, qtd. in Haining, “Doctor
Who File” 79) and this take on Nessie subsequently resurfaced during the
Tom Baker story Terror of the Zygons (30/08–20/09/1975).9 Cotton could be
quietly scathing when he felt as though his ideas had been tinkered with.
Given that Terrance Dicks already had milked the Zygons for 120 pages and
a Skarasen’s worth of lactic fluid, it probably was safer therefore not to let
Donald Cotton loose in Loch Ness. Douglas Adams by this stage had jim-
mied up the chameleon circuit, rematerialising Doctor Who and the
Krikkitmen as his third Hitchhiker’s book, Life, the Universe and Everything
(London: Pan, 1982), in which the Doctor’s role defaults f irstly to
Slartibartfast and then, oddly enough, to Trillian (Gaiman 95). Perhaps
Cotton could follow his example or, if he were offered The Romans as rec-
ompense, maybe he’d forget about Herdsmen and just let Zygons be
bygones…?

Donald Cotton liked a good play on words, originally sub-titling episode
one of The Myth Makers as “Zeus Ex Machina” (the Doctor emerges from
the blue of the TARDIS and is mistaken for Zeus) and episode one of The
Gunfighters as “A Holiday for the Doctor” (the Doctor sojourns to the Wild
West to have his tooth pulled by Doc Holliday) (Wood & Miles 1: 207 &
268). Indeed, each episode of The Myth Makers was to have been served up
with a pun, but in the f inal wash only “Small Prophet, Quick Return” was
retained. BBC bigwigs expurgated the others and strove instead for their
own peculiar brand of humour and happenstance. Cotton reminisces (qtd.
in Haining, “Doctor Who File” 79):
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“The title of one of the episodes was greeted with bared gums at one
script conference—I think it may have been, ‘Is There A Doctor In
The Horse?’—so a bright apprentice suggested ‘Death of a Spy’ as a
more suitable alternative. At this I pointed out that the plot con-
tained no spy, and therefore his death would be diff icult to arrange.
They urged me to include one, and have him killed—why not use
Tutte Lemkow, who was anyway under contract?

‘No time,’ I said. ‘Dialogue all written and plot constructed to f ill
twenty-f ive minutes.’

‘Then let’s make him a deaf mute, so that he won’t take up any time
and won’t need lines,’ they argued.

I reeled in disbelief while they did exactly that—and if you saw the
episode, you may have wondered why my friend Tutte flitted point-
lessly about the action, looking sinister and confused, under the
strange billing of ‘Cyclops’. That is entirely why!”

These claims are diff icult to substantiate, the BBC having wiped its copy of
The Myth Makers,10 but perhaps that is the point. If Cotton flashed his
poetic licence when claiming that he “considerably raised the ‘appreciation
f igure’ of the programme without, however, raising the ‘viewing f igure’”
(qtd. in Haining, “Doctor Who File” 79),11 well then, who really could blame
him? Re-writing history was what Donald Cotton did best, and from
1985–1987 he overhauled his own involvement with Doctor Who and wrote
the trilogy for which he should be remembered.

Donald Cotton came to Doctor Who from a background in radio, having
scripted several historical comedies for the BBC Third Programme.12 Like
Douglas Adams he made the transition to screenwriting and novelisation
and brought with him that radiocentric knack for fast, witty dialogue. Both
men wrote cultured, lively prose and could dress their zaniness in a three-
piece suit,13 but while Adams leaned towards technology and the future,
Cotton looked back, losing himself in classical antiquity. The Myth Makers
is littered with historical allusions, satirising The Iliad, human behaviour
and that most delicate of relationships that intertwines time travel, history
and causality. Yet Cotton did not stop there. He threw his pen also at the
chequered history of The Myth Makers serial itself, lambasting those who
had doubted, dissented and doomsayed the production. Cotton restored
his original episode titles and then embraced the aforementioned dumb
and deaf “Cyclops”, rewriting him as none other than Homer, the legendary
epic poet and now The Myth Makers’ f irst-person narrator. Rather than
being killed off (although he does lose an eye), Homer wanders from scene
to scene, tying the plot together and waning lyrical against the manifest
folly of historical personages and time travellers alike. The character who
suffers most is that played by William Hartnell, who in 1965 had been
expressly disapproving of The Myth Makers’ farcical nature, not to men-
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tion peeved by the prominence that Cotton’s script afforded to guest actors
(Wood & Miles 1: 208). Hartnell suffered from worsening arteriosclerosis
of the brain—in effect, dementia—and during f ilming of The Myth Makers
became painfully confused with regard to remembering his lines (Heather
Hartnell, qtd. in Haining, “Doctor Who File” 33, and by Letts, “Audio
Commentary”, 04:38–04:48). In the printed version Donald Cotton por-
trayed him as being on the verge of senility, not only playing a very minor
role but also coming across as thoroughly ineffectual. The Doctor’s only
real involvement is that of being held captive by the Greeks. When forced
to devise a means by which to inf iltrate Troy he dithers around mentally
with “flying machines” (read “paper darts”) launched by catapults, before
ultimately having no recourse but to pre-invent the Trojan Horse, an idea
already dismissed by him as being the nonsensical product of myth and
legend.

Cotton’s humour was both unforgiving and unforgiven, and with The
Gunfighters (1985) he continued his revisionist, tobacco-chewing search
for closure. Each pun was delivered like a thumbing of the nose (“Arrest is
as Good as a Change”) and to William Hartnell, who once claimed credit
for devising The Gunfighters’ Wild West setting (qtd. in Haining, “Key to
Time” 48), Cotton again dedicated a character of only incidental impor-
tance. Whereas Doctor Who always has had a question inherent in its
premise (“Doctor Who?”), and on most occasions has revealed that ques-
tion to be also the answer, in Cotton’s re-telling there was little or no defer-
ence paid; merely an indifferent shrug of the shoulders as the very sanctity
of the television show was sent sliding off the Last Chance Saloon roof and
flopping into the horse trough below. This was The Gunfighters as Cotton
alone could write it. This was what a viewing audience might have enjoyed
had Cotton not been constrained by Lloyd, Davis, director Rex Tucker and
all of the expectational baggage that rode with them in Doctor Who’s
wagon.14 Indeed, a careful reading of The Gunfighters suggests that Cotton
would quite have liked to omit the story’s origins altogether, perhaps
replacing the TARDIS with a Coke machine and Hartnell’s Doctor with
some sort of clockwork monk? There were, however, contractual obliga-
tions to consider (the Target logo manacled to his leg), and besides, only
Douglas Adams had the clout necessary to write Doctor Who without the
Doctor. Trapped by circumstance, Donald Cotton could rail with no more
than passive aggression against the hand that fed. Yet rail he did. The
Gunfighters purported to tell its story from Holliday’s perspective but,
tellingly, Cotton f iltered this f irst-person recollection through an interme-
diary narration by one “Ned Buntline”, a pseudonym used by E.Z.C. Judson,
who in real life was an eccentric dime novelist and playwright destined to
die poor (Wikipedia, accessed 18/01/2011).

Having thus signed off on Doctor Who, Cotton clapped the dust from
his gloves, gave a satisf ied nod and moseyed on out of town. He stopped
once along the way to write his (r)evolutionary children’s book The Bodkin
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Papers (London: W.H. Allen, 1986), the incorrigibly anti-creationist con-
tents of which suggest that he too might have joined Douglas Adams in
extending an opposable thumb to Richard Dawkins (Simpson,
“Hitchhiker” 216). There the saga might have ended had the pun-loving
Dennis Spooner not died in 1986. When Cotton caught wind of his passing,
he took up Spooner’s mantle and returned to f ire one last salvo at the
Target range. In his epistolary novelisation of The Romans, Cotton took the
liberty of disclosing the Doctor’s thoughts in the f irst person.15 Although
this afforded William Hartnell’s character more of a role than in Donald
Cotton’s previous books, Cotton here portrayed him quite explicitly as a
doddering, muddleheaded old fool. For example (17) the Doctor’s cog-
nisant appraisal of the historical Nero:

“I would certainly like to interview the man, for I have always sus-
pected that History has dealt harshly with him. For instance, I have
never believed that he f iddled during the famous conflagration …”

is then fatuously deflated by:

“… and I base this conclusion on the fact that the violin had not as
yet been invented; no, the instrument, if any, must surely have been
a lyre.”

The Doctor even attempts a homophonic pun on the words lute/loot before
belatedly realising that neither concept exists at that time (110). On screen
William Hartnell may have given an acclaimed comic performance,16 yet in
print he is seen merely as suffering from “senile dementia”, or so says Vicki,
although the Doctor mis-infers her meaning (35). The Romans thus man-
aged, quite sublimely, to superimpose an entirely new slant on what essen-
tially were the same events as acted out during the television serial. Thus,
under Cotton’s merciless nib, the Doctor not only composes music scientif-
ically as the grand and atonal Thermodynamic Functions (100) but also sets
f ire to Rome and plucks his lute in serene accompaniment, having mis-
taken the blaze for a “really splendid” sunset (122). Hardcore Doctor Who
fans may have burnt their throats on this liberal draught. Cotton’s version
of The Romans has been censured for bearing little resemblance (in tone at
least) to Spooner’s original script (16/01–06/02/1965) and some critics have
gone so far even as to lament the non-involvement of Terrance Dicks
(Baxter). Such criticism, however, seems unnecessarily pedantic, rather like
complaining that Dr Seuss wasn’t really a doctor. In his reworking of The
Romans Donald Cotton once again punctuated a point he’d made previ-
ously with both The Myth Makers and The Gunfighters, and it was a view
that Douglas Adams clearly shared when he casually un-demolished Earth
for book four of the The Hitchhiker’s trilogy; namely: don’t let the past
stand in your way.

After his initial dalliance with Doctor Who in the 1960s Donald Cotton
joined Doctor Who founders Sydney Newman and Verity Lambert in cre-
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ating Adam Adamant Lives! (23/06/1966–25/03/1967) (Wood & Miles 1:269;
2:45), an action/comedy series that went some way towards shaping the
character of Jon Pertwee’s Doctor17 and in later years may have provided
inspiration for Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery (15/03/1997).18

The show was, unfortunately, short-lived, unlike The Avengers
(07/01/1961–21/05/1969), to which it bore more than a passing similarity.
Donald Cotton moved on once again, keeping to the shadows.

Donald Cotton’s trilogy of Doctor Who novels eschewed the standard
approach as set out by Target Books’ General T. Dicks, striving instead for
an educated mix of wit and readability. That Cotton achieved this is rarely
disputed, at least by those who have read his books, but the limelight never
really shone down upon him and somehow, despite crafting a trilogy that
could easily have lifted him beyond the “mostly harmless” category,
Cotton’s star never fully rose. Donald Cotton and Douglas Adams were in
many ways remarkably similar. They even shared an interest in zoology.19

Yet Cotton lacked Adams’ knack for taking up the right project at the right
time. From beginning to end, people were more likely to read Vogon poetry
than (ahem) cotton on to the unheralded comic potential of DC. It is well
known, for example, that Douglas Noel Adams was born in Cambridge in
1952 (the very year that scientists there discovered his initials) and that he
passed away in 2001, his premature death prompting world-wide lament. In
contrast, Donald Cotton’s date of birth is not common knowledge and even
his death in January 2000 went largely unnoticed. He just slipped away for
one last time, moving quietly on to whatever comes next while an unappre-
ciative world slept off its Millennium hangover.

NOTES
1. 63 of 119 episodes remain missing from Troughton’s tenure. For further

discussion on junking, see Fiddy 8–9 & 26–30; Richards 30; Cartmel
50–52.

2. For more detailed discussion on the transition from Doctor Who to
Dirk Gently, see Chapman 132; Simpson, “Hitchhiker” 126; Webb 118.

3. BBC promotional literature, qtd. in Howe, Stammers & Walker 57. Pre-
dating both Monty Python’s Flying Circus (05/10/1969–05/12/1974), the
Python-derived Time Bandits (13/07/1981) and the various incarnations
of Blackadder (15/06/1983–02/11/1989), Cotton’s script was actually very
“modern” in its humour. Tosh and Wiles allowed their writers to depart
from “established” history, overlaying the past with current day atti-
tudes and playing merrily on the viewers’ expectations of what should
be going on. Regarding the distinction between “high” and “modern”
comedy, see Chapman 36–37; Clapham, Robson & Smith 55.
Comparing The Myth Makers to Wolfgang Petersen’s f ilm Troy
(18/05/2004), Wood & Miles conclude that “Even on a grubby audio
with a few stills, this wipes the floor with the Brad Pitt turkey” (1: 206).
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4. Adams’ f irst submission to Doctor Who was a spec script that he wrote
in 1974. Little is known of this except that it contained a version of the
“B” Ark plot that would later appear in Hitchhiker’s. See: Simpson,
“Pocket Essential” 139.

5. Although a video of surviving footage was released in 1992 and a BBCi
production of Shada was webcast in 2003, featuring Paul McGann as
the Doctor (Richards 267).

6. Spooner was quite overt in writing his script as a spoof of Carry On Cleo
(01/11/1964), which in turn had spoofed Quo Vadis (08/11/1951). The
Romans not only included cast members from Carry On Cleo but also
embroiled William Hartnell in a slapstick f ight scene extravaganza.
See: Bentham 155–156; Dennis Spooner, qtd. in Howe, Stammers &
Walker 46.

7. Haining, “Doctor Who File” 73–74. Spooner was given the task of
reworking Power of the Daleks, which David Whitaker had written
originally for William Hartnell’s incarnation of the Doctor (Howe,
Stammers & Walker 69).

8. Also novelised were the three “missing” episodes resurrected after their
omission from Season 23: Graham Williams’ The Nightmare Fair
(London: W.H. Allen, 1989); Wally K. Daly’s The Ultimate Evil
(London: W.H. Allen, 1989); Philip Martin’s Mission to Magnus
(London: W.H. Allen, 1990).

9. Indeed, the ripples of Cotton’s imagination may spread so far as to
encompass the “space whale” of Torchwood’s “Meat” (06/02/2008).

10. The soundtrack has survived and was released by BBC Audio in 2001,
but of course does little to elucidate the role of Tutte Lemkow’s deaf
mute.

11. With The Gunfighters, at least, it was the “appreciation f igure” that
dropped (to an all-time low of 30%). The “viewing f igures” for the four
episodes were perfectly respectable at 6.5 million, 6.6 million, 6.2 mil-
lion and 5.7 million respectively. See: Richards 70; Wood & Miles 1: 268.

12. Howe, Stammers & Walker 62. The BBC Third Programme Radio
Scripts collection 1940–1969 (http://www.lib.udel.edu/ud/spec/find-
aids/bbc.htm) lists the following works by Cotton: Echo and Narcissus
(15/08/1959) [F26]; Voices in the Air (26/05–21/06/1960) [F33]; The
Golden Fleece (02/05/1962) [F67]; Stereologue (17/11/1962) [F76]; The
Tragedy of Phaethon (10/02/1965) [F103]; Artists in Orbit (unsched-
uled) [F199].

13. An achievement that compares favourably with, say, Eric Saward’s
Slipback, a straw-stuffed novelisation of the eponymous radio special,
swollen-thumbed and hung around the neck with a sign proclaiming,
“Betelgeuse or Bust”.

14. Having said this about viewers’ expectations, it should be noted that
modern audiences seem to be developing far more of an appreciation
for The Gunfighters than it received upon f irst broadcast (Campbell 36;
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Wood & Miles 1: 268). Clapham, Robson & Smith (69 & 246) go so far
as to establish it as a comedic benchmark, declaring of Douglas Adams’
City of Death, “It’s not as funny as ‘The Gunf ighters’, though.” Even
Peter Purves, who in the years following his portrayal of Doctor Who
companion Steven Taylor often would cite The Myth Makers as his
favourite Doctor Who script and The Gunfighters as his least favourite,
has in more recent times revised his opinion of the latter (Purves at
0:06–0:14, 0:28, 1:20, 2:24, 5:25 & 15:24–15:27). Perhaps Donald Cotton
really was just ahead of his time.

15. Cotton was on safer ground here than Keith Topping, who stepped
inside the character of Tom Baker’s Doctor with his novella Ghost Ship
(London: Telos, 2002). From the resulting mass condemnation (Ince,
for example) it seems that every Doctor Who fan knows perfectly well
how the Doctor thinks… or at least how he does not.

16. Panelists’ comments from BBC viewing questionnaires, qtd. in
Bentham 218–219.

17. Jon Pertwee (qtd. in Haining, “A Celebration” 53) had a striking visual
conception of how his Doctor should be characterised: a dashing cru-
sader spreading his cloak protectively over the Earth. In essence, he
played the part much as an older, more worldly incarnation of the
Victorian gentleman adventurer Adam Adamant.

18. Although this is asserted by numerous sans-references internet
sources, writer Mike Myers and director Jay Roach make no mention of
Adam Adamant Lives! amidst the plethora of inspirations they cite on
the Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery DVD audio commen-
tary (Roadshow Entertainment DVD Video 101526–9).

19. Cotton studied zoology (then English and philosophy) at Nottingham
University prior to joining the drama society there (Howe, Stammers &
Walker 62). Adams’ detached interest was stirred into activity while
travelling with zoologist Mark Carwardine to make the BBC radio doc-
umentary Last Chance to See (broadcast 10–11/1989) (Webb 290–291).
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The Quarterly Review

AUDIO

DOCTOR WHO: 
THE FORBIDDEN TIME
By David Lock, read by Anneke Wills
and Frazer Hines
Big Finish, 1×CD, 62 mins

Many of the Companion Chronicles, being
told retrospectively to an audience, provide a
novel perspective on these characters and

their travels in time. We’re not used to them growing old—or even grow-
ing up, given how young some of them were. The Forbidden Time plays this
card with a flourish, present-day Polly (she mentions iPods) sounding
almost mournful at times as she remembers her old friends, and the inci-
dental music has the elegiac feel you might expect in the f inal scenes of a
particularly moving f ilm.

We’re used to the companions missing the Doctor himself, but this story
makes the point that companions will miss each other too. Polly and Ben
returned to sixties London, but Jamie ended up back in historical Scotland,
so far away in the past that Polly couldn’t possibly ever see him again: this
story really brings out the sadness of that knowledge.

A press conference provides the framing device, Polly explaining to a
largely incredulous audience the signif icance of a telepathic broadcast
received the world over, warning that everyone on Earth is moving into a
period of time owned by the Vist, and will be expected to pay a toll—a por-
tion of their lifespans!

As Polly explains, the Doctor, Jamie, Polly and Ben found themselves,
shortly after the Doctor’s f irst regeneration, trapped in a subdued, sepia
shadow in time left by our world. The difference between the two Doctors
plays a part in the story, with the second being “much more likely to trust
the people he was travelling with”, Polly notes.

Here they met the Vist, inhabitants of the time vortex, beings with the
bodies of greyhounds, legs as long as a giraffe’s, and faces like a monkey’s;
Polly compares them to a painting by Dali. They move in time as we move
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in space, but in the end, despite their natural abilities, they are not quite
the equals of a Lord of Time, and they fall prey to one of the crafty tricks so
typical of the second Doctor.

If the story has any flaws, they relate to the nature of its telling. The pres-
ence of a dictaphone-style device in the original adventure to record dia-
logue from Jamie and Polly feels a little contrived, and the climax of episode
one is possibly the least exciting cliffhanger of all time, Polly suggesting to
her audience that they should have a f ive minute break. A one-hour press
conference explaining a global catastrophe would hardly test anyone’s
patience.

But there’s an awful lot to love here. The warmth of the relationships
comes through with almost every word; the characters really care about
each other. There are some lovely details, such as the surprising reason for
Ben’s ability to pinpoint their location in time. The reading, mostly by
Anneke Wills, with short sections from Frazer Hines, is quite excellent, and
one really does feel that a signif icant new chapter has been added to these
characters’ lives.—STEPHEN THEAKER

DOCTOR WHO: 
THE SENTINELS OF
THE NEW DAWN
By Paul Finch, read by Caroline John
and Duncan Wisbey
Big Finish, 1×CD, 67mins

After leaving U.N.I.T. Liz Shaw returned to
her work at Cambridge University, but the third Doctor didn’t leave her life
completely. In this audio adventure we hear about the time she called him
in to advise on a friend’s special project: a time dilator. Of course he’s
unable to resist tinkering, and then giving it a whirl, and before you know
it they’re waking up in 2014 and being greeted by Richard Beauregard, a
posh young post-grad with a “hard, conf ident smile” who is soon revealed
to be a member of the New Dawn. They’re a dodgy bunch with big plans for
Britain and an immense biomechanical beast, the flying Helidromus, to
ensure those plans meet with no opposition.

It’s a brave writer who asks an English actor with a plummy accent to per-
form the dialogue of an African dictator (the General plays a crucial role in
the plans of the New Dawn), and a braver actor who accepts the challenge,
but if that’s all this adventure is remembered for it would be a shame.
Caroline John’s Pertwee isn’t perfect either, but there’s never any doubt that
we are listening to Elizabeth Shaw, and who would expect her to be an
expert impressionist? (Although that does make you reflect on the fact that
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she is performing these funny voices in the course of a conversation…)
There are interesting reflections from Liz on why things didn’t work out for
her at U.N.I.T.—the Doctor’s life is simply too intense for an ordinary
human—and we realise how little she got to know him—she really doesn’t
know which way he’ll jump with regard to the New Dawn.

(On a f irst listen I’d thought they were the people Mike Yates got mixed
up with in Invasion of the Dinosaurs, but the special features explain that
they f irst appeared in Leviathan, a sixth Doctor audio.)

The two-episode structure of the Companion Chronicles once again
proves a triumph, these two episodes squeezing in so much more than was
usual for Liz’s period on the show, when every story was stretched out for
seven episodes. The Doctor is for once allowed to be as clever as he really
is—there isn’t a lot he can’t sort out in an hour-long adventure when he
puts his mind to it! The ending is swift, sudden and decisive, but leaves
room for future stories about both Liz and the New Dawn.

One of the most pleasant things about the story—and those like it—is
that it makes the Doctor seem much nicer. On screen we see the third
Doctor as something of a serial monogamist, but stories like this show his
life continuing to intersect with those of former companions, still a friend
even when events take them in different directions—just as Rose, Mickey,
Jack, Martha, and Donna all returned for encores in the modern pro-
gramme.—STEPHEN THEAKER

DOCTOR WHO: 
THE HOUNDS OF
ARTEMIS
By James Goss, read by Matt
Smith and Clare Corbett
AudioGo, 1×CD, 70 mins

Eastern Turkey, 1929! And when the
lost Tomb of Artemis is unsealed,
what treasures are found within?
The eleventh Doctor and Amy!
Making their excuses and presenting

themselves as emissaries from the Scarman Institute, they join an archae-
ological team on the verge of unleashing an ancient curse that is all too real.

We learn what happens along with Helen Stapleton, granddaughter of
Bradley Stapleton, a junior member of the team who went on to great
things. The Doctor has sent her a bundle of papers, combining his notes on
the affair with the diary entries of Miss Amelia Pond; the former are read
to us by Matt Smith, the latter by Clare Corbett, in her role as Helen.
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It’s a bit of a shame that the diary entries aren’t read by Karen Gillan, but
Corbett hits just the right note, and Matt Smith as ever is breathtakingly
good as the Doctor; he shares Tom Baker’s knack for making the most
eccentric line readings sound perfectly natural. Just listening to him read is
a delight.

Like The Jade Pyramid and The Runaway Train, this story puts the
Doctor and Amy in an interesting historical milieu, one familiar from f ic-
tion and f ilms, but more or less new to the series. There are echoes of Tomb
of the Cybermen, but despite a number of fatalities and much howling in
the night the tone is generally jaunty and light-hearted.

It’s probably not the entity calling itself Artemis or its demonic hounds
that will stick in the mind, but rather the incidentals of the story: the
Doctor’s attempt to persuade Amy to join the digging (“Go away and let me
diarize!”), Amy’s unpleasant experiences with a corset, and the Doctor’s
need at one point to get his hands inside that corset.

A solid, entertaining adventure enriched by two f ine performances.—
STEPHEN THEAKER

BOOKS

THE ART OF
MCSWEENEY’S
By the editors of McSweeney’s
Tate Publishing, hb, 266pp

An absolutely splendid book chroni-
cling the lives and loves of my
favourite periodical and the books
and other magazines that have
sprung from its fruity loins.
Comments from production and
editorial staff, writers, artists and
even the printers accompany sump-
tuous and detailed artwork, design
sketches, unused ideas, alternative

covers and anything else they were able to squeeze in, including a price
guide to show that even the fanciest book is not beyond the means of ordi-
nary publishers: it’s just a matter of f inding the right printers and working
carefully with them.

Of course, not many publishers would be able to send people to Iceland
to supervise a print job, and not many journals print in quantities large
enough to make printers keen to take such f iddly projects, but one thing
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this book shows is that the success of McSweeney’s was not guaranteed. It
was earned with a great deal of hard work, often unpaid, from everyone
involved. The book’s title has a double meaning: as well as the sculptures,
paintings, drawings, prints and postcards—the imagery—it’s about the art
of production. As with The Art of the Matrix, a similar book in many ways,
I’ve come away from this with an even greater appreciation, if it was possi-
ble, for the talent and dedication that people put into my entertainment.

Utterly inspiring, especially for anyone who works in publishing.—
STEPHEN THEAKER

THE CAPTAIN JACK
SPARROW HANDBOOK
Jason Heller
Quirk Books, hb, 176pp

I’m probably not the best person to review
this book: the f irst Pirates of the
Caribbean bored me senseless (I think we
only f inished the DVD at the third
attempt), and it did the same once more
when I rewatched it in preparation for
this review. And the best I can say for the
next three f ilms is that they weren’t quite
as dull as the f irst. I’d rather hoped to
hand the review of this book over to my

children, who love the f ilms (the eldest reviewed Dead Man’s Chest back
in TQF#12, at the age of three) and have been playing the demo of Lego
Pirates of the Caribbean to death in recent weeks, but although they liked
the look and feel of the book, and especially the pictures—this being a fully
licensed title, there are lots of stills—the amount of text led them to turn
me down.

So here I am, reviewing it myself. Is it possible to give a fair hearing to a
tie-in based on a series you don’t really like? I’ve no doubt that if this were
a handbook to time travel in the Tardis or to space travel in the Enterprise
I’d like it a lot. A good deal of effort has been put into this detailed guide to
living the piratical life; it’s more than just a collection of pirate trivia with
Captain Jack’s face on the front—examples are drawn from the four f ilms
wherever possible. The would-be pirate will f ind here a treasure chest of
information; How to Become a Pirate, to begin with, How to Spin Your
Own Myth, or How to Fight a Tavern Full of Angry Men—all essential for
life on the high seas!

It has a slightly odd approach, in that it’s addressed to the present day
reader, and acknowledges that the life of a modern day pirate is much grim-
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mer than that of the romantic buccaneer of cinematic legend. With no
means of putting it into practice, then, the advice is perhaps best taken as
being addressed to those who take a method approach to fancy dress par-
ties. It’s not a book to be taken seriously, it’s one to flick through, a perfect
book for the smallest room. It’s not hilarious, but it’s solidly amusing,
attentive to its source material, and the design (the book is resplendent in
full colour), printing and illustrations are top notch. I’d imagine that every-
one who had a hook in producing it is as proud as a parrot. I’d sooner read
it again than watch the f ilms, and that’s a pirate fact!—STEPHEN THEAKER

THE DAMNED
BUSTERS
Matthew Hughes
Angry Robot, pb/ebook, 416pp

The universe of The Damned Busters (I
haven’t quite f igured out that title, to be
honest) is one familiar from the quirkier
sf of the f ifties, one where there is an
order to the cosmos, but it’s an order that
reflects the muddled way things are done
here on Earth. There’s a heaven and a
hell, but both sides talk and act like
lawyers, and the crafty hero can always
f ind a loophole. A crazy universe, but
one with rules that can be learnt, mas-
tered and circumvented. And so, a f ifth
of the way in, having been caught in the

crux of an infernal union dispute, introverted Chesney Arnstruther wan-
gles himself a career as buffed-up superhero The Actionary (the name a
clever play on the mild-mannered alter-ego’s work as an actuary), and gains
Xaphan, a weasel-headed sidekick with a Jimmy Cagney patter and powers
that are near-inf inite—so long as Chesney’s requests stay within the terms
of the deal that he’s made.

This remarkable transformation came as quite a surprise (reviewing
from an epub ARC, I hadn’t spent much time looking at the (quite superb)
cover—and if the surprise was not revealed on the front cover I would not
reveal it here), but it came at just the right time, that is to say, just when I
was about ready, in my impatient way, to give up on the book. Though I’d
quite enjoyed the early chapters—they had some interesting thoughts on
the potential consequences of hell’s minions going on strike, for example—
a few hundred pages more of the same would have been too much for me.
When Chesney becomes a superhero the novel doesn’t move past the con-
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tractual wrangling that dragged a little in those early pages, but it all
becomes much more fun. The idea of a superhero whose powers have con-
tractual limits is, I think, a fairly novel one, and the book explores it well,
with a good deal of charm; imagine a Robert Sheckley take on decom-
pressed superheroics.

Further volumes are planned; it doesn’t feel like a novel that requires a
sequel, but the battle is after all never-ending! Though a thread marks the
trail to the next book, the reader with no plans to read on will not be unsat-
isf ied by the conclusion. Or at least not for that reason; the drama of the
climactic game of poker was pretty much lost on me, since I had no idea
whether the players should be glad of the cards they received or not. (And
why didn’t either party, once they were ahead, just fold all remaining
hands?)

I didn’t adore The Damned Busters the way I did this author’s Quartet &
Triptych—the books couldn’t have been more different—but by the end it
had won me over, and I’ll remember it very fondly.—STEPHEN THEAKER

THE GIFT OF JOY
Ian Whates
NewCon Press, hb, 254pp

Though Ian Whates, chair of the BSFA and
organiser of Northampton’s Newcon con-
vention, has gone on to (presumably)
greater things with novels for Solaris and
Angry Robot, this self-published collection
of short stories is an inauspicious begin-
ning, one that never strains to reach
beyond the closest language to hand, and
rarely reaches beyond the most obvious
ideas. The best of the stories are perhaps
“Darkchild”, in which psychics are caught

in an alien trap found in the asteroid belt—the ending was surprising—and
“The Gift of Joy”, in which a former deep cover spy uses his talents for mim-
icry to work as a gigolo. “Hanging on Her Every Word”, horror rather than
sf, has an old plot but a painful conclusion.

The book bears a self-inflicted wound: author’s notes at the end of every
story. At best such notes are like a magician showing the secrets of his
tricks; how much worse when the tricks weren’t all that magical. For exam-
ple, we learn with very little interest that the plot of “Knowing How to
Look” was sketched out in a pub. That “The Final Hour”—which features
seconds ticking away between paragraphs, an interesting effect spoilt by
dialogue that would take much more than a second to say—was rejected by
the anthology for which it was written. And that “Fear of Fog” lifted the col-
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lection’s most interesting idea—a human world living peacefully in alien
space when Earth is at war with those aliens—from Stephen Baxter.

“Ghosts in the Machine” provides a line that could well be applied to the
whole book: “What remained of the adventure was pretty straightforward.”
The Gift of Joy is not awful; that would at least be entertaining. It’s just
unremarkable, generic and straightforward, the stories feeling more like
competent assignments than bursts of inspiration. The part of the book I’m
most likely to remember, unfortunately, is when the protagonist of “Flesh
and Metal”, prior to his f ight with a shape-shifting android assassin, passes
blithely by the scene of a gang-rape, describing the girl as a “stupid cow” for
wearing the wrong clothes. “She’d certainly have something to tell her
friends in the morning.”—STEPHEN THEAKER

This review was originally written for BFS Journal #3.

THE HEAVENLY FOX
Richard Parks
PS Publishing, hb, 78pp

A fox who lives to the age of f ifty can
transform at will into a human
woman; one who lives to a thousand
becomes immortal—so says The Den
and Burrow Guide to Immortality,
and upon reaching that venerable
age, by fair means and fowl (one
assumes—a fox has gotta eat),
Springshadow f inds the legend to be
true. A little regretful about the
human males whose yang energy she
has drained to get there, and a little
annoyed by all the new tails she has
sprouted, she takes her cloud up to

heaven to see what’s happening. The answer being not much, Spring-
shadow must f ind a use to which she can put her hard-won eternity.

Although it feels like little more than a taster for a full-length novel, The
Heavenly Fox performs that duty well, introducing an intriguing world of
demons, immortals and deities about whom most readers will be keen to
learn more. One touchstone here would of course be the ancient Chinese
myths and legends—one would be disappointed not to meet a monkey god
at some point if this becomes a series—while another would be Piers
Anthony at his best. The tone, style and plot revived long-faded memories
of the Incarnations of Immortality series. That series ran for quite a while;
I can see this one doing the same.—STEPHEN THEAKER
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OUTPOST
Adam Baker
Hodder and Stoughton, hb, 369pp

When the skeleton crew of a derelict oil
rig in the Arctic Ocean begin to see TV
news footage of food riots and carnage
in cities across Europe, they begin to
suspect that the relief ship scheduled to
bring them home is not coming after
all. Things quickly worsen, and soon
the rig is cut off from all outside contact
with the long night of Arctic winter
closing in.

Adam Baker’s taut, stripped-down
writing style resembles a f ilm-script
more than it does a novel, although for

thriller writers this is now the dominant mode. Many of his paragraphs will
start with a terse, “C Deck. Dark, frozen passageways” or “The powerhouse.
A steady hum from Generator Three” as though this were actually a part-
novelised f ilm script rather than a continuous piece of prose. Still, it keeps
up the pace, and one cannot deny that Baker has a very disciplined, lean
style. There’s a relentless, cinematic focus on the action, switching eff i-
ciently between different characters as they grapple with various engineer-
ing problems aboard the rig and on the ice. Just now and then the author
feels the need to state the obvious by putting into one of the characters’
mouths the question that should really have been implied, and which any
astute reader would be asking themselves already.

Baker has clearly done his research but wears it lightly. The various set-
tings: the ref inery platform itself, a drifting cruise liner, an old under-
ground Soviet nuclear bunker, all feel convincing, but described without
indulgence. Every description and conversation is reined to the relentless
drive of the story itself, as new disaster follows on the heels of almost sal-
vation. For my taste, this overwhelming concentration on plot palled. The
characters do lack depth, and beyond about six core players, the rest of the
f ifteen stranded workers are usually simply referred to as “the crew”, an ill-
def ined mass of idle, tattooed toughs. The dialogue shows early promise,
with a delicately drawn tension between Rev. Blanc and the gang of iron-
pumping n’er-do-wells who threaten to disrupt the team spirit, but soon
any shading between the voices of the main players is lost, and once blood
begins to spill, their dialogue merges into the staccato delivery of all action
movies, just as they all very quickly get used to handling shotguns and
crushing people’s skulls with their cramponed boots.
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That Baker has made his heroine a depressed, super-obese priest and his
hero a dope-smoking lapsed Sikh is an interesting move, and not one that
I could easily imagine many Hollywood studios going for (their loss).
Reverend Jane Blanc starts the book with a suicide attempt, but as soon as
the food runs out and things start getting hairy, she very quickly sheds the
fat, and is shinning up knotted ropes in the Arctic wind, throwing thermite
grenades around and f itting neatly into the captain’s shoes after he suc-
cumbs to a mysterious nanotechnological parasite that turns victims into
bloodthirsty automatons. This transformation wouldn’t seem slightly
ridiculous if it was described with more psychological acuity, but Baker
doesn’t have a great deal of time for inner lives: “‘I killed a man,’ said Punch.
‘That’s who I am now. A guy who kills people.’ ‘The world has changed. We
better change with it.’”

Captain Rawlings (I pictured him as J.K. Simmons playing the Editor of
the Daily Bugle in Spider-Man) tells the priest when he hears about the
death of a man on the ice, “Christ. There will be a bunch of tears when they
get back. A bunch of guilt. Well, that’s your problem. Pastoral care.” One
gets the impression that Baker has as little time for emotional niceties. The
crew soon learn that the parasitic plague has overrun most of the world,
and that they are an island of uninfected humanity trapped in the ice.
Alright, so perhaps I shouldn’t have expected too much philosophical
reflection on this startling fact from a bunch of bored oil riggers, but surely
that is why we f ind apocalyptic novels fascinating—civilisations in ruins,
the end of history, the meaninglessness of human endeavour faced with
such a crisis. Baker doesn’t give them time to reflect on this—there’s always
another engineering problem to be overcome, a winch to be f ixed or oil
drums to be welded together.

Essentially this is a zombie novel on an oilrig, although there are hints
that the infected develop some kind of primitive hive mind. It’s not clear
whether the metallic nanoparticles that infect people are of human or alien
origin, but it hardly matters. Otherwise these are classic zombies: slow
moving but relentless, bloodthirsty (but not for their own kind), dim but
occasionally able to recall aspects of their former, human existences. One
of the most effective sections in the book is narrated from the point of view
of a character whose mind is slowly being overtaken by the disease, but who
struggles to save her team-mates from her own bloodlust, before succumb-
ing. The disjointed narrative reminded me of a particularly bad acid trip.

We never really f ind out exactly what has happened back in the civilised
world, although one character Nikki, escaping on her own on a home-made
raft, comes close to the shore of Norway before seeing what she takes as the
light of a nuclear detonation over Europe, and losing her mind entirely,
navigates her way back to the oil rig. For me this was the weakest part of the
plot—Nikki has been drifting on the Arctic ocean for weeks, but apparently
is able to f ind her way back to her point of origin with the aid of her hallu-
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cinated dead boyfriend. She becomes a psychopathic mastermind too,
explaining her insane plans to her hostages with clichéd calm.

I read this book much faster than I would normally read, overnight when
I was ill in bed. It suited my mood—I wasn’t up to reading anything that
would take too much concentration. It’s not a memorable novel, but as a
zombie/techno thriller it def initely does the job.—JOHN GREENWOOD

REVENANTS
Daniel Mills
Chômu Press, pb, 294pp

Revenants is a novel that confounded
my expectations. Set deep in the woods
of 17th century New England, it tells of
Cold Marsh, a village founded by a reli-
gious community, one whose members
have been responsible for some dark
deeds, and one whose young women
have been going missing.

Given the setting, the plot, and the
subtitle—A Dream of New England—
one might expect tortured, knotty,
overlong sentences and endless
streams of adjectives, but in fact this
book features some of the cleanest,

clearest prose you could f ind, with few words wasted, the narrator almost
as terse as his buttoned down characters. It’s written in the present tense;
that’s been done before, many times, but it was a clever choice for this
story; flashbacks to earlier events slip naturally into the past tense. This
makes for a marvellously readable text; I’ve read few books that felt quite
so polished.

The author has a degree in Environmental Science, and the environment
plays a huge role in this novel. The villagers have cleared their space in
which to live and build, and plan to expand, but fear the surrounding
woods, fear the ghosts of those who once lived there. So one might expect
lengthy, dull descriptions of trees and nature. But no: there are descrip-
tions, but somehow they never bore, perhaps because they do not present
nature as a still life: “The grass is matted underfoot, stitched by frost into
yellow beds that crackle like straw.” Even when it stops to smell the flow-
ers, the book is still in motion.

It is a novel about religious zealots and their repression, of themselves
and others; Isiah Bellringer is the great-grandson of a witch f inder. Young
women, strange behaviour, rumours of witchcraft: one might think the
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ending easy to predict, but once again the novel surprises. The plot drives
these poor characters on, and the sense of fate unleashed is tangible, but
it’s a novel that never goes quite where you’d expect. Sometimes, the book
seems to reflect, belief in fate is just a way of excusing our failure to act
against it.

This was one of my favourite books of the year so far. From any author
this would be a notable book; for a f irst novel it’s quite remarkable.—
STEPHEN THEAKER

Beware of possible bias! We published a story by Daniel Mills in TQF36: “The
Photographer’s Tale”.

SPECTRAL PRESS #2:
THE ABOLISHER 
OF ROSES
Gary Fry
Spectral Press, chapbook, 20pp

Like too many of us, Peter encourages his
wife’s hobbies only up to the point that
they begin to encroach upon his own free
time. As a hard-working self-made carpet
mogul with a frisky mistress down in
Sheff ield, he has much better things to do
than accompany Patricia to the opening
of a new project, a woodland art trail. But

his copy of the route map takes him to an exhibit created uniquely for his
edif ication. He’s been scornful of art, denied its power to change a man.
He’s about to learn how wrong he was.

This second chapbook from Spectral Press lives up to the standard set by
the f irst, What They Hear in the Dark by Gary McMahon. Its flaw is that
the characters don’t talk like real people; as in Gary Fry’s f irst novel, House
of Canted Steps, the protagonist talks and thinks rather more like a psy-
chologist than the regular fellow he’s intended to be, and for such a
douchebag lets his wife talk at him for an awfully long time without inter-
rupting her.

But the dialogue drops away once we head into the woods, and the story
is much better for it. Here the story powerfully dramatises the imperfection
of our self-knowledge and our understanding of our partners; the way our
ideas about ourselves can sometimes drift untethered; how it takes just a
single word, a single look, to remind us how little we really know of those
we love—or profess to love; and how much people can change while appar-
ently staying the same.—STEPHEN THEAKER
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VAMPIRE WARLORDS
Andy Remic
Angry Robot, epub, 7654ll

The events of a previous book freed the three
Vampire Warlords from captivity. While Kell
(basically Druss the Legend with a
Stormbringer axe) goes on the run to f ind
allies, the ferocious warlords make them-
selves at home in Jalder, Vor and Gollothrim,
eating babies, siring vampire minions, and
building ships to spread their curse across the
world. Kell’s quest will take him to a mountain
prison and then the stronghold of his bitter-
est enemies, accompanied by womanising

popinjay and new-made clockwork vampire (and yes, that does seem as
silly in the book as you might think—cogs fall out of them when they get
injured!) Saark, Kell’s granddaughter Nienna, and Myriam, another clock-
work vampire.

This is a book that takes a long time to get going, the f irst half remind-
ing me of nothing so much as the Twilight f ilms, with their interminable
chats punctuated by fleeting, very welcome bursts of violence. The journey
from Skaringa Dak to the Black Pike Mine prison is essentially a long camp-
ing trip, and how much readers enjoy it will depend on how they like the
company. Saark and Kell are grudging friends in the buddy cop mould, the
one who gets annoyed and the one who is annoying—Gibbs and DiNozzo.
But their banter is not as funny as it thinks, and goes on for far too long.
“But enough talk, “ says Kell at one point, only for the conversation to go on
for pages more. By the midpoint of the book I was regularly yelling “Shut
up!” at it. But beyond that point it gets better. From the arrival at the prison
until the f inal battles Kell and Saark are often separated, or have more
important things to do than bicker.

Kell’s plan to recruit warriors from the prisoners is pretty daft—I think
the book severely underestimates the Sariah Gallego factor—and the scene
in which he wins them over—like too much of the book—has a distinct
whiff of “Will this do?” But in a funny way the sillier the novel got the
fonder I became of it. Words are italicised for emphasis in the goofiest way,
and there’s a def inite touch of the Fanthorpes to Andy Remic’s writing
style:

“Kell f illed the space. He was vast, a giant, a titan, a god. His face was
bathed in shadows, gloom was his mistress, darkness his master, and
Kell stood with Ilanna lifted against his chest and Saark felt fear,
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knew fear, for this was it, the end, his death come so soon and for
what?”

Less welcome were the Guy N. Smith style sex scenes: “she shivered in
anticipation and thrust herself painfully against him, in need, in lust, and
his hands came to rest on her buttocks, f irm and hard from so much trav-
elling in the wilds.” And some writing that was just plain bad: “You’re carp-
ing on like a f ishwife on a f ish stall selling buckets of f ish to rank stinking
f ishermen” or “The vampires watched in silence, like kicked dogs licking
their wounds. Licking their balls.” Eh? (I was reading an ARC: it’s possible
that these bits didn't make it to the f inal version.) When faces were ripped
off and heads twisted off, when eyes popped out on stalks, the book almost
had me—it almost had a purpose—but I couldn’t quite forgive it those
tedious f ireside chats and the perfunctory plotting.

I think the stupider this author’s books get, the more outrageous, ludi-
crous and laughable they become, the more I’ll enjoy them, but I couldn’t
recommend this one unless you’ve already read every single book Joe
Abercrombie has written, or for that matter William King’s Gotrek and
Felix novels, which have a similar tough guy/dandy relationship at their
heart but are much better. About the best I can say of this one is that if you
excised its f irst half you’d be left with a novel in which Thongor or Kyrik
wouldn’t be too embarrassed to appear.—STEPHEN THEAKER

WEIRDTONGUE
D.F. Lewis
Inkermen Press, pb, 122pp

Weirdtongue is never going to be an easy read,
even for the most adventurous. That in itself
shouldn’t imply any criticism. Watching per-
formance art isn’t the same thing as going to
the cinema to watch a Hollywood block-
buster. Some books are necessarily challeng-
ing and disturbing. The question that recurs
while reading Weirdtongue is whether it will
be worth the effort. The novella is only 122
pages long, but reading it still requires a cer-

tain amount of endurance. To give an example, about halfway through this
novella, the author’s voice pops up, not for the f irst or last time:

“As the writer of Weirdtongue, I cannot help having a thrill of antic-
ipation in following through the various characters as they either
develop or decay, grow fat or thin, famous or infamous, tragic or
comic, humble or proud. The fact that they are beyond my control,
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beyond the control of anyone, makes the prospect of the passions,
the sadnesses, the joys, the neutralities, the crazinesses of those
pink-parcels-with-motive-force (not just pink, but beige, brown,
grey or black) far more possible to set me crying for real than the tra-
ditional approach to f iction characters and their fate which the
writer’s or reader’s inevitable knowledge of artful control behind
those characters causes to be so bland and unpithy, however skilfully
written or read.”

You might want to take a second or third pass at that second sentence (yes,
there are only two sentences in that paragraph). This is an entirely typical
bit of Weirdtongue’s prose style. There are piles of hacked off sentence frag-
ments and redundantly long and unwieldy paragraph-length sentences
bloated with lists of synonyms and subordinate clauses clinging on for dear
life. What there seems to be a shortage of is just plain sentences, ones that
do not require an intense mental effort to connect their beginnings with
their ends.

It’s the kind of book that seems more intent on describing itself than in
communicating anything about the world beyond the text, and there are
frequent references to its “vexed textures of text”. But just because the
author is up front about this, does that excuse it? Is this “vexed text” delib-
erately immoderate and awkward, or is it just badly written?

Towards the end of the novella, a character called a “simplon” arrives and
prepares to criticise and edit the foregoing narrative: “There is a much bet-
ter way to communicate—and that’s pithily. Succinctly. Simply simply.” He
then threatens to edit out, not only the story, but the comments he’s just
made. I cannot help but suspect that, while D.F. Lewis is making a know-
ing joke about his inability to write “pithily, succinctly, simply simply”, this
self-referential knowingness is a way of distracting us from the fact that
much of the book is indigestible.

There’s no doubt that D.F. Lewis is a very clever writer whose writing
crackles with puns and obscure cultural connections. But he has allowed a
preoccupation with cleverness to swell beyond all reasonable boundaries,
to the exclusion of plot, character, texture and comprehensibility.
Experimental f iction can be both graceful and challenging at the same
time. Beckett’s prose has an engaging rhythm and cadence even at its most
dense and impenetrable. But compare the following sentence from
Weirdtongue: “It was still unclear if any form of the sickness was indeed just
another way of saying it was a perception of it by someone was also suffer-
ing from it (or not).” No amount of ironic talk about “vexed texts” is going
to persuade me that this is anything more exotic than poor grammar com-
bined with a lack of editing.

It’s easier to discuss the style of Weirdtongue than its plot, in as much as
the style is so flawed, foregrounded and picked over. The book revolves
around a collection of characters who sometimes change names, become
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one another or lose their names altogether. Gregory Mummerset, Captain
Bintiff, Padgett Weggs, Feemy Fitzworth, the Weirdmonger, G., Suzie and
Chelly Mildeyes stumble around a fantastical landscape that encompasses
the Glistenberry Festival, a nightmarish circus show, a Narrative Hospital,
a health spa somewhere in central Europe and London during the Blitz.
Their motives and relationships are as shadowy as their identities, and var-
ious events might or might not happen. None of it seems to matter very
much to them, at least not as much as discussing with one another in typ-
ically vexed terms to what degree they are f ictional characters or real ones.

Turn to any random page, and there will be no sense that the action has
moved on from any other paragraph. A sturdy bookmark is recommended:
woe betide the reader who loses their place. Emotional resonance is muted
at best. I noted just one page that, in terms of insight, stood out miles from
the surrounding morass: “Our faces are pressed up against the mortal shell
like a child wanting to go out and play but kept indoors like the ‘invalid’ in
The Secret Garden.” I sat up at that point, but it was an isolated island pok-
ing out of the mist. Although the book is described as “Horror Tales”, the
only really horrifying thing about it is the sentence construction.

Influences seem to be William Burroughs (for his repetition and non-
linear plots, also his line in body-horror) and David Cronenberg, but the
book itself name-checks Lovecraft, Thomas Mann and Proust (with
embarrassing frequency—there is nothing remotely Proustian about it).
The book is chronically self-conscious about its own f ictionality, but where
other post-modern writers will occasionally puncture the otherwise seam-
less fabric of the narrative, in order to show up the omniscient narrator of
Victorian literature for a cheap sleight-of-hand, D.F. Lewis has torn his nar-
rative to shreds to the extent that all he has left to show us are the rags that
remain.

Constant interruptions, footnotes, apocrypha, reversals and retractions
and similar narrative stammers mean the story never really f inds any trac-
tion and the plot has been so thoroughly deconstructed that reading it is a
flaccid, sterile experience. I think the big mistake here is that D.F. Lewis
has allowed himself every licence to play around with the conventions of
the novel. I was reminded of a sketch from that old TV sketch show
Absolutely: two men are staring intently at a chessboard covered with
pieces from every conceivable board game, including Star Wars f igures and
other random elements. After a lengthy silence, one man picks up a piece,
puts it back down again exactly where he found it, and declares himself the
winner. In the same vein, I once knew a girl who, whenever you offered crit-
icism of something she was a fan of (e.g. “this song’s lyrics are a bit trite,
no?”), would inevitably reply, “But it’s meant to be like that, don’t you see?”
D.F. Lewis, by openly admitting his inability to write pithily, has simply
declared himself the winner by his own unwritten rules. By the time I f in-
ished Weirdtongue I certainly felt like the loser of the contest. I won’t be
demanding a rematch.—JOHN GREENWOOD
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COMICS

BALTIMORE, VOLUME 1:
THE PLAGUE SHIPS
Mike Mignola, Christopher Golden
and Ben Stenbeck
Dark Horse, tpb, 144pp

The First World War ended in February
1916. Those soldiers not killed by the
plague deserted to be with their families,
and there was no one left to f ight. No one,
that is, except Lord Henry Baltimore,
determined to hunt the plague to its sup-
posed source, Haigus, a vampire whose
right eye he put out with a bayonet in a
French ditch. A German bullet cost

Baltimore his leg, but that insult lost him so much more, and thus his quest
began, a quest which will “cost the lives and souls of everyone he loves”.

I haven’t read the illustrated novel version of this story, so I cannot com-
pare them, but this superb volume, written by Hellboy creator Mike
Mignola and Christopher Golden, with moody, clear, dynamic art from Ben
Stenbeck, stands alone without trouble. It begins in Villefranche, where
Baltimore makes an ally of Vanessa Kalderos, granddaughter of a powerful
witch, and ends on Furiani, the island base of the German underwater fleet.

It’s a story of great scale, full of surprises and f ine detail. I was particu-
larly taken with the design of the submarine troops that appear later in the
story, and the look of fear upon Baltimore’s face as he faces almost insur-
mountable odds. He’s willing to put himself in danger’s way, but when
f ighting he’s almost the automaton suggested by his wooden leg, a killing
machine with the soul of an ordinary, terrif ied but very brave man.

I’ll look forward to any future volumes in the series with great eager-
ness.—STEPHEN THEAKER
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BUFFY THE VAMPIRE
SLAYER, SEASON
EIGHT, VOL. 2: NO
FUTURE FOR YOU
Brian K. Vaughan, Georges
Jeanty, Joss Whedon and Cliff
Richards
Dark Horse, tpb, 136pp

The f irst volume of Buffy the
Vampire Slayer Season Eight could
have featured the gang eating jam on
scones for a hundred pages and I
would still have rhapsodized about it,
so glad I was to be back in their com-
pany. This second book, collecting

issues six to ten, can’t rely on nostalgia to see it through, but then neither
did the f irst, which progressed the story of these characters in a way that
distinguished it from the great mass of licensed comics and books.

“No Future for You” by Brian K. Vaughan and Georges Jeanty, a four-
issue story, focuses on Faith, a character I’d have liked much more in the
series if she hadn’t pushed Buffy into such a serious place—something
Buffy herself resented. Here Giles calls on Faith to perform the kind of job
he couldn’t ask Buffy to do: eliminate an untrained English slayer, a bad
seed from the right side of the tracks. The f irst stage of Faith’s mission is to
bond with the baddie and gain her trust; it goes all too well.

“Anywhere But Here”, a single-issue story by Joss Whedon and Cliff
Richards, sees Buffy and Willow on a day trip to see the Sephrilian, a mem-
ber of the demon elite who walks between walls and buckles reality. As
readers might hope, they run into trouble and Buffy gets a chance to kick
ass, but above all it’s a chance for the two best friends to reconnect. Much
as I loved the f inal season of Buffy, the poor girl did get very isolated, and
it’s good to see her smiling in a panel or two.

It’s a short book, but a terribly enjoyable one. I can’t pretend to have any
critical distance from it, any more than I could offer an unbiased review of
an hour spent with my family, but it’s hard to imagine anyone who enjoyed
the television series not enjoying this too. It’s quite possibly better than a
televised season eight could have been. A comic can give us Buffy and
Willow flying over the mountains, or a giant-sized Dawn, and so much else
that would have been diff icult to achieve on a television budget.—STEPHEN

THEAKER
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MOVIES

DEATH RACE 2
Roel Reine (dir.)
DVD/Blu-Ray, 110 mins

Luke Goss makes a habit of showy roles in
sequels that arguably better the originals,
having impressed in Blade II and Hellboy II:
The Golden Army. Improving on a classic
like Death Race was always going to be
tough, especially with Jason Statham busy
elsewhere—but if this prequel doesn’t quite
make it, it’s still a very creditable entry in
the series.

As Carl Lucas, Goss is a strange, intense
and frankly homoerotic presence. Unusually for this kind of f ilm, his char-
acter is not unjustly accused; he’s a bad man getting his just desserts. That
gives him a calm centre; he has nothing to lose, little to win. He also has a
lean, tight f ighting style that convinces the viewer he could take down men
twice his size. The cast is action royalty: Sean Bean, Danny Trejo and Ving
Rhames (as Weyland—is this part of the Aliens universe?), plus a brace of
actors returning from the f irst f ilm, including Robin Shou as 14K.

After opening with a bank robbery and car chase that are much too good
for a f ilm this cheap, the f ilm keeps us waiting for its car battles; frustrat-
ing upon f irst viewing, but we get to watch Death Race evolve from earlier
gladiatorial events. When the races begin, it could easily be footage recy-
cled from the f irst f ilm, in true Corman style, but it’s apparently new, the
original cars having been bought back from collectors. As with f ilm one,
there’s a physical pleasure in seeing real cars tear around a real course.

Fans know Lucas is heading for a terrible accident, and the f ilm teases
by putting him up against flamethrowers in the arena. When he burns, the
make-up is suitably horrifying, the moment feels signif icant. Curiously, we
see here the origin of Frankenstein, and Death Race began with his death,
but we’ve yet to see him in his pomp (other than in Corman’s original). It’s
a lacuna one feels is sure to be f illed; I’d like to see what this director would
do with a serious budget.

There’s more casual racism and sexism than I felt necessary, and not
quite enough gore. Nor is it the cross-country sequel we really wanted, but
with several exciting action sequences and a cast that plays it straight Death
Race 2 sets a new high for direct-to-DVD sequels.—STEPHEN THEAKER

This review originally appeared in BFS Journal #2.
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INSIDIOUS
James Wan (dir.)
FilmDistrict, 103 mins

A true horror f ilm has only one requirement:
scare the viewer. In this, Insidious excels.
Forget plot. Forget character. Forget dialogue.
From its eerie opening image dragged from a
child’s nightmare until its twisted ending, the
f ilm keeps the viewer on edge. To obtain evi-
dence of the f ilm’s scare factor, one need only
visit the many online discussions in which
people talk about nearly losing control of
their bodily functions while watching it. In

this f ilm, director James Wan hacks off, if you’ll pardon the expression, the
gore and violence that he used in 2004 to make a name for himself in Saw.

Strange things are happening in Renai and Josh’s new house. After their
eldest son Dalton slips into an inexplicable coma, they move to a more
modest home, but the oddities persist. Elise, an odd spiritual medium,
explains that it’s not their house that’s haunted; it’s their son. She claims
Dalton is stuck in a hellish place she calls “the further”, and that he must be
returned to his body before another malignant force claims it.

Whereas successful horror f ilms like Paranormal Activity and The Blair
Witch Project evoke fear with a minimalistic approach, Insidious does so
by piling on the most effective techniques from other horror f ilms. In a few
cases, this strategy jars with the f ilm’s overarching mood and jerks the
viewer out of the superb nightmare. But for the most part, it works.

Take, for instance, the séance, which we’ve seen a thousand times.
Séances are scary. So are gas masks. So why not combine them? A gas mask
conceals Elise’s face and voice from the viewer while one of her assistants
transcribes her communication with the residents of “the further”. Never
mind that the reason for using the mask is rather far-fetched; it’s a highly
tense scene.

Among the arsenal that Insidious employs to keep adrenaline flowing
are ghosts in photographs, creepy faces popping out, strange voices on an
intercom, creatures crawling on walls, discordant music, and child ghosts
that laugh and scurry. Again, all techniques that we’ve seen and heard
before, but in this f ilm, they work.

The f ilm’s main flaw was its attempt to incorporate humour. For
instance, in one of Wan’s amalgamations, the primary monster (compared
to Darth Maul in some horror circles, though much more frightening)
plays old-fashioned music (source: Jeepers Creepers) while sharpening his
metal claws (source: A Nightmare on Elm Street). Although humour is a
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key characteristic of The Creeper and Freddy Krueger, it detracts from the
malignity and mystery of the red-faced monster in Insidious. The biggest
mood destroyer came in the Poltergeist-inspired duo of awkward ghost
hunters. Insidious has no room for such imbecilic characters. They weren’t
even funny.

Despite its minor flaws, Insidious proves f irst that the creative well of
the haunted house sub-genre hasn’t run dry, and second, that an R rating—
Insidious is PG13—is not necessary to bestow upon the viewer that jittery
feeling that the best horror f ilms induce.—DOUGLAS J. OGUREK

NEVER LET ME GO
Mark Romanek (dir.)
Fox Searchlight, 103 mins

We don’t need no walls around us.
Roger Waters once said of The Wall

(dir. Alan Parker, 1982) that while each
section had merit on its own, the cumu-
lative effect “lacked any real dynamic ...
at the end of the day, I felt, who gives a
shit.”1 This observation would be
equally apt if made of Never Let Me Go,
which, once it moves beyond the hook
of its artfully fraudulent trailer,
becomes less and less intriguing and
more and more diff icult to stomach.

Hailsham is a special school (the trailer tells us). Its young students have
their destiny laid out for them—the suggestion here being romantic des-
tiny—but in cases where a couple f ind true love, real love, it may be possi-
ble for them to escape whatever sinister fate their futuristic looking
wristbands imply. While Carey Mulligan and Keira Knightley compete for
the affection of Andrew Garf ield, Never Let Me Go offers suspense, thrills,
maybe a futuristic dystopia...?

Or so the trailer would suggest.
In reality—and readers should here brace themselves for a spoiler;

although, can it be a spoiler if it’s revealed by the movie itself, partway
through the f irst “brick”? Call it fair warning; proper disclosure, even—
Never Let Me Go is a f ilm about clones being harvested for their vital
organs. Laid down in three parts (the aforementioned “bricks”) the movie
becomes progressively thicker and heavier until the scales of audience
enjoyment drop harrowingly towards mortar-f ixation; and though super-
f icially it explores the same premise as The Island (dir. Michael Bay, 2005),
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Never Let Me Go is far bleaker and leaves one wondering as to at whom,
precisely, the f ilm is being aimed. Battery hens, perhaps.

As an exploration of cloning, organ harvesting and the associated ethics,
Never Let Me Go is unsatisfying, because the lead characters and most of
the supporting cast remain maddeningly resigned to (nay, unquestioning
of, even committed to) the status quo, merely trudging along with a docil-
ity that, while not unreasonable in the context of their upbringing, never-
theless gives the audience little with which to engage. A snippet towards
the end of the f ilm suggests that this bovine sangfroid is in some measure
the point; but the twist of perspective is subtle, with the tang of lemon, and
for the most part the concept of “humane cloning” manifests merely as
underdeveloped.

Nor does the f ilm work well as a romance, drama or character study. The
three children interact with aplomb, as do Mulligan, Knightley and
Garf ield as adult characters, but whenever a key, revelatory moment shows
itself to be imminent, there comes instead an expectant pause and we sim-
ply cut forward to the next scene. The relationship between the three ulti-
mately comes across as superf icial, their failure to be proactive proving as
frustrating here as it does in respect to their acceptance of the organ har-
vesting scenario. This indomitable passivity makes the characters diff icult
to identify with, “and if I go to the cinema,” (continued Roger Waters in ref-
erence to his own, flawed brainchild), “and I don’t care for any of the char-
acters, it’s a bad f ilm.”

Never Let Me Go does have its good points. The cinematography is well
handled, the script is coherent (within the boundaries of its premise) and
the acting is of a very high standard. The precocious child actors do well:
Ella Purnell; Charlie Rowe; and in particular Isobel Meikle-Small. Keira
Knightley is perhaps a bit too sickening in transmitting her character’s dis-
eased personality—or is that merely a repressed shudder from The Jacket
(dir. John Maybury, 2005)?—but Andrew Garf ield is gauntingly believable
and Carey Mulligan is excellent, taking on a fully developed lead role and
bringing to it a depth and nuance every bit as BAFTA-worthy as her per-
formance in An Education (dir. Lone Scherf ig, 2009). Their best efforts are
hampered, however, as Never Let Me Go seems not to have (or at least fully
embrace) its own raison d’être. The cut-and-paste deception of the trailer
runs deeper than just the usual marketing duplicity. It reflects a fully blown
identity crisis—one that bestows an aura of pointlessness upon both char-
acters and f ilm alike.

The main characters could—somewhat depressingly—be seen as repre-
senting the average plods of western society: they start out ignorant and
misled; they learn the truth but are mollif ied by propaganda; they become
disillusioned but remain passive and thoroughly unrebellious. Thus, even
as we gnash our teeth and rail against the protagonists’ lack of initiative,
their total dearth of gumption, at the same time we may consciously be
overlooking our own situations on a day-to-day basis. But this parable—if
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indeed there is one—only really works if the intended recipient remains
unaware that it is a parable. Anyone who endures and emerges from Never
Let Me Go looking for something positive to take with them from the cin-
ema will, ipso facto, be left with nothing but those hard, burnt, unpopped
bits of popcorn—the ones we nevertheless feel compelled to bite upon.

Cloned from the eponymous novel by Kazuo Ishiguro, Never Let Me Go
mixes the essence of both literary and genre f iction, and in doing so carries
a bitter aftertaste that leaves one wary of what the future may serve up. Such
is the writing on the wall. —JACOB EDWARDS

1. S.L. Duff, “Roger Waters Spills a Saucerful of Secrets”, Music
Connection, 21 September 1987. Quoted in Schaffner, Nicholas,
Saucerful of Secrets: The Pink Floyd Odyssey (Sidgwick & Jackson,
1992), p. 234.

RED RIDING HOOD
Catherine Hardwicke (dir.)
Warner Bros, 100 mins

“From the director of Twilight!” So
touted the advertisements for Red Riding
Hood. This f ilm is to Twilight as card-
board is to concrete.

Valerie loves woodsman Peter, whose
black clothes and lip-raising sneer make
one wonder whether he will start pump-
ing his f ist and singing “White Wedding”
or “Eyes without a Face”. Alas, Peter,
despite the voracity of his purposely
dishevelled hair, has not the f inancial
means to wed Valerie. Henry, who resem-

bles a younger version of the potty-mouthed comedian Bob Saget, does.
But wait. The wide-eyed heroine faces another, more life-threatening

problem: after a long sabbatical from killing, the wolf that terrorized
Valerie’s village has sliced apart her sister.

Just when the simple-minded villagers think that they’ve slain the wolf,
the coach of Father Solomon (Gary Oldman) rolls into town. Solomon
delivers a dramatic monologue in which he warns the villagers that the wolf
exists and is one of them, while also giving the second-rate actors on the set
a lesson in f iner thespian techniques. What was Oldman, an esteemed
actor, thinking when he signed on for this one?

A naïve girl caught between two young men. Sound familiar? It’s no sur-
prise that Red Riding Hood director Catherine Hardwicke also directed
Twilight. However, Edward Cullen and Jacob Black are much more devel-
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oped characters than Peter and Henry. The Twilight leads have a detailed
backstory and motives, whereas their bastardized versions simply jump
through plot hoops.

Moreover, one of the most compelling elements of Twilight is the jour-
ney the audience shares with protagonist Bella. When Edward is intro-
duced, his oddness is just as enchanting to her as it is to the audience.
Conversely, at the onset of Red Riding Hood, Valerie and Peter are already
an item. Where’s the fun in that?

Hardwicke also borrows unabashedly from M. Night Shyamalan’s The
Village. Both f ilms feature a remote village terrorized by an unknown
assailant from the surrounding woods. However, whereas each of the char-
acters Shyamalan focuses on is integral to the plot, several of Hardwicke’s
seem thrust into the f ilm for no other reason than to increase the mystery
of the werewolf’s identity. Additionally, The Village’s cast (e.g. Joaquin
Phoenix, Adrien Brody, William Hurt) make their Red Riding Hood coun-
terparts look like they’re in a high school play.

Red Riding Hood attempts to win over the viewer through two myster-
ies. First, which young man will the wide-eyed heroine choose? Second,
who is the werewolf? However, the many clichés, the poor dialogue, the
overly blatant references (e.g., “What big eyes you have”) to the f ilm’s inspi-
ration, and the underdeveloped characters prompt a third mystery: who
cares?

When the mystery behind The Village is revealed, it is breathtakingly
unexpected. The climax of Red Riding Hood, on the other hand, is disap-
pointing. The mystery of the latter could have been solved much quicker;
all Peter had to do was go to the city where his chic salon was located and
solicit help.

In Writing in General and the Short Story in Particular, American author
and Esquire f iction editor L. Rust Hills (1924–2008) wrote, “The trouble
with mystery as a structure is that the writer enters into competition with
the reader instead of partnership.” Such is the case with Red Riding Hood,
and when the competition is over, the director has lost in her attempt to
live up to Twilight, and the only thing the viewer has won is, depending on
his age, a new way to style his hair.—DOUGLAS J. OGUREK
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SOURCE CODE
Duncan Jones (dir.)
Mark Gordon Company, 93 mins

A stitch in time.
If the quality of your cinema or tel-

evision screen isn’t up to scratch then
Source Code may begin inauspi-
ciously—close-ups of Jake Gyllenhaal
on a train with what looks to be a
sneeze splodge just below his nose.
Not the most pleasant image to have
repeating in front of you, but please
persist.

Gyllenhaal is fondly remembered
by many for playing the title role in
Donnie Darko (dir. Richard Kelly,
2001)—a genuine classic, the kudos

from which has carried him through a couple of tarnished affairs with the
big screen. Zodiac (dir. David Fincher, 2007)… Prince of Persia (dir. Mike
Newell, 2010)… Gyllenhaal’s acting may not have been at fault in these
Notre Dame’d clangers, but with Source Code he reminds us what he can
do when given a quality script with which to work.

Source Code is writer Ben Ripley’s breakthrough f ilm, and the second
outing—the other being Moon (2009)—for director Duncan Jones (aka
Zowie Bowie, son of David). One must try not to be misled by trailer
posters of Gyllenhaal running like a neuromanced FBI agent through a dis-
integrating montage of stills, for Source Code is not an action f ilm. It’s
actually a cleverly paced piece of suspense, which unfolds sans the dramatic
irony that usually separates a cringing viewer from the hopelessly undis-
cerning protagonist.

Source Code, believe it or not, makes sense. Poke it with a stick. Mull
over its intricacies. The plot works (within the parameters laid down) and,
furthermore, does so both in retrospect and as the movie unfolds.
Comparisons will inevitably be drawn with Groundhog Day (dir. Harold
Ramis, 1993)—indeed, there seems at one point to be a deliberate homage
thrown in—but Source Code is an intense and altogether more hefty out-
ing. It builds, grips and intrigues without ensnaring itself in the showman-
like, escapology restraints that, once submitted to, have many f ilms
contorting through neck-snapping plot twists in order to escape. Like 12
Monkeys (dir. Terry Gilliam, 1995) and The Butterfly Effect (dir. Eric Bress
& J. Mackye Gruber, 2004), it tinkers portentously with effect and cause and
manages not to lose its way.
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Michelle Monaghan (Kiss Kiss Bang Bang) and Vera Farmiga (The
Departed) provide excellent foils for Gyllenhaal, and one quite satisfying
by-product of the movie’s Sliding Doors plot device is that its minor char-
acters are also given a chance to develop, becoming far more substantial
than they initially appear. The science of Gyllenhaal’s mission may not be
explored in any great detail—and quite sensibly so—but it allows for an
enthralling scenario, which is sustained throughout by Chris P. Bacon’s
well-matched score.

The title might suggest cyberpunk—hands up those who took vows of
cinematic chastity after watching Johnny Mnemonic (dir. Robert Longo,
1995)?—but Source Code is a far cry from Keanu Reeves playing Frogger
and leaping precariously from one brain cell to the next. It is, indeed, an
intelligent, credible and—in many respects—faith-restoring piece of SF.

A rare f ind.—JACOB EDWARDS

X-MEN: FIRST CLASS
Matthew Vaughn (dir.)
Marvel/Fox, 132 mins

One fish, two fish, dead fish, new
fish.

From the moment that Kevin
Bacon appears on screen having aged
no more than a smidgeon since
Footloose (dir. Herbert Ross, 1984), it
will be evident to most moviego-
ers—however reluctant—that X-
Men: First Class is not the f ilm they
were expecting.

Consider, for instance, the title.
“First Class” refers, it would seem,
not to the British postal service or
some form of frequent flyer upgrade,

but rather to a cohort of students. (More aptly, then, X-Men: The First
Class.) It is not, as the trailer would suggest, a nightmarish escalation of the
action-thwacked absurdity to which preceding X-Men f ilms had degener-
ated, but rather a prequel that sets out à la Batman Begins (dir. Christopher
Nolan, 2005) to overhaul and restore credibility to an otherwise laughable
franchise. (Adam West and Burt Ward flapping around in sitcom tights?
Priceless. But a flock of $100 million big screen turkeys? That’s an alto-
gether less palatable bird to offer up for Hollywood’s infernal thanksgiv-
ing.) X-Men and X2 (dir. Bryan Singer, 2000 & 2003) had their moments,
X-Men: The Last Stand (dir. Brett Ratner, 2006) squandered more money
than the GDP of São Tomé and Príncipe, X-Men Origins: Wolverine (dir.
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Gavin Hood, 2009) was just
unspeakably bad—Hugh Jackman
might as well have jigged around the
set in his kilt, shouting, “Macbeth!
Macbeth!”—but in X-Men: First
Class, at least, there has been some
attempt made to tell a credible story
with properly realised characters.

Starting with the obligatory Nazi-
concentration-camp scene, director
Matthew Vaughn moves forward
into a quick-f ire, comic-book-style
procession of character introduc-
tions. The vast number of back sto-
ries makes for an inherently choppy
beginning, but Vaughn handles it
well enough and the movie soon
sails into calmer waters, establishing
Professor X (James McAvoy) and
Magneto (Michael Fassbender) as
the main protagonists, with
Sebastian Shaw (Kevin Bacon) as the

Machiavellian bad guy. All three acquit themselves well—even if Kevin
Bacon speaks Russian like a drunken extra mumbling, “Rhubarb,
rhubarb.”—and there is much to be said for the charisma and assurance
that their performances bring to the production. Henry Jackman’s inciden-
tal music at times undercuts them—grandiose, sweeping and somewhat
incongruous, rather like taking the score for Last of the Mohicans (dir.
Michael Mann, 1992) and dubbing it over Gilligan’s Island—and the seri-
ous interplay between characters loses some currency amidst a scripted
excess of flippancy and humour. In general, though, the f ilm does capture
one’s attention, and holds it without giving too much cause for cringing.

Until the ending, that is.
The decision to set X-Men: First Class against the backdrop of the Cuban

missile crisis smacks of overplayed cuteness. “God, this sounds cool. Why
not? Let’s do it,” said Vaughn when he heard,1 but the insertion is forced
and the use of period footage in amongst the full colour f ilm of what pur-
ports to be contemporaneous events; well, why not just flash up an old
silent movie caption saying, “Look how clever we’ve been!” It’s jarring to
anyone familiar with the events of 1962; confusing, no doubt, to anybody
who isn’t. Needless to say, the thrilling f inale (read: f iasco) to this histori-
cal cut-and-paste scrapbooking is every bit as dubious as the trailer would
suggest. (To re-iterate: who makes a preview that shows nothing but the
ending of a f ilm?) A staggering, shambolic conclusion to what was other-
wise building as a nicely entwined set of character studies.
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X-Men: First Class has aspirations to
be a stand-alone story. It is weakened,
however, by two afflictions that seem
nowadays to be sweeping the industry:
f irstly, the desire to link everything up
in some clever way that nobody’s seen
coming (usually because it’s rather
implausible); secondly, the comple-
mentary notion that all characters
should have an “arc” that sees them
change at some fundamental level over
the course of a two hour feature. In
terms of comic book adaptations, this
would seem to entail either dying (a
satisfying change from alive to dead)
or transmogrifying, often sponta-
neously, from black to white or vice
versa. There is a lot of this in
X-Men: First Class but poor old
Magneto is the prime example: part
Magnum, part Cornetto, f ighting his
inner battle until—bam! Suddenly he’s
struck down and decides to become a cinema choc-top. And why? Not
because he’s compelled by events just passed, but merely so that he may
link up with what’s known by (some) viewers to have subsequently become
of him. (Or, if that’s too easy, he might f irst twist artfully through the pre-
quel’s two as-yet-unwritten sequels, then take his medication and settle
down as his “original” self.) One knows, upon going to see such a movie,
that allowances must be made for comic book physics and good guy/bad
guy logic—not to mention a chronology that sees nuclear radiation trigger
the f irst generation of X-Men several years prior to the commencement of
atomic research—but above all else it is the big screen trend towards
reflexively mutable characterisation that perhaps will prove just that bit
too hard to stomach.

Two military superpowers cruise unerringly towards nuclear oblitera-
tion. Two factions of super-powered humans wage ideological war as to the
possibility, advisability and desirability of co-existing with non-mutated
humanity. There’s no compelling reason why these strands of plot, when
braided together, should combine to fashion a decent f ilm, yet somehow it
works. Mostly.—JACOB EDWARDS

1. Edward Douglas, “Exclusive Interview with X-Men: First Class Director
Matthew Vaughn,” 27 May 2011. http://www.superherohype.com/fea-
tures/articles/167401-exclusive-interview-with-x-men-f irst-class-
director-matthew-vaughn
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ALSO RECEIVED…

But Not Yet Reviewed

Note that many of the books we receive for review arrive as pre-release pdfs,
print ARCs, epubs and so on; the length and even titles of these books may
change before publication. So while we hope this list is useful, it shouldn't
be treated as a reliable source of bibliographic information.

• The Alice Encounter, by John Gribbin (PS Publishing, hb, 174pp)
• Andromeda Spaceways Inflight Magazine #50 (164pp)
• Andromeda Spaceways Inflight Magazine #51 (170pp)
• Automatic Safe Dog, Jet McDonald (Eibonvale, pb, 270pp)
• The Ballad of the Damned, Charles

Senescall (self-published, epub, 13K)
• Because I Could, by David B. Silva

(Untreed Reads, ebook, 238ll)
• Bloody War, Terry Grimwood (Eibonvale,

pb, 272pp)
• The Caretakers, by Adrian Chamberlin

(Dark Continents Publishing, pb, 360pp)
• Citizen Rex, by Mario & Gilbert

Hernandez (Dark Horse, tpb, 144pp)
• Dark Heart, Darren J. Guest (Snowbooks,

ebook, 288pp)
• Dark War, by Tim Waggoner (Angry

Robot, ebook, 4171ll)
• The Dead Shall Feed, Jason Whittle (Panic

Press, 258pp)
• Double Cross, by Carolyn Crane (Untreed

Reads, ebook, 5815ll)
• Eric and Derik: Two Clones Searching for

Love, by Garry McNulty (Untreed Reads,
ebook, 503ll)

• Fables from the Fountain, edited by Ian
Whates (NewCon Press, 256pp)

• Falling Skies, by Paul Tobin and Juan
Ferreyra (Dark Horse, tpb, 104pp)

• Further Conflicts, edited by Ian Whates
(NewCon Press, 240pp)

• The Ghost Hunter, by P.A. Bees (Untreed
Reads, ebook, 99ll)

• The Ghost Story Megapack: 25 Classic
Ghost Stories (Wildside Press, epub, 514pp)
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• The Great Lover, by Michael Cisco
(Chômu, pb, 446pp)

• Hard Spell, by Justin Gustainis (Angry
Robot, ebook, 4778ll)

• Home Fires, by Gene Wolfe (PS
Publishing, hb, 284pp)

• Insinuations: an Autobiography, by Jack
Dann (PS Publishing, hb, 94pp)

• Into Thin Air, by Nigel Bird (Untreed
Reads, ebook, 140ll)

• Junction, by Jack Dann (PS Publishing,
hb, 204pp)

• The Left Hand, by Serenity J. Banks (Dark
Continents Publishing, pb, c.200pp)

• Link Arms with Toads, Rhys Hughes
(Chômu Press, pb, 286pp)

• Maternal Instincts, by Jeffrey Ricker
(Untreed Reads, ebook, 274ll)

• Mind Games, by Carolyn Crane (Untreed
Reads, ebook, 6312ll)

• Mistification, by Kaaron Warren (Angry
Robot, ebook, 4885ll)

• Motor City Wolf, by David Perlmutter
(Untreed Reads, ebook, 215ll)

• O My Days, by David Matthew
(Triskaideka Books, ebook, 8034ll)

• Obverse Quarterly 1: Bite Sized Horror,
selected by Johnny Mains (Obverse Books,
90pp)

• Postmodern Medicine, by Trevor Price
(Untreed Reads, epub)

• Pride and Prejudice and Zombies: Dreadfully Ever After, Steve
Hockensmith (Quirk, pb, 288pp)

• The Render of the Veils, by Ramsey Campbell (PS Publishing, hb,
26pp)

• Rules for the Care and Feeding of Tiffany, by Darby Krenshaw
(Untreed Reads, ebook, 177ll)

• Seeker, by Andy Frankham-Allen (Untreed Reads, ebook, 7106ll)
• The Sixth Gun, Book 1: Cold Dead Fingers, by Cullen Bunn and Brian

Hurtt (Oni Press, tpb, 178pp)
• Sky City—New Science Fiction Stories by Danish Authors, ed. Carl-

Eddy Skovgaard (Science Fiction Cirklen, pb, 244pp)
• Special Charter, by Chris Bauer (Untreed Reads, ebook, 150ll)
• Tales of the Pahleen: Blue Fire Burning, by Hobb Whittons

(Authorhouse, 496pp)
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• Tobacco-Stained Mountain Goat, by
Andrez Bergen (Another Sky Press,
230pp)

• Touchless, Russell Davis (Wildside Press,
epub, 164pp)

• The Tower, by J.S. Frankel (Untreed
Reads, ebook, 5113ll)

• What Wolves Know, by Kit Reed (PS
Publishing, hb, 236pp)

• The Zagzagel Diaries, by Bryl R. Tyne (6×
ebooks, Untreed Reads)

• A King’s Speech, by Mark Burgess
(AudioGo, 1×CD, 45 mins)

• Dick Barton and the Cabatolin Diamonds,
by Geoffrey Webb (AudioGo, 4×CD, 4hrs)

• Dick Barton and the Paris Adventure, by
Geoffrey Webb (AudioGo, 4×CD, 4hrs)

• Doctor Who: Inferno, by Terrance Dicks,
read by Caroline John (AudioGo, 4×CD,
4hrs5)

• Doctor Who: The BBC Radio Episodes
(AudioGo, 9×CD, 9hrs10)

• Paul Temple and the Margo Mystery, by
Francis Durbridge, read by Toby Stephens
(AudioGo, 6×CD, 6hrs)

• The American Civil War, by David
Reynolds (AudioGo, 2×CD, 2hrs10)

• The Jungle Book: Mowgli Stories, by
Rudyard Kipling, read by Peter Jeffrey
(AudioGo, 2×CD, 2hrs15)
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Theaker's Quarterly Fiction will return on 25 September 2011 
(or thereabouts).

New reviews appear on our blog most Monday mornings: 
theakersquarterly.blogspot.com

When Stephen wants to something slightly controversial, 
he usually says it on Twitter: @Rolnikov


